LIST OF MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS

The following is a list of all of accessioned manuscript collections in the Marshall University Special Collections department. The list is ordered alphabetically by donor, which is sometimes but not always the subject of the collection’s material. A brief description is included and any finding aids are linked to the accession number.

Searching Within the List:

- Search within the PDF by typing CTRL-F and entering search terms into the search box
- For best results search multiple times using a variety of words or phrases

Having trouble finding what you need?
Contact the Special Collections Department 304-696-2343 or speccoll@marshall.edu
ADAMS FAMILY
ACCESSION 540
Dates: 1942-1950
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 22 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Chris Hatten, 1992.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, family; papers include ration books for gasoline and other rationing documents, newspaper clippings, and certificate.

ADKINS FAMILY RECORDS
ACCESSION 1980/12.0320
Dates: 1818-1915
Collection Type/Materials and size: Bible record (photo reproduction), 10 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Hobart Franklin, 1980.
Description: Births, deaths and marriages of Anderson Adkins family of West Virginia.

ADKINS FAMILY
ACCESSION 521; PROCESSED (MS 123)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 vol.: 156 pp. + 1 folder.
Description: Genealogical material on a Wayne County, West Virginia, family.

AGEE, Elizabeth Francis
ACCESSION 2008/02.0763
Dates: 1929 - 1934(?)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 scrapbook
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Susan Riggs (daughter of Mrs. Agee), 2007.
Description: Scrapbook of Marshall College photographs, ephemera, and memorabilia collected by former student Elizabeth Francis.

AINGER, Alfred. 1837-1904
ACCESSION 1980/01.0293. (Transferred, 1980)
Dates: 1891
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Description: Letter to Rev. William Ince of Christ Church, Oxford.

ALDERMAN, Henry.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0043.
Dates: 1898-1918
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 items.
Description: Account book (1898) and charge books (1902-1904) of a Huntington, West Virginia resident.

ALDERSON, WEST VIRGINIA OLD GREENFIELD CHURCH.
ACCESSION 1974/08.0146
Dates: 1776-1798
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 11 leaves.
Description: Copy of marriage register kept by Reverend John Alderson, Jr., containing Greenbrier County marriages.

ALESHIRE FAMILY
ACCESSION 1973/06.0054
Dates: 1862-1889
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear ft.
Description: Correspondence among members of a Gallipolis, Ohio, family; includes letters written by sons in the Union Army during and after the Civil War.

ALEXANDER, Helen
ACCESSION 633
Dates: 1901-1996
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 1860-1996. 1.5 linear ft.
Description: Resident of Huntington, West Virginia Papers include photographs of Lasley and Alexander families of Gallia Co., Ohio; scrapbooks of Alexander’s years at Sayre College, Lexington, Ky., and of motor trips during the 1930s to the Chicago World’s Fair, Washington, D. C., and Florida. Also included are diaries kept by Alexander and her mother from 1929 to 1986.

ALEXANDER, Robert P.
ACCESSION 426
Dates: 1981-1984
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Alexander, 1986.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 cubic feet.
Description: Dean, College of Business, Marshall University; member of Huntington, West Virginia, City Council. Papers relate to term on Council, including a one-year term as mayor.

ALLEN, John (collector)
ACCESSION 529
Dates: 1784-1991
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of John Allen, 1991
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 7 items
Description: Wheeling, West Virginia, lawyer. Papers consist of deeds of property owned by George Washington and the will of Archibald McClean, all relating to property in what is now Ohio and Marshall Counties, West Virginia.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN, West Virginia Division
ACCESSION 1977/02.0176.
Dates: 1923-1980
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1970
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 12 cu. ft.
Description: President's papers, minute books, working papers; reports from branches, officers, and committee chairmen; financial papers.

**AAUW - West Virginia Division**

**ACCESSION 2013/04.0807**


Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 5 cu. ft.

Method of Acquisition and date: Received, May 2012

Description: This collection contains paper and multimedia materials related to the American Association of University Women- West Virginia Division from 1929-2011. The collection includes meeting minutes, agendas, and officer reports, publications, initiative plans, and correspondence. Branch yearbooks and statewide directories are also included, as well as workshop materials. The "kits" associated with the collection were produced by the AAUW on a national level, and distributed to chapters. Each kit is representative of AAUW workshops.

**AMERICAN RED CROSS: WESTERN WEST VIRGINIA CHAPTER**

**ACCESSION 2004/09.0738**

Dates: 1917-2002

Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Western West Virginia Chapter, American Red Cross

Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 31 cu. ft.

Description: Papers, photographs, memorabilia and other items related to the operation of the Huntington, West Virginia office.

**AMOS, Enos**

**ACCESSION 1980/12.0321**

Dates: 1864

Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1980

Collection Type/Materials and size: Oath, 1 item

Description: Oath of allegiance for election of office of second lieutenant, 17th Regiment, 3d Brigade, 1st Division, West Virginia Militia, Marion County, West Virginia.

**[ANCESTOR CHART]**

**ACCESSION 423**

Dates: 1872

Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1986.

Collection Type/Materials and size: 2 leaves.

Description: Found in Appleton's Memorials of the Cranes of Chilton (1868). Holograph chart titled, "How many ancestors have you?" plots number of ancestors for each generation for 24 generations.

**ANDERSON-NEWCOMB CO. (Huntington, West Virginia)**

**ACCESSION 672**

Dates: 1895-1957


Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 9 items. (8 photographs in room 217, map case, drawer 4)
Description: Huntington, West Virginia department store. Photographs of predecessor store, Valentine-Newcomb and of store outing.

**ANONYMOUS MANUSCRIPT: Debate on Evils of War**
**ACCESSION 1976/01.0150**
Dates: ca. 1865
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1976.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 item.
Description: Holograph manuscript of a debate about the evils of war.

**ANONYMOUS MEMORANDA BOOK.**
**ACCESSION 1984/07.0401**
Dates: 1913
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1981.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Memorandum book, 1 item.
Description: Contains items relating to Pocahontas County, West Virginia: jurors, tax notations, and expenses.

**ARCHER, ROBERT L.**
**ACCESSION 530 (MANUSCRIPT 124) PROCESSED**
Dates: 1871-1896
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts, 31 items.
Description: Manuscripts include "Chronicles of Early Huntington," used by Doris Miller for her centennial history of Huntington, West Virginia.

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**
**ACCESSION 689**
Dates: 1963
Collection Type/Materials and size: Bulletins, 50 items.
Description: Copy read on the air by newscasters at WSAZ-TV, the local NBC affiliate in Huntington, West Virginia on Nov. 22 and 23, 1963, during coverage of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.

**ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN WOMEN FOR THE PREVENTION OF LYNCHING**
**ACCESSION 609 (MANUSCRIPT 135) PROCESSED**
Dates: 1930 -1942
Method of Acquisition and date: Originals in Special Collections and Archives Division, Robert W. Woodruff Library, Atlanta University. Received, ca. 1993.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 microfilm reels; 35 mm.
Description: Women's social action group that grew out of the Women's Work Committee of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation (CIC) Papers document the pursuit of their goal to eliminate lynching; include correspondence, pamphlets, reports, newspaper clippings, petitions and speeches.
AUTOGRAFF BOOK
ACCESSION 574 (MANUSCRIPT 112-A) PROCESSED
Dates: 1851-1948
Method of Acquisition and date: Placed on permanent loan by Mrs. Charles Dodrill, 1993.
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 volume.
Description: Divided in sections entitled, 'President and Cabinet,' 'Senate,' and 'House of Representatives,' the book contains the signatures of these persons; owner/collector not identified, but may have been the property of James Butler Bowlin (1804-1874), Minister Resident to New Granada (Colombia), 1854-1857.

ATHENS, WEST VIRGINIA METHODIST CHURCH
ACCESSION 1973/11.0059
Dates: 1848-ca. 1940
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 3 leaves.
Description: Anonymous history of a Mercer County, West Virginia church.

BACON, Nathaniel, Papers
ACCESSION 1973/01.0013
Dates: 1870-1891
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Ledgers, business papers, receipts, legal documents, correspondence of owner of Talcott Toll Bridge Company, Talcott, Summers County, West Virginia.

BAILEY, Louise (collector)
ACCESSION 1980/07.0308
Dates: 1859-1937
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Bailey, 1980.
Description: Photo-reproduction of will of John Branch, governor of North Carolina and Florida, 1830's and 40's; cash book of G. A. Bailey, lawyer in Tennessee.

BAISE-HANCOCK-WILSON FAMILY
ACCESSION 1975/02.0080
Dates: 1887-1950
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Larry Vaden, 1975.
Description: Correspondence of Proctorville, Ohio, and Huntington, West Virginia, families, including letters written during the first and second world wars. Also receipts, newspaper clippings, grade reports, and other personal papers.

BAKER, George Coleman
ACCESSION 679
Dates: 1936
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 28 leaves.

BALL FAMILY GENEALOGY
ACCESSION 1980/09.0310
Dates: 1765-1979
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: 1980.
Description: Ball Family of Mason Co., W.Va. Complied by Kenneth and Edna Moody; contains newspaper clippings, reproductions of photographs, and death notices as well as the compilation.

BALL, Frank
ACCESSION 623, (MANUSCRIPT 140)
Dates: 1949-1985
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1995.
Description: Cabell Co., West Virginia resident; newspaper columnist. Papers consist of photocopies of local history articles appearing in the Cabell Record and other local newspapers.

BALL, James William.
ACCESSION 306
Dates: 1864-1865
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Robert Chapman, 1983.
Description: Captain, Co. E, 19th Regiment, Virginia Cavalry, Jackson's Brigade. Papers include special orders, correspondence, results of an examination.

BALLARD, Dr. Margaret Byrneside, 1900-1976.
ACCESSION 1978/09.0238 (MANUSCRIPT 65)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Czompo, 1978.
Description: Monroe County, West Virginia, native, physician in Baltimore, Maryland for many years before retirement. Papers consist of newspaper clippings about her interest in fostering the traditions of Appalachia; also includes a letter in which she expresses her interest in genealogy and history.

BANNER PRINTING COMPANY.
ACCESSION 1974/07.0121
Dates: 1902-1903.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 12 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: 1974.
Description: Minute book, receipts of a Huntington, West Virginia printing company, printers of THE BAPTIST BANNER until 1906.

BARKER, Russell.
ACCESSION 1977/07.0200
Dates: 1869
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Charles Hoffman, 1977.
Description: Land title for 67 acres of land in Boone County, West Virginia, signed by Governor Arthur I. Boreman.

BARTA STUDIOS
ACCESSION 1975/03.0090
Collection Type/Materials and size: Film negatives, 47 cu. Ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Dennis Reid, 1975, 1978.
Description: Negatives of professional photographer Joseph Barta of Huntington, West Virginia; includes card index of names.

BARTON, Thomas H.
ACCESSION 1977/12.0208.
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 18 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Laura Woodall, 1977.
Description: Copy of `Autobiography of Dr. Thomas H. Barton, the self-made physician . . . including a history of the Fourth Regiment. West Virginia Volunteer Infantry.

BARTRAM-TOLD FAMILY.
ACCESSION 2004/09.0739.
Dates: 1842-1921.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers. 24 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of John L.E. Jones.
Description: Letters to John Tuffree about the management of the Bartram farm at Millersport, Ohio; Martin and Told family letters from various locations, including Boonesboro, Iowa.

BAUMGARDNER, Riley G.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0288.
Dates: 1592-1926.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Chart, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Baumgardner, 1979.
Description: Photo reproduction of `Maternal ancestors of Nora Mae Baumgardner Gebhardt;' includes lineages of Hildreth, Patterson and Warden Families of Virginia.
BAUMGARTNER, RICK.
ACCESSION 537 (MANUSCRIPT 128)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Description: Newspaper columns by Mr. Baumgartner written for the Huntington Advertiser dealing
with history of Huntington, West Virginia, families and local events; many were later compiled into the
booklet, "First Families of Huntington, West Virginia."

BAVELY, Joe James.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0045
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Statement, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Unknown.
Description: Holograph reminiscences of a Marion County, West Virginia resident regarding the
Monongah mine disaster in 1907.

BAXTER Curtis F., (deceased 1984).
ACCESSION 405.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, educator active in cultural affairs. Papers consist of lecture notes
for British literature classes at Marshall University and some items of correspondence. Also includes
scrapbooks of tributes at his retirement from the University. Slides of extensive travels in Europe and
the Caribbean comprise the bulk of the collection.

BEAN-KESINGER-BALLARD FAMILY.
ACCESSION 631
Dates: 1790-1898.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 31 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James K. Jeffrey, 1996.
Description: Photo reproduction of holograph history of Monroe Co., West Virginia, family.

BEARD FAMILY.
ACCESSION 606.
Dates: 1942.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1994.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, family; collection consists of letters and a wedding invitation.

BECK, R. Lloyd.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0316
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 9 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Barbara Beck, 1980.
Description: Marshall University professor of philosophy. Papers include newspaper clippings and letter from James B. Shouse, former dean of teachers' college.

BEEMAN, Elijah, 1842-1862.
ACCESSION 1979/03.0250
Dates: 1861-1862.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters (photo reproduction of typescript), 38 leaves.
Description: Member of Company A, Twelfth Regiment, Ohio Volunteers. Letters to various family members describe campaigns through Virginia and West Virginia, treatment of illnesses in camp and soldier life in general.

BELANGER, Estelle `Bill'.
ACCESSION 417.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 vol.; 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Belanger, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, journalist and chronicler of arts and cultural affairs. Collection includes scrapbooks of clippings of her articles, columns, and reviews of books and plays.

BELL, Barbara.
ACCESSION 2012/02.0791
Dates: 1745-1836.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction of manuscript materials), 0.75 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Bell, 2011.
Description: Vestry Book of the Southern Parish, Powhatan County, Virginia.

BERKELEY COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA
ACCESSION 428 (MANUSCRIPT 97)
Dates: 1777-1816.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Wills (photo reproduction), 1777-1816. 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Doris Bias, 1985.
Description: Copy of original typescript located in the NSDAR Genealogical Library in Washington, D. C.

BESANT, Walter.
ACCESSION 1976/09.0139.
Dates: 1894(?)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transfer, 1976.
Description: A letter thanking Thomas Mosher of Portland, Maine, for the gift of a book.

BICKLEY, ANCELLA, collector.
ACCESSION 522.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 22 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ancella Bickley, 1990.
Description: West Virginia educator. Papers consist primarily of programs of events related to African-Americans in West Virginia, especially Douglass High School in Huntington, West Virginia.

BIDDLE, Ora Patterson.
ACCESSION 1974/09.0089.
Dates: 1913-1968.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Berry, 1974.
Description: Correspondence, programs, yearbooks, newspaper clippings concerning the Daughters of the American Revolution on the local, state, and national levels. Also newspaper clippings and papers concerning the local history of Mason County and Point Pleasant, West Virginia.

BIRDWELL, RAWSON PAIGE, Sr., compiler.
ACCESSION 710.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Leslie Birdwell, 2002.
Description: Scrapbook of Huntington, West Virginia employee of American Car and Foundry contains pictures of railroad engines; some are original photographs, most are clipped from printed material.

BIRKE, William D.
ACCESSION 463
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, Ca. 150 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia newspaper publisher. Collection includes scrapbooks, photographs, certificates and an autograph letter signed by Dwight D. Eisenhower.

BISHOP, Anna E, Papers.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0025.
Dates: 1866-1941.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: unknown.
Description: Military papers, correspondence, financial papers, tax receipts, savings books of Huntington, West Virginia family.

BISHOP FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1975/01.0193.
Dates: 1832-1895.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 33 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: unknown.
Description: Newspaper clippings and family records of an Illinois family.

BLAKE, Marian Alexander.
ACCESSION 1979/06.0267.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Rosanna Blake Hulse, 1979.
Description: Resident of Athens, Ohio; Marshall College alumna and former resident of Huntington, West Virginia. Collection contains greeting cards, post cards, letters from daughter, and miscellaneous printed items.

BLAKE, Rosanna (Mrs. Fred Hulse), (deceased 1987).
ACCESSION 469.
Dates: 1913-1979
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1988
Description: Marshall College alumna; attorney for National Labor Relations Board. Collection consists of items found in book collection: newspaper clippings; memorabilia related to Presidents Roosevelt, Truman and Johnson and candidate Adlai Stevenson.

BLAKE, ROSANNA, collector.
ACCESSION 703.
Dates: 1860-1865 and undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Description: Letters and one court order; letters tell of family matters and life behind Confederate lines.

BLANCHARD, William B., Jr.
ACCESSION 1976/01.0123 (MS 34)
Dates: 1975
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 17 pgs. (photo reproduction)
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Blanchard, 1976.
Description: PROCESSED; ‘West Virginia abortion law: is it in jeopardy?’ research paper written for political science class at Marshall University.

BLENNERHASSET, Harman, 1764?-1831.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0073
Dates: 1755-1866.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 reels of microfilm (ca. 550 items).
Description: Correspondence, journals, articles for the Ohio Gazette, memoirs and financial and legal papers, 1795-1831. Later papers are chiefly those of Blennerhasset's wife, Margaret Agnew.

Manuscript List 1/26/2016
Edited By: Lori Thompson
Blennerhasset, and sons Harman, Jr., and Joseph Lewis Blennerhasset.

**BOKAIR FAMILY PAPERS**

ACCESSION 2006/01.0745  
Dates:  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Yeager, 2006.  
Description: Primarily programs of concerts, plays, other printed material related to Huntington High School. Of interest are the items related to the Kfeirian Reunion.

**BOMAR, Jake, Jr.**

ACCESSION 1981/06.0338.  
Dates: 1978-1982  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, Ca. 200 items.  
Description: Former Huntington, West Virginia, resident, currently residing in Tacoma, Washington. Collection consists of photo-reproductions of correspondence, photographs and newspaper clippings related to Mr. Bomar’s volunteer work.

**BOND, Nelson Slade (1908-2006)**

ACCESSION 2006/04.0749. and ACCESSION 2004.0722  
Dates: 1920(?)-2006 (Bulk 1935-1965)  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 54 linear feet.  
Description: Science fiction writer. Professional papers relate to his career as the author of short stories, radio and television scripts; income tax and other financial papers; copies of publications containing his work; manuscripts of all short stories; correspondence.

**BORCHERT, Leslie Carl.**

ACCESSION 1979/05.0254.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Borchert, 1979.  
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, engineer. Papers consist of newspaper clippings and articles related to atom bomb; memoranda, certificates and other items related to auxiliary firemen in Chicago and the Manhattan Project during the Second World War.

**BOSTWICK, Elizabeth.**

ACCESSION 1977/04.0183 (PROCESSED; MS 50)  
Dates: 1976  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 28 leaves.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Elizabeth Bostwick, 1976.  
Description: ‘The influence of German settlers on the pioneer period of Pendleton County.’ Includes maps and a genealogy of the Henkel family.
[BOTT, Henry?]
ACCESSION 1981/06.0336.
Dates: 1906-1908
Collection Type/Materials and size: Journal, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1980.
Description: Reminiscences of schools, transportation, families and other aspects of life in York County, Pennsylvania, ca. 1825-1850.

ACCESSION 1973/01.0086.
Dates 1887-ca. 1938.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Description: Former dean of Marshall College of Arts and Sciences (1939-1945); collection contains postcard albums with views of Ohio towns, a photograph album of Portsmouth, Ohio, scenes, notes, books, and a brief history of the Bowers family.

BOWLIN FAMILY.
ACCESSION 512 (PROCESSED: MANUSCRIPT 112-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 14 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Lucas, 1990.
Description: Material related to James Bowlin and family of St. Louis, MO, related to the Albert Gallatin Jenkins family of Cabell County, West Virginia, to which collection these papers are an addendum.

BOWLING FAMILY GENEALOGY.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0313.
Dates: 1866-1957.
Collection Type/Materials and size: History (photo reproduction), 19 leaves.
Description: Genealogical notes and reminiscences of Sarah Brewster Bowling concerning families in McDowell and Lewis Counties, West Virginia.

BRADLEY, Robert
ACCESSION 433.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 folders.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1986.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia physician. Papers relate to an early attempt to establish a medical school at Marshall University.

BRAFFORD, Ralph W.
ACCESSION 1977/06.0188.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Brafford, 1977.
Description: Timebooks of the Baltimore and Ohio railway station and freight yard in Huntington, West Virginia. Includes yearbooks, photographs, correspondence, regulations, and bulletins.

BRISBIN, Lansing, Jr.
ACCESSION 2004-0729.
Dates: 1956-1986
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Lansing Brisbin, Jr.
Description: Papers, reports, correspondence and printed material related to Mr. Brisbin's field work as an archaeologist in West Virginia and Kentucky.

BROH, Irene Drukker, 1880-1978.
ACCESSION 1982/12.0371.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), .5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by E. Henry and A. Dolph Broh, 1982.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident and long-time activist for women's rights and civic reform. Includes material from scrapbooks illustrating activities of Mrs. Broh and her mother Sara Tobias Drukker of St. Louis and Cincinnati.

BROWN, Frank Ferrel, 1864-1934, compiler.
ACCESSION 1975/06.0100
Dates: not dated
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction of carbon copy), 53 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by George F. Brown, 1975.
Description: 'Family records of the Brown family' of Ohio County, West Virginia, and Belmont and Jefferson Counties, Ohio. Includes genealogies of the Durnall, Wallace, Ferrel and Fritts families of Illinois, Ohio, West Virginia and Nebraska.

BROWN, George Faris, compiler.
ACCESSION 1977/02.0178 (PROCESSED: MANUSCRIPT 46)
Dates: [1971]
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 19 leaves.
Description: 'Family records of the Brooks family' of Wyoming County, West Virginia; includes information about the Cook and Canterbury families.

BROWN, Walter Lindsey, 1903-1975.
ACCESSION 1980/04.0297.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 9 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sumner Elton, 1980.
Description: Native of Williamson, West Virginia; lawyer for Western Electric Company, New York, 1941-1964. Papers include copies of speech and articles, memorials, correspondence, and newspaper clippings.

ACCESSION 561
Dates: 1990-1993
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Ken Hechler, 1993
Description: Huntington, W.Va. native; president and executive director of the United States Committee for UNICEF. Papers include speeches by Mr. Bruce on behalf of UNICEF and materials from his memorial service in New York City.

BRUMFIELD, John H., et al.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0033.
Dates: 1850.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Land grant for Logan County, (West) Virginia property, signed by Governor John B. Floyd.

BUFFINGTON, James.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0041.
Dates: 1837-1859.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 18 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Holograph deeds, indentures and other legal documents from Marion and Carroll Counties, Missouri, and Lawrence County, Ohio.

BULLA, Patricia Clark.
ACCESSION 497 (PROCESSED; MANUSCRIPT 62-A)
Dates: [1987?]
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 3, 128 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1989.
Description: 'My dearest husband: Letters of Amacetta Laidley Summers to George W. Summers...,' edited and annotated by Ms. Bulla, document events in life of a Charleston, West Virginia, family during
1842-43, while George Summers served in Congress.

BURDETTE, Juanita K., compiler.
ACCESSION 1977/06.0192 (PROCESSED; MS 54
Dates: 1818-1883.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 3 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Burdette, 1977.
Description: Books 2, 3, and 5 of the Mason County, West Virginia, censuses for 1850 and 1860 and Jackson County, West Virginia, marriage records, 1818-1883.

BURK, Lewis.
ACCESSION 1982/06.0361.
Dates: 1872, 1881.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers are a bill of lading from the Big Sandy Wharf Company and a documents appointing Burk assessor of the city of Huntington.

BURK, Mary.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0002 (PROCESSED; MS 62)
Dates: 1937.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Notes and correspondence regarding the centennial celebration of Marshall College in 1937.

BURLINGTON, OHIO. MACEDONIA CHURCH.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0319.
Dates: 1884-1897.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Minutes (photo reproduction), 194 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Edna Duckworth, 1980.
Description: Holograph minutes from Black church in Lawrence County, Ohio.

BURLINGTON, OHIO. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
ACCESSION 485.
Dates: 1826-1828.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 2 items.
Description: 'Record of the establishment and proceedings of the Presbyterian Church of Burlington, Lawrence County, Ohio;' holograph.

BURNETT, BEECHER R.
ACCESSION 645.
Dates: 1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 20 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased 1996.
Description: Resident of Roanoke, Va. and member of the 47th Army Air Force College Training Detachment at Marshall College, Huntington, and West Virginia Letters to his wife describe his training.

BURNETT, Rena.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0158.
Dates: 1889-1902.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Autograph book, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: 
Description: Contains signatures of Huntington, West Virginia, residents.

BURNS, FRED, collector.
ACCESSION 516.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 40 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Sam Clagg, 1990.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, sportswriter. Collection consists of photographs of athletic teams and individuals from Huntington High School, Marshall College, and other state schools.

BURROWES, CARL.
ACCESSION 691
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1998; Accessioned 2000.
Description: Files of the West Virginia Black history conference and the Alliance for the collection, preservation and dissemination of West Virginia Black history, as well as other items related to African-Americans in West Virginia

BUTLER FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1978/05.0232.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions)
Description: Typescript history and newspaper clippings concerning Austin Davis Butler, a riverman from Point Pleasant, West Virginia, and his family. Includes a genealogy of the Crossman family.

CABELL, Samuel
ACCESSION 476.
Dates: 1818-1832.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 23 items.
Description: Revolutionary War soldier from Nelson County, Virginia; papers consist of military bounty land warrants and scrip issued in 1832; also will and some correspondence. Originals located in National Archives, Washington, D. C.
CABELL COUNTY, [VIRGINIA] CIRCUIT COURT.
ACCESSION 603.
Dates: 1809-1815.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Minute book, 1 vol. Photocopy of original located in the Cabell County, West Virginia, courthouse.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1994.
Description: Holograph; also contains "Commonwealth's Causes" (1809-1810). Transcribed in Eldridge's "1809-1815 Cabell County minute book abstracts: an abstract of the combined [sic] "First" minute and law order books of Cabell County, VA/WV." (ACCESSION 580).

CABELL COUNTY [VIRGINIA] COURT.
ACCESSION 550.
Dates: 1849-1862.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Rule Book, 1 volume (photo reproduction).
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Carrie Eldridge, 1992.
Description: List of judgments by county court on actions submitted by parties for arbitration, with notes on type of action and amount of damages.

CABELL COUNTY [VIRGINIA] SCHOOL COMMISSION.
ACCESSION 2004/09.0740
Dates: 1819-1883.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records. 2 vols.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Nancy Hanger.
Description: The School Commissioners' record book (1819-1860) records orders of the commissioners: appointments; authorizations for expenditures; determination of the districts and how many schools will be subscribed to in each; and other business of the commissioners. The Record Book of Free Schools, Barboursville Township (1865-1883), includes minutes of meetings; descriptions of the school districts; statistics on numbers of children; disbursements of funds; titles of textbooks; and other information relating to the operation of the schools.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED SCHOOL EMPLOYEES.
ACCESSION 1978/04.0226 (PROCESSED; MS 63)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978.
Description: Minutes and scrapbooks.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] COUNTY CLERK.
ACCESSION 451 (PROCESSED; MS 99)
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Book (photo reproduction), 61 leaves.
Description: Descriptions of the sixty-one lots that made up the original Savage land grant.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] COUNTY COURT.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0083 (PROCESSED; MS 51)
Dates: 1809-1866.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records and minutes, Typescript (carbon copy), 2 vol. Preservation photo reproduction, 6 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Compiled by R. S. Douthat, former clerk of the court; includes circuit court records. Indexed.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] PUBLIC LIBRARY.
ACCESSION 543 (PROCESSED; MS129)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Description: Bulk of original gift was transferred to WV Collection vertical file; remainder includes some deeds and manuscript items, but consists primarily of photographs and glass slides of views of Huntington, West Virginia.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] MEDICAL SOCIETY.
ACCESSION 425.
Dates: 1951.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Robert Coon, 1985.
Description: A report to Gov. Okey Patteson regarding location of a proposed medical school, promoting Huntington as a site; letters from the governor and a report justifying the location at Morgantown.

CABELL COUNTY [WEST VIRGINIA] MEDICAL SOCIETY.
ACCESSION 1984/01.504.
Dates: 1903-ca. to 1975.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Charles Moffat, 1985.
Description: Files of the medical society supplied to Dr. Moffat for research on his book, "History of the Cabell County Medical Society, 1890-1985;" includes minutes, correspondence, and newspaper clippings.

CABELL-WAYNE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
ACCESSION 1975/06.0099
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 43.5 cu. ft.; 374 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Permanent loan of the Society, 1974.
Description: Important collection of photographs of Huntington and Cabell County, West Virginia families, buildings, and places. Extensive clipping and pamphlet files in addition to family papers, scrapbooks, framed documents, and display panels.

Caldwell, Clara Jefferson, 1894-1972(?).
ACCESSION 1982/12.0372.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Notebook (photo reproduction), 116 p.
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia resident. Notebook contains holograph entries recording genealogical information about Caldwell, Winters, Jefferson and related families; household accounts;
livestock records; deaths in Lesage area; activities at Oak Hill, Mt. Carmel and Z. Warner United Brethren Churches.

CALDWELL, David.
ACCESSION 2003.0719.
Dates: 1818-1853.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Jeffery.
Description: Carbon copy of typed transcripts of letters of Episcopal clergyman from Vermont, later Virginia.

CAMP CREEK CHURCH OF CHRIST
ACCESSION 2007/06.0760
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Michael O. Tabor, 2007.
Description: A church record book for the Camp Creek Church of Christ located in the vicinity of East Lynn, West Virginia. The record book contains membership rosters, birth, death, and marriage information as well as financial information related to the congregation. Additional loose (un-numbered) register pages and correspondence are also included.

CAMPBELL, Ruth Cammack.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0149.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 15 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired ca. 1974.
Chiefly magazine and newspaper articles about the community and civic activities of Mrs. Campbell and her aunt Grace Laferre Cammack, both of Huntington, West Virginia.

CAMPBELL FAMILY.
ACCESSION 459.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 24 items.
Description: RESTRICTED ACCESS; by permission of William Campbell. Genealogy of Huntington and Monroe County, West Virginia family; includes Ratliff family of Wayne County, West Virginia and Johnson family of Monroe County, West Virginia.

CAMPBELL-STAATS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1974/10.0087
Dates: 1876-1924.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transfer, 1974.
Description: School papers and correspondence of Jennie Ratcliff Campbell of Wayne County and Huntington, West Virginia. Includes Campbell family history and miscellaneous cards, clippings, and account books as well as receipts and correspondence related to the construction of the Coleman Staats home, now the Marshall University President’s home.
CANTRELL, John.
ACCESSION 1976/10.0154.
Dates: 1829.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Holograph bill of complaint by Philip Pitman, administrator of the estate of George Huston, against John and Mary Clendenin Cantrell of Mason County, (West) Virginia, as exhibited in the Superior Court of Chancery at Staunton, Virginia.

CARDER FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1976/12.0166.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Anna Carder Proffitt, 1976.
Description: Letters from Ancel B. Carder of the United States Marine Corps during Second World War; also letters from family in Huntington, West Virginia.

CARELLI-GILBERT, Marti.
ACCESSION 527.
Dates: 1990
Collection Type/Materials and size: Galley proof (photo reproduction), 161 leaves.
Description: Halftime a book by Ms. Carelli-Gilbert, widow of Al Carelli, describes their marriage and how the family coped with his death. Carelli, a coach, was travelling with the Marshall University football team that died in the 1970 airplane crash.

CARROLL FAMILY PAPERS.
ACCESSION 1984/06.0396.
Dates: 1867-1951.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Lewis Carroll, June, 1984.
Description: Papers consist primarily of tax receipts for Cabell County, West Virginia property. Also included are drawing instruction booklets and embroidery patterns of the 1880’s as well as newspaper clippings, programs of musical events and ration books from the Second World War.

CASTO, BERTHA.
ACCESSION 664.
Dates: 1934-1938.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diaries, 3 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Marjorie Willet, 1997.
Description: Charleston, West Virginia, resident; diary entries describe daily activities of a physician’s wife; includes Dr. Casto’s entry recording his wife’s death.

CAVE, Preston A., Jr.
ACCESSION 409.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 20 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Cook, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia resident, collector for Internal Revenue Service. Papers consist of training certificates, newspaper clippings, a letter of appointment and a photograph.

CAVERLEE, C. Clifford, collector.
ACCESSION 596.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 13 v.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. C. C. Caverlee, 1994.
Baptist minister in West Virginia. Collection consists of Rev. Caverlee's collection of cancellations from West Virginia post offices, many of which are now non-existent.

CHAFIN, Andrew, 1886-1977.
ACCESSION 716 (COPYING RESTRICTED).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Interview, 31 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Brad Chafin, 2002.
Description: Great-nephew of Anderson "Devil Anse" Hatfield discusses the feud and members of the Hatfield family.

CHANDLER, Janice.
ACCESSION 583.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 10 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Beth Hager, 1994.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia music educator. Papers include a script for "200 years celebration of Cabell county," a bicentennial musical presentation that was never produced.

CHAPMAN, Berlin Basil.
ACCESSION 467; 486
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet + 2 reels of microfilm.
Description: West Virginia native, history professor at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. Collection consists of books and pamphlets written by Dr. Chapman and others; includes microfilm of family papers and an essay, 'One room schools of Mannington District, Marion County, West Virginia [1920-1922].

CHAPMAN, Robert, collector.
ACCESSION 1980/07.0306.
Dates: 1863-1886.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Chapman, 1980, 1983.
Description: Copies of a Confederate discharge for Samuel Hamilton, notice of withdrawal of charges of desertion for Samuel B. Smith, and property return form.

CHENEY, Samuel F.
ACCESSION 1976/12.0169.
Dates: 1862-1891.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 75 items.
Description: Reports, inventories, vouchers, muster rolls, and other papers prepared by Captain Cheney of the Thirty-Sixth Ohio Volunteer Infantry.

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.
ACCESSION 616.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 29 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Marjorie J. Willet, 1995.
Description: Corporate hospital established for railroad employees; papers relate to the hospital located in Huntington, West Virginia and include published histories, pamphlets and photographs. The Huntington hospital now houses the Marshall University School of Medicine.

CHICAGO, PARKERSBURG, & NORFOLK RAILROAD COMPANY OF VIRGINIA.
ACCESSION 1978/01.0215.
Dates: 1887.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 vol.
Description: Holograph incorporation papers signed by Isaac Scott, G. B. Gibbens, and S. F. Shaw of West Virginia, and W. M. Morse and W. W. Lucas of Ohio and Covington, Virginia.

CHILDERS, Emma.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0314.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Emma Louise Gillespie, 1980.
Description: Marshall College alumna; teacher. Papers include a letter from Lawrence J. Corbly, President of Marshall College, and programs from National Education Association conventions.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS (Charleston, West Virginia branch)
ACCESSION 1979/06.0256.
Dates: 1920-1932.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 7 vol.
Description: Minute books and roll and record books of the Young Men's and Young Ladies' Mutual Improvement Association, handbooks for Bee-Hive girls and minutes of Sunday evening branch meetings.

CHURCHILL, Winston.
ACCESSION 1982/06.0360.
Dates: 1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (photo reproduction), 1 leaf.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1982.
Description: Typescript letter inscribed 'for Mark Twain file, James E. Morrow Library/Cyril Clemens.'

CLAGG, Harry.
ACCESSION 2004.0733.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10 vols. (0.5 linear ft.).
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Sam Clagg.
Description: Scrapbooks and papers related to Clagg's years as a football player, coach and principal in Cabell Co., West Virginia schools: football programs, photographs, playbook, and diagrams.

CLAGG, Sam E., 1920-
ACCESSION 436.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10.5 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Clagg, 1986.
Description: Marshall University professor of Geography, faculty leader, former acting president, author, cartographer. Papers include material from Dr. Clagg's service on Board of Regents advisory council of faculty, chairman of the faculty governance system and council of chairmen; drafts of several books and dissertation.

CLARK, Corrie and Kate Clark.
ACCESSION 1977/02.0173.
Dates: 1889.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Notebooks, 4 vol.; 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1977.
Description: School notebooks for literature, history, natural science and algebra. One item bears a Wytheville, Virginia address.

CLARK, James B.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0050
Dates: 1850-1921.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, .25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred to Archives, 1973.
Description: Letter to L.J. Corbly concerning "Champ" Clark's proudest achievement while president at Marshall.

CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA STEALEY HEIGHTS METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
ACCESSION 1976/03.0126 (PROCESSED; MS 37)
Dates: 1915-1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 4 p.
Description: History of the founding, dedication and list of pastors until 1928.

CLENDENNING FAMILY
ACCESSION 1976/05.0134
Dates: 1850-1944.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Catherine Clendenning Oliver, 1976.
Description: Correspondence of family members from Harrison County, Ohio, and Wheeling, West Virginia. Includes letters written during the First World War by Robert J. Clendenning, describing life in the Army Medical Department and in occupied Germany after the war. Also included are letters from Arminta Holliday Clendenning of Freeport, Ohio, describing life in the 1850's. Family histories, certificates, newspaper clippings, and photographs are also part of the collection.
COFFMAN, Mary S., compiler.
ACCESSION 464 (PROCESSED; MS 106)
Dates: 1843-1882.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Will abstracts, 1 vol.
Description: Typescript on mimeographed forms. Abstracts of Barbour County, West Virginia, will book vol. 1 1/2; indexed.

COLKER, Betty
ACCESSION 2008/08.0766
Dates: 1864-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Newspapers, 47 issues.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Colker, 2008.
Description: Issues of Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspapers.

The COLLEGE ECHO.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0017.
Dates: March 20 – May 15, 1891.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 half clamshell.
Description: Draft copies of a Marshall University Newspaper. Edited by A.L. Rymer, Maude Uinson and Azel McCurdy.

COLLINS, Anna Lee Musgrave Tallman.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0281.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Description: Point Pleasant, West Virginia, resident. Papers relate to the Colonel Charles Lewis Chapter NSDAR and local history materials about Mason Co., West Virginia, including black and white photographs of Mason Co. historical highway markers.

COLLINS FAMILY.
ACCESSION
Dates: 1878-1920.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 16 items.
Newark, Ohio, family. Papers consist of a diary kept by Louise Scheidler Collins (1878-1884); letters to Louise and Aimee Collins; deeds and certificates.

COLWELL CEMETERY PAPERS
ACCESSION 2009/09.0773.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Joyce Lynn Thomas Hanna, 2009.
Description: Digital images of tombstones of member of the Colwell family of Mason Co. WV.; includes a family pedigree chart and narrative of Capt. Oliver Brown concluding his Revolutionary War Service.
Cemetery is now owned by Bob Baird, Gallipolis Fort, W.Va.

COMETTI, Elizabeth, collector.
ACCESSION 661.
Dates: 1861-1869.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 1 microfilm reel.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchase, 1960.
Description: Former member of the Marshall University History Dept.; letters relating to West Virginia were microfilmed from the Southern Historical Collection at the University of North Carolina, namely the William T. Sutherlin and W. R. Redding collections.

COMFORT, Richard O.
ACCESSION 1982/10.0370.
Dates: 1962-1982(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Comfort, 1982.
Description: Marshall University sociology professor. Papers consist primarily of secondary materials about rural sociology and Appalachian studies.

COMSTOCK, Jim, Collector.
ACCESSION 612.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1995.
Description: Autograph letter signed by Marvin Stone to Comstock and holograph reminiscence of Huntington, West Virginia in 1940-1941 by John Duncan.

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA, Medical Department.
ACCESSION 1975/01.0076
Dates: 1862-1864.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Copybooks, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Register of Hospital number four, Army of the New River, directed by Dr. John A. Hunter, and copybook of Will Jennings, medical director of the Department of Southwestern Virginia. Volumes contain copies of letters and orders sent and received. The register for Hospital number four also contains lists of patients.

CONNER, Frances.
ACCESSION 1980/09.0312.
Dates: 1927-1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1980.
Description: Memorabilia from Huntington (West Virginia) High School and Marshall College: calling cards, program, newspaper clippings, invitation.

COOK, Willis.
ACCESSION 2010/09.0780
Dates: 1965(?) to 1999(?).
Manuscript List
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Collection Type/Materials and size: Photograph collection, 180 photos, and approx. 4 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Delores Cook, 2010.
Description: Local Huntington photographer (died 11/17/2008) born in Wyoming Co., West Virginia. Graduate of the Brooks Institute of Photography. From 1951 to 1957 was the WSAZ-TV station's first Director of Photography. Former Director of Public Relations for CSX Transportation.

CORBLY, Lawrence Papers.
ACCESSION 1979/09.0272.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1979.
Description: Combined with ACCESSION 1979/09.0272. In Fred Brown papers, The Halbretes of Catseills, N.Y. are ancestors of Mrs. Dr. T.W. Moore.

CORBLY, Lawrence Jugurtha, 1858-1935.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0282.
Dates: ca. 1890.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Artifacts, 8 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sidney Thomas Corbly, ca. 1951.
Description: First President of Marshall College (1906-1915); appointed principal in 1896. Items acquired by Mr. Corbly while studying in Germany: inkwell, carvings, watch case, among others.

COTTRILL, L. Beryl.
ACCESSION 457.
Dates: 1942-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Delournett, 1987.
Description: Salesman for Midland Grocery Company of Portsmouth, Ohio. Papers consist of change sheets--instructions and admonitions about the sale of the products. Notable for comments and insight into rationing and pricing during the Second World War.

CRAWFORD, Ina
ACCESSION 588.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Source unknown; received 1994.
Description: Huntington, W.Va., businesswoman. Scrapbook contains letters, postcards, newspaper clippings, and ephemera pasted on entries in a ledger book. Correspondence includes letters from future husband Okey Hayslip, later Huntington C.P.A.

CRITICAL ISSUES COMMITTEE (Huntington, W. VA).
ACCESSION 622.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 19 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1996.
Description: Papers of this civic group consist of minutes of meetings in which numerous civic issues are discussed.

CUNNINGHAM, David.
ACCESSION 1978/06.0235.
Dates: 1858-1863.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 20 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Laura Woodall, 1978.
Description: Cadiz, Harrison County, Ohio, native and captain in Company B, 30th Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Diaries cover 1862 and 1863, mention Antietam and Vicksburg campaigns, as well as activities in West Virginia. Also includes tax receipts for Harrison County, Ohio, 1858-1863.

CUNNINGHAM, Robert.
ACCESION 2003-0717.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert Cunningham.
Description: Primarily scrapbooks of photographs of river boats; includes two original oil paintings.

CURRENT HISTORY CLUB (Huntington, West Virginia)
ACCESION 642.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carol Watson, 1996.
Description: Women’s civic group established in 1906 and elected to membership in the General Federation of Women’s Clubs in 1908. Scrapbook depicts efforts to improve literacy and health conditions of disadvantaged children of Huntington, West Virginia

CURRY, Richard Orr, 1931-.
ACCESION 1973/01.0065.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Curry, various dates.
Description: Typescript and photostatic copies of letters and documents pertaining to West Virginia statehood, Dr. Curry’s dissertation topic published in 1964 as A House Divided by the University of Pittsburgh press. Later ACCESSIONs consist of Dr. Curry's papers concerning academic freedom and government censorship of overseas scholars.

CURRY, William.
ACCESION 1978/02.0220.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 45 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Curry, 1978.
Description: Draft of A Price Guide to Values . . . of Books Written by Jesse Stuart.

CUTLER, Ann.
ACCESION 1981/05.0333.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Lillian Eiland, 1981.
Description: Free-lance writer, author of The Trachtenberg Speed System of Basic Mathematics, Instant Faith, and Four Minutes to Live. Marshall College alumna, 1924. Papers consist of copies of her articles from newspapers and magazines; galley sheets; correspondence; contracts; copies of books; diplomas; and a scrapbook.
CYRUS, Benjamin B., Jr.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cubic feet.
Description: Genealogical research on Cyrus, McKeand, Kilgore, Hensley and related families of Wayne County, West Virginia.

CYRUS, Sally
ACCESSION 2007/11.0762
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Sally Cyrus, 2007.
Description: Local (Huntington, WV) resident whose family owned a landmark hardware store in Old Central City. Her collection includes her personal scrapbooks and memorabilia from her years as a Camp Fire girl, her mother's membership in the Huntington Azalea Garden Club, her personal collection of material from the Jewel Doll Club, and records of her active participation in the renovation of Old Central City.

DAKAN, Betty Barger
ACCESSION 2003-0727.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.25 lin. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Davis
Description: Papers related primarily to Dakan's activities in the United Daughters of the Confederacy and the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution. She was also active in the Harrison Co., West Virginia historical society and instrumental in securing the erection of a statue of Stonewall Jackson in Clarksburg, West Virginia.

ACCESSION 1974/03.0066
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3.5 lin. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Harry E. Danford, Jr., 1974.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia author and educator. Papers include original manuscripts for books Soakum, The West Virginian, The Trail of the Grey Dragoon, Ohio Valley Pioneers, Builders of the West, and Paths of Glory; correspondence, resource material; material related to his political and professional interests.

DARROW, Clarence Seward, 1857-1936.
ACCESSION 1976/05.0133.
Dates: 19--.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (photo reproduction), 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Gladys Trosper, 1976.
Description: Letter comments on his book Farmington and on the town of Kinsman, Ohio, where Mr. Darrow spent his childhood. Original located in Kinsman Free Public Library, Kinsman, Ohio.
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. BLENNERHASSET CHAPTER (Parkersburg, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 686 (MS 92, vol. 7)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 95 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dina Braniff, 1999.
Description: “Wood County, Virginia, now West Virginia deed book 5,” compiled by Sylvia Bargeloh, chapter historian.

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. BLENNERHASSET CHAPTER (Parkersburg, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 695 (MS 92, vol. 9)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 vol.
Description: “Wood County, Virginia, now West Virginia deed book 6,” compiled by Sylvia Bargeloh, chapter historian.

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. BLENNERHASSET CHAPTER (Parkersburg, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 696 (MS 92, vol. 10)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 vol.

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. JOHN YOUNG CHAPTER (Charleston, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 682 (MS 144)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Bible records, 122 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Virginia Bondurant Johnson, 1997.
Description: Transcriptions and photocopies of family records from Bibles of Blake, Bondurant, Brown, Chambers, Conaway, James, Jarrett, Kerney-Morris, Matthews, Morris, Mullens and Scott families.

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. WEST VIRGINIA STATE SOCIETY.
ACCESSION 688 (MS 92, v. 8)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Bible records, Typescript, 1975-2000. 129 leaves.
Description: Compilation of Bible records transcribed by members of the West Virginia NSDAR; indexed.

ACCESSION 544
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1992.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, publisher and firearms collector. Collection consists primarily of photographs of fishing trips and an excursion to Alaska; includes film slides of trips to the West and Southwest. Some correspondence and printed items relate to his firearms collection, now located at the Huntington Museum of Art.

DELTA KAPPA GAMMA, Alpha Chapter (Huntington, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 545.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 47 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1992.
Description: Women educators' honorary society; papers consist primarily of membership forms; some reports and correspondence relating to membership.

DELTA KAPPA GAMMA, Psi Chapter (Huntington, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 492.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 12 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Chapter, 1989.
Description and date: Professional organization for women educators.

DELTA THETA TAU, Beta Pi Chapter (Huntington, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 1978/11.0242.
Dates: 1926-1932.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Description: Contains history of founding of chapter, lists of members and pledges, photographs, and newspaper clippings; notable ornamentation.

DENMAN, William.
ACCESSION 456 (PROCESSED; MS 103)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Denman, 1987.
Description: Marshall University speech professor; director of Yeager Scholars program. Papers consist of newspaper clippings and other materials related to the Kanawha County textbook controversy in 1974. Includes correspondence from the American Civil Liberties Union, for which Dr. Denman served as West Virginia state coordinator; also notes for an article for Free Speech Yearbook (1976).

DENT, Brad.
ACCESSION 458 (PROCESSED; MS 102)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 11 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Dent, 1987.
Description: 'Marijuana cultivation: A comparison study of New Hanover and Brunswick Counties in coastal North Carolina and Cabell and Wayne Counties in the mountainous ranges of West Virginia,' a paper written for a psychology class at the University of North Carolina-Wilmington in the spring of 1987.

**DICKINSON FAMILY.**

**ACCESSION 1977/03.0179.**
Dates: 1804-1903.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 10 cu. ft.
Description: RESTRICTED ACCESS; by permission of Mr. Pauley. Daybooks, ledgers, journals, sales books, cash books, inventory and invoice books, and balance books belonging to Joel Shrewsbury and Company, and Dickinson and Shrewsbury of Franklin County, Virginia, and William Dickinson of Kanawha Salines, West Virginia.

**DINGESS, Jane Adams.**

**ACCESSION 1975/12.0118.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4.5 cu. ft.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, clubwoman and educator. Papers consist primarily of scrapbooks of school days at Huntington High School and West Virginia University; also included are resource materials related to conservation and social studies and items concerning the Junior League, National Society Daughters of the American Revolution, Colonial Dames and garden club activities.

**DOBER, Virginia.**

**ACCESSION 1965/03.0198 (PROCESSED; MS 56)**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (fluid copy), 10 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Description: 'Mary Draper Ingles captivity, or the incredible escape of Mary Draper Ingles from the Shawnee Indians in 1755.'

**DOURIF, Henri.**

**ACCESSION 1975/01.0081.**
Dates: 1926.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1975.

**DOUTHAT, RUDENZ S., compiler.**

**ACCESSION 509 (PROCESSED; MS 51)**
ACCESSION 632.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, civic leader; Second World War veteran. Papers consist primarily of Dowling's scrapbooks and memorabilia related to her service as an army nurse with the 1st Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (M.A.S.H.) unit; included are photocopies of certificates and letters related to her civic activities and election to the Huntington Hall of Fame.

Duckworth, Edna.
ACCESSION 435.
Dates: [1984?].
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 8 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Duckworth, 1986.
Description: 'A Black history of Huntington [, West Virginia];' includes material from and comments by Nelson L. Barnett, Jr.

Duckworth, Edna.
ACCESSION 629.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dolores Johnson, 1996.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers consist of 748 leaves of typed transcriptions of Mrs. Duckworth's journals and oral interviews, depicting life in the African-American community of Huntington in the mid- to late-twentieth century.

Dugan, Irvin, 1892-1982.
ACCESSIONs 1974/07.0071 and 1979/07.0258
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Dugan, 1974.
Description: Artist and cartoonist for the Huntington Publishing Company. The bulk of the collection consists of his original drawings for the Huntington Advertiser--over five hundred cartoons reflecting many social and political issues affecting the city, state and nation from the 1930's to the 1950's.

Dunlap, Lorene Enochs.
ACCESSION 1975/07.0102.
DUNN-HENDERSON FAMILY.
ACCESSION 439.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 50 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Frank Rodriguez, 1986.
Consists primarily of deeds to property in Huntington and Wayne County, West Virginia, and Lawrence County, Ohio. Several items related to Second World War service of John Henderson.

DURBIN MERCANTILE COMPANY.
ACCESSION 1981/09.0344 (PROCESSED; MS 80).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 5.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Robert Alexander, 1981.
Description: Day books, cash books, inventories of merchandise, petty cash books, bank account books, sales of coal, flour and feed of a Pocahontas County, West Virginia, business.

DUSENBERRY, William
ACCESSION 551 (PROCESSED; MS 130)
Dates: 1885-1871.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction of computer-generated typescript). 1 volume.
Description: Diary of William Dusenberry of Barboursville, Cabell County, [West] Virginia, 1855-1871, transcribed and annotated by Carrie Eldridge from a holograph transcript by Fred Lambert.

Dwyer, J. J.
ACCESSION 571.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1993.
Description: Correspondence and management training material of an employee of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.

Eacker, Susan and Geoff.
ACCESSION 666.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Interviews, 10 audiocassettes and transcripts.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Susan and Geoff Eacker, 1997.
Description: Scholars-in-residence at the Marshall University Center for the Study of Ethnicity and
Gender in Appalachia (CSEGA); interviews document the musical heritage of ten women banjo players in West Virginia and eastern Ky.

EARL, J. A., collector.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0026
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (mimeograph), 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Earl (undated) and James Jeffrey, 1982.
Description: Autobiography of Rev. Earl, a Methodist minister, and biographies of leaders of the Methodist Church in West Virginia; includes several church histories, newspaper clippings and correspondence.

EARLES, Andrew D.
ACCESSION 608 (PROCESSED MS 12-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 item (23 leaves).
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, 1994.
Description: "John Morgan IV: journeys through a life," a biographical sketch of a Putnam Co., West Virginia, ferryman and farmer.

EARLY RECORDS OF CABELL . . . [COUNTY] WEST VA.
ACCESSION 514 (PROCESSED; MS 121)
Dates: 1990.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (partial photo reproduction of carbon copy). 1 vol.
Original located in Mansion House, Point Pleasant, West Virginia.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Cora Teel, 1990.
Description: Information on the Beale family of Mason and Cabell Counties, West Virginia and the Frasher family of what is now Wayne County, West Virginia. Also contains the inscriptions from the Handley and Thornburg cemeteries in Cabell County. Manuscript was compiled by Mrs. J. M. H. Beale of Guyandotte, West Virginia.

ECCHO (Eastern Cabell County Humanities Organization).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 103 items.
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia, food and clothing pantry supported by area churches. Records include minutes, financial reports and membership rosters.

EDWARDS, John C.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0284.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Account books, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident; engineer at Huntington Water Company. Account
books list personal expenses, rent, dues, and entertainment expenses for a twelve-year period.

**EIGHTEEN-SIXTY (1860) CENSUS OF LEWIS COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA.**
*ACCESSION 453 (PROCESSED; MS 101)*
Dates: 1860
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript. 100 leaves.
Description: Original of records presented to the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution Library by Martha Metz and Linda Camp of the Blennerhasset Chapter NSDAR, Parkersburg, West Virginia.

**EIGHTEEN-SEVENTY (1870) CENSUS OF LEWIS COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA.**
*ACCESSION 466 (PROCESSED; MS 101-A).*
Dates: 1870
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction of mimeographed records). 126 leaves.
Description: Copy of records presented to the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution Library by Martha Metz and Linda Camp of the Blennerhasset Chapter NSDAR, Parkersburg, West Virginia.

**ELDRIDGE, Carrie, compiler.**
Local historian and researcher who has donated copies of her research material over time to the University. All entries below were gifts of Mrs. Eldridge and are listed in ACCESSION number order.

*ACCESSION 491 (PROCESSED; MS 116)*
Dates: 1808 - 1824.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript and computer-generated typescript. 3 v. bound as one.
Date of Gift: 1989.
Description: Abstracts of Cabell County, (West) Virginia deed books 1, 2, and 3, 1808-1824; includes maps and tax lists for 1810 and 1815.

*ACCESSION 531 (PROCESSED; MS 125)*
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (computer-generated; photo reproduction), 3 vol.
Description: "Cabell Cemeteries, Cabell County, West Virginia," provides diagrams, directions, history, and methodology in addition to cemetery inscriptions.

*ACCESSION 551 (PROCESSED; MS 130)*
Dates: 1885-1871.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction of computer-generated typescript). 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1992.
Description: Diary of William Dusenberry of Barboursville, Cabell County, [West] Virginia, 1855-1871, transcribed and annotated by Carrie Eldridge from a holograph transcript by Fred Lambert.
ACCESSION 554 (PROCESSED; MS 125, Volume 4)
Dates: 1810-1850.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1992.
Description: "Cabell County Census Locator..." contains the census listings for the 1820, 1830, 1840, and 1850 federal censuses, with maps showing the enumeration districts; includes the 1810 and 1815 tax lists, maps, illustrations and other historical information.

ACCESSION 570 (PROCESSED; MS 125, Volume 5)
Dates: 1634-1895.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1993.
Description: "Water-key [sic] to county formation and highway location in Virginia/West Virginia a teaching atlas," a guide to the formation of county boundaries in Virginia and West Virginia, with diagrams and maps of waterways, watersheds, and major transportation routes; includes fold-out maps and transparencies.

ACCESSION 579 (PROCESSED; MS 116, Volume 3)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.

ACCESSION 580 (PROCESSED; MS 116, Volume 4)
Dates: 1993(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "1809-1815 Cabell County minute book abstracts : an abstract of the combined [sic] 'First' minute and law order books of Cabell County, VA/WV."

ACCESSION 581 (PROCESSED; MS 54, Volume 6)
Dates: 1993(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "Marriages 1806-1850 Mason County VA-WV."

ACCESSION 582 (PROCESSED; MS 116, Volume 5)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "Marriages 1809-1850 Cabell County Virginia West Virginia."
ACCESSION 593 (PROCESSED; MS 116, Volume 2)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1990.
Description: "Will book I 1820-1848 Cabell County Virginia/West Virginia."

ACCESSION 597 (PROCESSED; MS 133)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "Washington County, Ohio tax list 1817 & non-resident taxes 1801."

ACCESSION 600 (PROCESSED; MS 116, Volume 6)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "Minute book 3, 1826-1835: Cabell County VA/WV."

ACCESSION 601 (PROCESSED; MS 125, Volume 6).
Dates: 1994
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "1860 census, Cabell county Virginia/West Virginia as originally taken; with index."

ACCESSION 602 (PROCESSED; MS 125, Volume 7).
Dates: 1994
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "1870 census, Cabell County, West Virginia."

ACCESSION 615 (PROCESSED, MS 125-A).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1994.
Description: "Cabell county cemeteries," volumes 2 and 3; original typescript of Manuscript 125.

ACCESSION 617 (PROCESSED; MS 116, volume 7).
Dates: 1995(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1995.
Description: "Cabell County fee book, 1826-1839," a list and description of fees paid to the county court; indexed.

ACCESSION 618 (PROCESSED; MS 138).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 volume.
Date of Gift: 1995.
Description: Records of the Greenbottom Baptist Church, Cabell County Virginia," a typed transcript of microfilm record located at the American Baptist Historical Society, Chester, Penna., covering the period 1836-1858. Includes Greenbottom Church minutes, events; appendices contain maps of county cemeteries and Baptist churches; minutes, notes and rosters of Bloomingdale, Beulah Ann, Susannah, Enon, Hebron, Mud River and Union Baptist churches; indexed.

ACCESSION 650.
Dates: 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 2 vol.
Date of Gift: 1996.
Description: Owen Co., Ky., stray books, 1819-1864; typed transcription of records of lost or strayed animals.

ACCESSION 692 (PROCESSED; MS 116, volume 8).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 87 p.
Date of Gift: 2000.
Description: Abstract of the Cabell Co., Va., overseers of the poor order book located in the Cabell Co., West Virginia courthouse. Includes map of poor house sites in Cabell Co.

ACCESSION 693 (PROCESSED; MS 116, volume 9).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 106 p.
Date of Gift: 2000.
Description: Cabell Co., Va. /West Virginia court records: Land for tax purposes, 1861-1865; and rule book, 1857-1858. Indexed.

ACCESSION 2009/04.0770 (PROCESSED: ACCESSION 0770)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 cu. ft.
Date of Gift: 2008.
Description: collection contains photocopies of many county record books of the Appalachian areas of West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky, ranging from the American Revolution until the end of the Civil War. The collection also contains high quality photographs of one room school houses of Cabell County, West Virginia, an audio cassette oral history, and books.

ELLIS, Annie C.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0159.
Dates: 1885-1896.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: Autograph book from Eastern Kentucky Normal School; teaching certificates and evaluations from Putnam County and Huntington, West Virginia, independent school districts.

ELLIS, Robert O.
ACCESSION 627.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2.25 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1995.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, attorney; magician. Papers relate to the construction of his home on Castle Hill, rental properties, Republican Party politics and his magic act.

ELLISON FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1976/11.0218.
Dates: 1888-1951.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1976.
Description: Includes correspondence concerning Ellison family history, reminiscences of Beckley, West Virginia, and a history of the Love family of Cabell County, West Virginia.

EMMONS HOUSE.
ACCESSION 2007/01.0756
Dates: 1885.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Charlene Farell (Hospice of Huntington), 2007.
Description: Three unframed photographs of the Emmons family home that was on the site of the current location of Hospice of Huntington.

EMMONS, Howard E.
ACCESSION 1979/12.0292.
Dates: 1918-1919.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Journal, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Mary Brown, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Book contains grades from the U. S. School of Military Aeronautics at the Ohio State University and detailed accounts of activities in flight training school at Carruthers Field, Fort Worth, Texas.

EMMONS, Jennie Petrie.
ACCESSION 1982/01.0349.
Dates: 1929.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diary, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired from Mrs. Mary Brown, 1982.
Description: Description of travels through Europe by rail, bus, and ship.

ENGLISH, John.
ACCESSION 1976/04.0129.
Dates: 1866-1887.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 21 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Elizabeth Berry, 1976.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia judge. Notes about expenses, minutes of meeting of Episcopal vestrymen, correspondence, and a plat of land near Winfield, Putnam County, West Virginia.
ENSIGN FAMILY.
ACCESSION 655 (PROCESSED; MS 143)
Dates: 1854-1945.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Larry Hite, 1997.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia family originally from Litchfield Co., Conn., settling in Huntington
at its inception. Ely Ensign established the railcar manufacturing company that became American Car
and Foundry in 1899. The papers consist primarily of letters from Ely Ensign to his wife Mary Walton
Ensign during her trips to Conn. with her children. Includes correspondence from Ensign, Prentice, and
Walton families in Conn. as well as school papers belonging to Ensign's daughter May and letters of
condolence upon her death at age 15, in 1889.

ACCESSION 1973/06.0010 and ACCESSION 1979/06.0255
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 33.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Gloria Johnston Henderson, 1973, and Mrs. Shirley Hayden,
1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, journalist. Bulk of collection relates to Miss Enslow's career,
including clippings of her articles, correspondence, scrapbooks, slides, and photographs. Also includes
family and personal papers.

ENSLOW, Mary Constance, 1892-1962.
ACCESSION 1973/06.0011
Dates: 1892-1962.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4.5 linear feet.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, native; commercial artist and genealogist in Chicago. Papers
consist primarily of genealogical notes and notebooks; includes samples of commercial art work, part of
an extensive newspaper clipping file, some personal papers and books.

ESPOSITO, Albert.
ACCESSION 552.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 46 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Esposito, 1992.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia ophthalmologist. Correspondence, newspaper clippings, reports
and other items related to Dr. Esposito's role in the establishment of the Marshall University School of
Medicine.

ESSELBORN, Wyn.
ACCESSION 1982/04.0354.
Dates: [1981?]
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 13 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1981.

ETNA IRON WORKS.
ACCESSION 700.
Dates: 1876-1878.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Ledger, 352 leaves (photo reproduction).
Description: Payroll ledger from iron foundry located in Lawrence Co., Ohio.

EVANS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 471.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 10 leaves.
Description: Compilation of family group sheets and pages from an unidentified book from the Genealogical Library of the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution.

EY, Joyce.
ACCESSION 654
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Joyce Ey, 1996.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia resident; civic leader. Collection consists of Mrs. Ey’s service on the West Virginia Archives and History Commission, particularly the committee to review nominations to the National Register of Historic Places. FAIRFAX, Pauline, Dec. 1987.
ACCESSION 452.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Artifacts, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the family, 1987.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, public school teacher; member of Carter G. Woodson Memorial Committee. The bulk of Mrs. Fairfax' papers went to West Virginia State College, Institute, West Virginia.

FARRIER, D, letter.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0029.
Dates: 1857.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Holograph request for collection of money in order to pay a debt to List and Howel.

FERGUSON, Cecil, collector.
ACCESSION 483 (PROCESSED; MS 113)
Dates: 1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 18 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Ferguson, 1988.
Description: Ten black and white, hand-tinted photographs, 36 by 44 inches, mounted on Masonite: aerial scenes of Huntington, West Virginia, taken for Roach-Ferguson Realty Company by Thomas Studio. Includes 8 negatives.

FERGUSON, Charles W.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0030.
Dates: 1849-1850.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Description of Logan County, (West) Virginia, in 1849; other correspondence concerns property and taxes in Wayne County, (West) Virginia.

FIELD, Stanton.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0036
Dates: 1858.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred to Archives, 1973.
Description: Letter to T.H. Breckenridge inquiring about Breckenridge's willingness to come to Marshall College to organize the faculty.

FILSON, Bertha Julia Steinbach, 1885-1976.
ACCESSION 1976/06.0137
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Eleanor F. McComb, 1976.
Point Pleasant, West Virginia, educator. Includes certificates illustrating years as a churchwoman and teacher; newspaper clippings; many items associated with her activities as an alumna of Marshall University; plaques; and letters from Marshall College President Lawrence J. Corbly.

FINLEY, Fred.
ACCESSION 1973/08.0019
Dates: 1936-1940.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Timebook, 1 vol.
Description: Timebook of the Ohio River steamer `Omar,' with a list of crew members and payroll.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH [Huntington, West Virginia]
ACCESSION 2007/02.0757.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Archives, 9 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Church, 2006.
Description: Collection contains “Minutes of Sessions,” “Church Registers,” “Bulletins,” various histories written by members, documents relating to church organizations, and financial records.

FISCHBACH, Julius, b. 1895.
ACCESSION 1978/03.0225.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items. Gift of Dr. Fischbach, 1978.
Description: Manuscripts of two books by Huntington, West Virginia, native: Talks for Children on Christian Ideals and Children's Sermons in Stories.

FLAGG, Ann Katherine.
ACCESSION 1984/01.0389 (PROCESSED; MS 86)
Dates: 1964; undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Leonard Deutsch, 1984.
Description: Black playwright and native West Virginian. Papers include 'Great Gettin' up Mornin',' first prize winner in the National Collegiate Playwriting contest.

FOARD, Oretha Morgan.
ACCESSION 1982/07.0364.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Foard, 1982.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers consist primarily of printed pamphlets, play programs, and travel brochures. Includes some school papers while a student at West Virginia University in the 1920's.

FORS, Marion Vest.
ACCESSION 2004.0735.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers. 0.25 lin.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jack Fors.
Description: Primarily correspondence related to Mrs. Fors' murals which were painted in the James E. Morrow Library as part of the sesquicentennial celebration of Marshall College. The murals were removed for remodeling ca. 1966 and were latter restored and remounted in Morrow Library 2004-07. Also paintbrushes used in the painting of the murals.

FOWLER, L. D.
ACCESSION 2011/04.0784
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received as part of the research materials collected by Dr. Robert Alexander in the 1980s.
Description: L.D. Fowler was a purchasing agent for the timber and tanning industries in the Durbin, WV
area during the early twentieth century. Collection consists of business and personal correspondence.

**FOUNDER, Vicie Waskey, compiler.**  
**ACCESSION 1977/01.0171 (PROCESSED; MS 43)** Dates: 1975  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 26 pp.  
Description: Vital statistics for Logan County, (West) Virginia, 1853-1860, including birth, death and marriage records.

**Frampton, Charles E., papers**  
**ACCESSION 1972/11.0004.**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 23 items.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. C. E. Frampton, 1972.  
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, native. Collection consists of medals, including the Croix de Guerre and the Silver Star for service as a pilot in the First World War; diaries with detailed descriptions of maneuvers and tactical plans; framed certificates and plaques.

**Francis, James D.**  
**ACCESSION 2004/07.0736.**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Film Collection.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of W. Campbell Brown, Jr.  
Description: James D. Francis was president of the Island Creek Coal Co. The collection consists of 57 reels of 16 mm film primarily of family activities and travels abroad dating from 1932 until 1952; includes some film of coal mines and 1937 flood scenes of Huntington, West Virginia. Also included are an Eiki film projector, VHS and DVD copies of selected film.

**FRANKLIN, Hobart, compiler.**  
**ACCESSIONS 511 (PROCESSED; MS 120)**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 vols.  
Description: Vols. 1 and 2 contain genealogical material about Adkins, Adkinson, Cummins, Flinn, Mann, and Miller families of Virginia and West Virginia. Vols. 3 and 4 contain genealogical material about the Dial, Drake, Franklin, Hale, Hatfield, Lucas, McComas and Price families of Virginia and West Virginia, including Lincoln and Cabell Counties, West Virginia.

**FRANKLIN, Willis Hayes, 1876-1963.**  
**ACCESSION 437.**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Garnet Chambers, 1986.  
Description: Marshall College English professor, 1905-1945. Collection consists primarily of photographs,
certificates and holograph manuscripts; includes copies of workbooks Mr. Franklin wrote for his classes.

FREEMAN, Mark.
ACCESSION 625.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received ca. 1993.
Description: Doddridge Co., West Virginia, high school student in 1952. Papers consist primarily of scrapbooks of Freeman’s years in the U. S. Navy, family photographs, and photographs of Freeman in Spencer, West Virginia, in the 1960s.

FRUTH FAMILY.
ACCESSION 461 (PROCESSED; MS 104)
Dates: 1616-1954.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 86 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Christine Fruth, 1987.
Description: Copies of records from the LDS Genealogical Library in Salt Lake City, Utah and notes from a German researcher on the origins of the Fruth family in Germany; historical sketch of family in America after 1833.

FRYE, Joseph, 1711?-1794.
ACCESSION 1978/01.0213 (PROCESSED; MS 60)
Dates: 1759-1760.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Orderly book, 1 reel of microfilm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978.
Description: Colonel, Massachusetts Bay Provincials. Orderly book for Fort Cumberland, formerly Fort Beausejour, Nova Scotia; contains passwords, countersigns, monthly reports, and orders. Some entries concern displaced Arcadians seeking refuge in the fort.

GARNES, Tapley, Papers.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0020.
Dates: 846-1883.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 .5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Promissory notes and tax receipts from Jackson County, West Virginia. One letter describes Iowa in 1854.

GARRETT, Rev. James Dolliver.
ACCESSION 441 (PROCESSED; MS 98)
Dates: 1879-1912.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Julia Adkins, 1986.
Description: Rev. Garrett's record of marriages performed in Wayne County, West Virginia, 1879-1912,
transcribed and indexed by Miss Adkins.

GARRISON, MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
ACCESSION 2014/09.0819
Dates: 1898 – 1981
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 9 Boxes
Method of Acquisition and date: This collection contains the personal, religious, educational, and political possessions of African American Memphis Tennessee Garrison. The collection includes correspondence, photographs, newspaper articles, programs, books, financial documents, publications, newsletters, plaques, certificates, a diary, and a jewelry box. The materials document Garrison's various roles on the local and national levels of the NAACP as well as her participation in other civil rights activities.

GATCHEL, Aaron.
ACCESSION 1978/06.0233.
Dates: 1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 3 items.
Description: Describes engagement at Dinwiddie Court House, Virginia; gives losses of the 13th Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Cavalry, Company B; and comments on Lincoln's assassination.

GAY, Almetta P., compiler.
ACCESSION 1974/08.0147.
Dates: 1812-1929.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 3 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: Copy of cemetery markings at the Evangelical and Lutheran St. Peter's Cemetery, Raymond Cemetery, and Wheeler Cemetery, all near Bruceton Mills, Preston County, West Virginia.

GEBHARDT, Charles A.
ACCESSION 1975/01.0157.
Dates: 1927-1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Anna Schrule, 1975.
Description: Receipts, bills and notes on expenses for taxes and rental properties in Mason and Kanawha Counties, West Virginia.

GEBHARDT, Homer.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0280.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 16 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, banker. Papers consist of genealogies of the Wilson and Baumgardner families of Cabell County, West Virginia, and the Halsey family of Virginia.
GERARDSTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA. GERARDSTOWN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
ACCESSION 1974/08.0145.
Dates: 1796-1893.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 21 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: Copies of documents pertaining to the history of the church: deed, indentures, minutes, and membership lists.

GIBSON, John.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0053.
Dates: 1842-1887.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Description of a tour of Karlee Cave in India in 1842; letters from a British soldier stationed in India in 1843 and from Grover Cleveland thanking Mr. Gibson for the gift of a paperweight (1887).

GIDEON, David Michael, Papers, 1874-1950.
ACCESSION 1972/12.0009 and 578
Collection Type/Materials and size: ACC 9; Papers, 17 linear feet. ACC 578; Papers, .25 linear ft. + 1 oversized folder.
Method of Acquisition and date: ACC 9; Gift of Mrs. Helen Birke, 1972. ACC 578; Transferred 1994.
Description: ACC 9; Huntington, West Virginia, newspaper publisher. Papers consist chiefly of correspondence (1929-1945) with business associates and Republican Party members in West Virginia and Washington, D. C. Contains many ledgers, journals and other business records of his several real estate and holding companies and of the Sam and Dave Gideon Clothing Store. ACC 578; Papers consist of newspaper clippings, photographs, and letters found in scrapbook.

GILCHRIST (Robert) FAMILY PAPERS.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0001
Dates: 1783-1957.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4.25 linear feet.
Description: Correspondence from three related families of Warren County, Ohio: the Andersons, Wilsons, and Gilchrists. Also includes newspaper clippings, diaries, journals and books.

GILES, Virgie.
ACCESSION 1978/01.0214 (PROCESSED; MS 61)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Description: Parkersburg, West Virginia, hairdresser. President of the Colored Civic Welfare League, the minute book of which comprises the bulk of the collection.
GILL FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1978/05.0230.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 4 leaves.
Description: 'Notes on the Origin and History of the Gill Family' of Salt Rock, Cabell County, West Virginia.

GILL FAMILY.
ACCESSIONS 474 and 478 (PROCESSED; MS 110 and MS 110-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5.5 cubic feet.
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia, family from England, ca. 1846. Papers consist of extensive genealogical research conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Gill, including records from Staffordshire, England. Notable are the diaries of emigrant ancestor Joseph Gill, a civil engineer in England and in Cabell County, West Virginia.

GILMER: THE BIRTH OF A COUNTY.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0268.
Dates: 1772-1940?
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 11 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1979.
Description: Anonymous history of Gilmer County, West Virginia, describing the formation of the county and the move of the county seat from DeKalb to Glenville.

GILMORE, W. Steele.
ACCESSION 1983/12.0386.
Dates: 1939, 1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Correspondence, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Philip Baer, 1983.
Description: Includes a letter from William Allen White to Mr. Gilmore of the Detroit News.

GOODNO, Reba Ann Light, 1904-1993.
ACCESSION 683.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 v.
Description: Resident of Huntington, West Virginia, and Bal Harbour, Fla. Contains newspaper clippings and other items related to the Azalea Garden Club of Huntington and Goodno's travels as a nationally-recognized flower show judge. Includes clippings and snapshots of husband John Alden Goodno.

GOODYKOONTZ FOR SENATOR CLUB.
ACCESSION 1983/09.0383.
Dates: 192-.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Roster, 1 vol.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1983.  
Description: Ledger with names of members from Huntington, West Virginia; undated.

GRANT, Howard B.  
ACCESSION 1974/07.0144.  
Dates: 1826-1934.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (mimeograph copy), 38 leaves.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.  
Description: 'The Presbyterian Church at Philippi, West Virginia,' a brief history of the Barbour County church; includes a church membership list with genealogical notes.

GRANT, Robert A.  
ACCESSION 2003-0726.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert A. Grant, Jr.  
Description: Papers consist primarily of a photocopy of diary, 1933-1938, kept while Grant was a student at Marshall College.

ACCESSION 2010/10.0781  
Dates:  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cu. ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert A. Grant, Jr. through the Marshall University Department of Music, 2010.  
Description: Huntington musician. Materials related to the Huntington Symphony and the Little Huntington Symphony. Collection includes concert programs and newspaper clippings.

GRASS FAMILY.  
ACCESSION 595 (PROCESSED: MS 64).  
Dates: 1870-1944.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 0.25 linear ft. + 1 oversized folio box.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Roger Smith, 1994.  
Description: Milton, West Virginia, family; mostly unidentified family members and several photographs of Milton businesses comprise the bulk of the collection.

GRAYBEAL, Avery L.  
ACCESSION 1973/01.0015.  
Dates: 1881-1919.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 15 items.  
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Greenbrier County, West Virginia, resident. Books contain poetry, notes, breeding and work accounts; includes letters and essays.

GREELY, Adolphus, 1844-1935.  
ACCESSION 1979/10.0278.  
Dates: 1930.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (photo reproduction), 1 leaf.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.  
Description: Author of Three years of Arctic Service; letter to Wells Goodykoontz of Williamson, West Virginia.

GREER FAMILY.  
ACCESSION 1977/06.0190, 1980/03.0296.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 37 items.  
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, family. Papers include genealogy of the descendants of John Greer, tax receipts, correspondence, and papers of Hugh Jasper Greer, delegate to West Virginia legislature, 1895.

GRIFFIN, William Lloyd.  
ACCESSION 643.  
Dates: April 1, 1976.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 leaf. 28 cm.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1996.  
Description: Letter to C. T. Mitchell of Marshall University’s public relations office thanking him for ‘...the plug.’

GRIMM FAMILY.  
ACCESSION 587.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Source unknown; received 1994.  
Description: Wilson O. Grimm, physician, and Frances Talbott Grimm, educator, were long-time residents of Huntington, West Virginia. Papers include photographs and scrapbook of newspaper clippings.

GUNNOE, George.  
ACCESSION 2004/07.0737.  
Dates: 1918-1943.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 25 items.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of George Gunnoe and Virginia "Buzz" Gunnoe.  
Description: Original photographs of Himler Coal Co.; scanned images of 1937 and 1943 flood damage; survey book containing detailed surveys of Marshall College buildings by engineering students in 1937.
GW Inn FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1984/10.0404.
Dates: 1926.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 43 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Gwinn Stillman, 1984.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia family. Papers consist primarily of ephemera from European tour of 1926: customs list, maps, etcetera.

HALL, Dorothea.
ACCESSION 699.
Dates: 1924-1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 34 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of D. Kent Bartram, Jr., 2000.
Description: Papers consist primarily of grade reports from Huntington, West Virginia junior high and high schools. Includes letters of recommendation from teachers.

HALLANAN FAMILY.
ACCESSION 447.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 17 items
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Cook, 1986.
Description: Former Huntington, West Virginia family. Collection consists primarily of newspaper clippings about Elizabeth V., U. S. District Court Judge, Southern District of West Virginia, and her father, Walter S., prominent figure in West Virginia politics.

HALLOCK, Joseph.
ACCESSION 1979/11.0287.
Dates: 1857-1891.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1979.
Description: Catskill, New York, resident. Papers consist of diaries (1857-1891), ledgers, correspondence with Quaker co-religionists, and a `...Justices Courts and Referee Register.'

HAMILTON, Susan Elizabeth Gillespie, 188?-1986.
ACCESSION 448.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1908-1984. 1 cubic foot.
Holograph verse comprises the bulk of the collection.

HAMLET, Theodosia Kirkland, deceased 1985.
ACCESSION 414.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Evelyn Jackson, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, clubwoman and parliamentarian. Papers include material relating to her service on the boards of the Woman's Club, the Huntington Symphony Association, the Huntington Galleries, and the Marshall University Artists Series.

ACCESSION 2007/04.0759.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cu. ft.
Description: Collection contains correspondence, manuscripts, newspaper articles and editorials, and research materials related to Marshall University joining the Southern Conference. Other materials in the collection are related the formation of the MU School of Medicine and the construction of the MU Multi-Purpose Facility Cam Henderson Center, and the MU athletic alumni organization, Big Green. Additionally, Mr. Hamlin has included an essay written by his uncle, Mr. William F. Blackburn, Jr., entitled "The Formation of the Williamson, West Virginia Branch College and Southern West Virginia Community College."

HAMMAT FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1948/01.0040
Dates: 1822-1862.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 59 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received from Giles Hammat, ca. 1948.
Description: Correspondence between members of the Giles and Samuel Hammat families of Wood (now Pleasants) County, Virginia, and their relatives in Loudon County, Virginia, and in Missouri. Contains a description of a trip by packet boat from Cincinnati to Vicksburg, 1846-1847.

HANCOCK-WILSON Papers.
ACCESSION 1975/02.0080.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Letters written during World War I; Proctorville, Ohio and Huntington, W.Va. families; World War II letters.

HANLEY, N. K.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0037.
Dates: 1868-1874.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Description: Teachers' certificates issued in Wayne County, West Virginia.

HANSEN, Donald and Nell Rose Hale.
ACCESSION 1983/06.0378.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Hansen, 1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, residents and former members of the United States Air Force: Mr. Hansen from 1943 to 1964; Mrs. Hansen from 1951 to 1958. Papers consist of service-related items, including special orders, certificates, photographs, applications, training school papers, and other related items.

HARMON, Maurice.
ACCESSION 590.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Maurice Harmon, 1994.
Description: Professor of Anglo-Irish literature at University of Dublin; visiting scholar at Marshall University, 1992. Papers consist of galley proof of Harmon’s Sean O’Faolain and correspondence with the publisher.

HARN, Ellen Dorcas, 1829-1930.
ACCESSION 665.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 14 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Evan K. Evans, 1997.
Description: Marshall College faculty member, ca. 1870-1871. Primarily letters from former students and friends at Marshall keeping her apprised of personal and school activities; includes an article about Miss Harn describing her life in Nebraska.

HARPER, William A.
ACCESSION 1978/02.0216.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 179 leaves.
Description: Draft of Community, Junior, and Technical Colleges: A Public Relations Sourcebook with corrections and proofreader's marks.

HARRIS, Arvil Ernest, 1899-1964.
ACCESSION 1980/07.0302.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. A. E. Harris, 1980.
Description: Marshall University dean of the graduate school; educator. Papers include dissertation, certificates, family history, personal papers, and files related to service on the Huntington, West Virginia, City Council.

HARRIS, Kate.
ACCESSION 1974/04.0191 (PROCESSED; MS 53)
Dates: [1910].
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 43 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: A history of Parkersburg, West Virginia.

HARRISON, Sally Walton.
ACCESSION 1984/07.0398.
Dates: 1903.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Harrison, 1984.
Description: Information concerning genealogy of Walton family of Brunswick County, Virginia.

HARSHBARGER, John D.
ACCESSION 605.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 21 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by James E. Ball, 1995.
Description: Milton, West Virginia resident and sheriff of Cabell Co., West Virginia Bulk of collection relates to his service in the Civil War in the 3rd West Virginia Cavalry; includes the sheriff's ledger, 1867-1871.

HARVEY FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1985/03.406 and 1985/03.406-A.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 12 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Thomas Harvey, Jr., 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, family. Includes material related to business interests of Thomas Harvey, correspondence, school papers, teaching materials of Marshall College English professor Helen Brandebury Harvey, and photographs.

HATFIELD, Henry Drury, 1875-1962.
ACCESSION 1964/01.0283.
Dates: 1913-1957.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 12.5 cubic feet.
Description: Governor of West Virginia, 1913-1917. Papers consist primarily of scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, 1936-1941; miscellaneous legal papers and correspondence are also included. Correspondence and other papers are also located at West Virginia University.

HAWKINS, John L.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0028.
Dates: 1928-1929.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Two letters from Franklin D. Roosevelt concerning the future of the National Democratic Party, and a carbon copy of Mr. Hawkins' reply.

HAY, Helen Dorothy.
ACCESSION 2008/04.0764
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cu. ft. and 3 oversize items.
Description: Unprocessed.

HAYES, Robert B., collector.
ACCESSION 573 (PROCESSED: MS 32-A)
Papers, 40 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert B. Hayes, 1993.
Description: Marshall University dean and president. Papers consist of items related to Jesse Stuart: newspaper clippings, ephemera and correspondence.

HAYNER, Wallace Garfield.
ACCESSION 1975/04.0093
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Hayner, 1975.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Included are a manuscript of a history of West Virginia compiled from secondary sources and oral tradition, personal reminiscences of 'Devil Anse' Hatfield, poetry, and personal papers.

HECHLER, George.
ACCESSION 1976/12.0168; RESTRICTED ACCESS; by permission of Dr. Hechler.
Dates: 1861-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 100 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Kenneth Hechler, 1976.
Description: Letters from a Union soldier to his sister in Marietta, Ohio; contains description of the Battle of Chickamauga.

HECHLER, Dr. Kenneth.
Former Marshall University faculty member, U.S. Congressman from West Virginia's 4th District, and former Secretary of State of West Virginia. All entries below are the gift of Dr. Hechler and are listed in accession number order.

ACCESSION 1977/01.0199
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 400 cubic feet.
Date of Gift: 1977-present.
Description: Congressional papers: files of correspondence from constituents; materials related to proposed Midway Airport, black lung legislation, strip-mining, environmental issues, the United Mine Workers of America; committee files. Included are 75 scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, committee proceedings and Congressional Records.

ACCESSION 702
Collection Type/Materials and size: Correspondence, 6 items.
Description: Letters to Cecil Roberts of Fort Worth, Texas about Hechler’s book, The Bridge at Remagen; includes a letter from L. E. Engeman, Col. U. S. Army ret., who commanded the 14th Tank Battalion at the taking of the bridge.

ACCESSION 2010/05.0777.
Dates: ___ - 2010.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 200 cubic feet
Date of Gift: October, 2009 -
Description: Personal family papers, photographs and correspondence. Includes research material for Hechler's book, The Bridge at Remagen. Also includes campaign material for Congressional races, West Virginia Secretary of State and a bid for the governorship of West Virginia.

HEINRICH, Dorothy Ward.
ACCESSION 490.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 43 leaves.
Description: Genealogy of Byrd and Hackworth families of Cabell County, West Virginia.

HENDERSON, Eli Camden ‘Cam,’ 1890-1956.
ACCESSION 1984/03.0391 (PROCESSED; MS 141)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 cubic feet.
Description: Marshall College football and basketball coach, 1935-1955, noted for championship teams and use of the fast break in basketball. Papers include material from Henderson's student days at Bristol High School, Harrison County, West Virginia, and Muskingum College, in Ohio; coaching career at Davis and Elkins College and Marshall College; correspondence; photographs; notebooks of coaching techniques. Included also are materials related to his wife, Roxie Bell Henderson; brother-in-law Farley Bell and daughter Camille Henderson Waldeck.

HENDRICKSON, John R.
ACCESSION 2008/10.0767
Collection Type/Materials and size: Memorabilia, 0.25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Brady Lipscomb, 2007.
Description: Two photographs and memorabilia (Fraternity paddle and t-shirt) related to the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity chapter at Marshall University in 1969.

HENKING, C. C. collector.
ACCESSION 1974/06.0067
Dates: 1795-1861.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 linear feet.
Description: Land patents, deeds, titles, abstracts and indentures, some in French, of properties located primarily in present-day Putnam and Cabell Counties, West Virginia.

HENRY, S. A.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0261.
Dates: 1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 page.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Author of Cancer of the Scrotum in Relation to Occupation; letter to Sir Edmund Spriggs, comments on Spriggs' 1944 Harveian oration and interest in occupational medicine.

HENSLEY, Frances S.
ACCESSION 653.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Frances Hensley, 1996.
Description: Marshall University history professor and administrator. Papers relate to the West Virginia White House Conference on Families (1980) and the Women's Work Conference held in Huntington, West Virginia in 1983.

HENSLEY, J. L.
ACCESSION 1973/11.0060.
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (mimeograph), 20 pages.
Description: 'Rise and Progress of the Church of the United Brethren of Christ in West Virginia,' written in 1886 on the fiftieth anniversary of the church in the state.

HERRENKOHL, Hugo Hart, 1898-.
ACCESSION 656.Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, [19] leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Benjamin Cyrus, Jr., 1997.
Description: Cabell Co., West Virginia resident; 'From the past' recounts his reminiscences of life in rural Cabell Co. during the early 20th century. Includes genealogical information about the Blake family of Cabell Co.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol. 
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carol Watson, 1996. 
Description: Huntington, West Virginia theatrical producer. Scrapbook was prepared by Hetzer’s sister Mabel C. Hetzer for his nomination to the Huntington High School Hall of Fame.

HIGH SCHOOL BOWL. 
ACCESSION 546. 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Questions, 0.25 cubic feet. 
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. David A. Cusick, 1992. 
Description: Questions used in the local Hi-Q, or High School Bowl, competition, televised locally, with area high school students as contestants. Dr. Cusick was the coordinator. Material is copyrighted by the College Bowl, Inc.

HILL, A. N. 
ACCESSION 2004/09.0741. 
Dates: 1865. 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 leaf. 
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Nancy Hanger. 
Description: Letter to the Cabell Petroleum Company transferring Hill's rights to William Gray for $1000.

HILL, George J. 
ACCESSION 2012/01.0789 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 leaf. 
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. George Hill, 2011. 
Description: Marshall University alumni. Rare medical books, medical histories, and articles related to various aspects of medicine.

HILL, John F. 
ACCESSION 1978/11.0244. 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 leaf. 
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978. 
Description: Letter to Miss Bernice Wright, mathematics professor at Marshall College from a student, expressing his appreciation of her skill and patience.

HINCHMAN, Roger and Eve (Alwyn) 
ACCESSION 2009/04.0769 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 linear ft.
Description: Eve Alwyn-Hinchman was a successful television and radio personality with her mother
Laurie Alwyn, both in Boston M.A. and Fort Lauderdale FL. Eve and Lauri hosted radio shows in the
Baltimore MD area for over 7 years before moving to Florida where they hosted a radio and later a
television show in the Palm Beach FL area. Eve was married to Roger Hinchman. This collection contains
an assortment of materials primarily related to Eve and Laurie's show and life in Florida and Roger's
business matters.

HINCHMAN HERITAGE SOCIETY, INC.
ACCESSION 637.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 15 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Wavel Hinchman Webb, 1996.
Description: Family genealogical association papers include photographs, circular letters, and a pedigree
chart.

HINES FAMILY.
ACCESSION 536.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, .25 cubic feet.
Description: Papers of physician Oscar Taylor Hines and family include Hines's letters to his father while
Hines was in medical school in Richmond, VA, 1897-1898. Also contains newspaper clippings,
photographs, and other letters relating to the family in Wayne County and Huntington, West Virginia.

HITE, Delmar R., compiler.
ACCESSION 192 (PROCESSED; MS 54, Book 1)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 179 leaves.
Description: Jackson County, West Virginia, 1860 census, and 1861 land book listings.

ACCESSION 1973/01.0163.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (mimeograph; fluid copy),
Description: Transcriptions of lectures about Islamic thought; a draft of Ventures in Islam.

ACCESSIONs 1974/01.0094 and 1977/06.0189
Dates: 1946-1975
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6.5 cubic feet.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, urologist, past president of the American Urological Association and the American Medical Association. Papers consist of his speeches, scrapbooks, certificates, and other materials relating to his terms of office. Includes many items of memorabilia.

HOLDERBY, James.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0049
Dates: 1838.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Indenture, 1838.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred to Archives, 1973.
Description: Original holographic deed, transferring land to Marshall Academy Board of Trustees.

HOLLIDAY, Colleen and Cheryl Fuller.
ACCESSION 1975/10.0110 (PROCESSED; MS 30)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 15 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, 1975.
Description: 'Home Remedies,' a research paper written for an Appalachian Culture class at Marshall University, exploring the applications of folk medicine.

HOLLY, Cornelius.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0039.
Dates: 1857.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Indenture, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Indenture for the sale of a 125-acre tract of land in Mason County, (West) Virginia to Mildred Clagg.

HOLOHAN, John.
ACCESSION 1981/10.0345.
Dates: 1861-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diary, 1 vol. Mimeograph copy.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Ruth Ann Meadows, 1981.
Description: First Sergeant, Captain Curtin's company 'A,' 45th Pennsylvania Volunteer Infantry. Contains accounts of Vicksburg and Petersburg campaigns, camp on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina.

HOSTETTER, Helen L. Davis.
ACCESSION 667.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of David Hostetter, 1998.
Description: Huntington, W.Va. native. Papers consist of Mrs. Hostetter’s genealogical research into the Morris, Davis, McNamara, Sonner, Crump and Bowyer families of Wayne and Kanawha Counties, West Virginia
HUBBARD FAMILY.
ACCESSION 533.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 74 leaves.
Description: Genealogy of Dearborn County, Indiana, and Grayson County, Kentucky family and
reminiscences of the 7th Indiana Infantry during the Civil War, at the battles of Gettysburg,
Chancellorsville, Bull Run, Cold Harbor, Petersburg, Antietam, and the Wilderness Campaign.

HUDOK, Amy, collector.
ACCESSION 694.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items and 2 compact discs.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Amy Hudok, 2000.
Description: Photo reproduction of typescript, "Writings of Edwina Pepper;” scanned images of issues of

ACCESSIONS 410 and 493; (PROCESSED; MS 91, 91-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 6.5 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Hughes and her estate, 1984, 1989.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, native; musician, teacher, performer, recitalist. Papers include a
photo reproduction of Dr. Hughes' pressbook containing certificates, programs, and newspaper clippings
pertaining to her career in New York and on tour. Original pressbook located in the Moorland-Springarn
Research Center, Howard University. Later accession includes holograph arrangements for the organ;
research papers written while a graduate student at Northwestern University, where Dr. Hughes earned
a Masters of Music degree in 1942; other papers, plaques, and certificates.

HUNTINGTON, Collis Potter, 1821-1900.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0269
Dates: 1797-1904.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 115 reels of microfilm; Originals located in George Arents
Research Library of Syracuse University.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1979.
Description: Capitalist, railroad magnate. Papers consist of incoming correspondence 54 reels),
letterpress copy books (35 reels), legal and financial papers (23 reels), and personal papers (3 reels).

HUNTINGTON AND KENOVA LAND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
ACCESSION 1977/02.0174.
Dates: 1892-1895.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: A contract (1892) and deed (1895) between the company and the Huntington and Big Sandy
Railroad Company.

**HUNTINGTON-KENOVA LAND COMPANY.**
ACCESSION 495 (PROCESSED; MS 118)
Dates: 1754-1889.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Title deeds, 1 vol.
Description: (See also Savage Grant land surveys) Holograph `Title Deeds Showing Title to Certain Lands of Huntington-Kenova Land Co. in Wayne County, West Virginia; Contains the Order Made in 1819 in the High Court of Chancery (Staunton, Virginia) Confirming the Partition of the Savage Grant,' compiled by George S. Wallace.

**HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] AUDUBON SOCIETY.**
ACCESSION 411.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Elizabeth Risen, 1984.
Description: Formerly the Huntington Bird Club (1940-1969). Scrapbooks contain newspaper clippings, programs, and photographs of activities.

**HUNTINGTON [BANKS].**
ACCESSION 1973/01.0022.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 3 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: 
Description: Newspaper clippings of reports of conditions of banks in and near Huntington, West Virginia: The First National Bank, Union Bank and Trust, Cabell County Bank, Ohio Valley Bank, Huntington National Bank, and others.

**HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] CIVIC LEAGUE.**
ACCESSION 1979/02.0247 (PROCESSED; MS 67)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 cubic feet.
Local affiliate of the General Federation of Women's Clubs; promoted civic activities until disbandment. Includes scrapbooks, minutes, correspondence and yearbooks.

**HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] COMMITTEE FOR UNICEF.**
ACCESSION 1981/04.0328.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, .5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Jane Brugger, 1981.
Description: Minutes, correspondence, newspaper clippings, financial papers, and inventory sheets for the local committee of the United Nations Children's Fund.
HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] COUNCIL OF GARDEN CLUBS.  
ACCESSION 470.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 3 vol.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Mary Ettling Summer, 1988.  
Description: Huntington civic and horticultural group. Scrapbooks depict an award-winning Council garden show; include photographs and newspaper clippings as well as written report on conservation project.

HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] HIGH SCHOOL.  
ACCESSION 2004-0734.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 v.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carol Watson.  
Description: Commencement programs; class reunion materials and scrapbook; photographs.

HUNTINGTON HOMEMAKERS (Huntington, West Virginia).  
ACCESSION 639.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 cubic ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Received ca. 1994.  
Description: African-American extension homemakers’ group of Huntington, West Virginia Papers consist of programs of events, correspondence, certificates, photographs, club rosters and newspaper clippings.

HUNTINGTON [W.Va.] HUMANE SOCIETY.  
ACCESSION 556.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 volume.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Mary Ettling Summer, 1992.  
Newspaper clippings of activities of local humane society group.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] JAYCEES.  
ACCESSION 541.  
Dates: 1945-1946.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.: 75 leaves.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Chris Hatten, 1992.  
Description: "Award entry on Geissenbier Award," submitted by the Junior Chamber of Commerce details civic and war-related activities with newspaper clippings, photographs and correspondence.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] LEAGUE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES INTERNATIONAL.  
ACCESSION 2002/07.0709.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 12 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Sheets, 2002.
Description: The records of the Huntington League of the Association of Junior Leagues International consist of newsletters, yearbooks, annual reports, program materials and other published materials, scrapbooks, and production books from the Junior Leagues' programs. The focus of the collection primarily covers the League's publications and papers from their programs and activities. The inclusive dates range from 1929 to 1997, however, most materials are from the 1950s through the 1970s.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS.
ACCESSION 534.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Description: Scrapbook; files of various community projects undertaken by this civic group.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] EARLY SETTLE
RS' ASSOCIATION.
ACCESSION 477 (PROCESSED; MS 111).
Dates: 1917-1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Notebook, 135 pp.
Description: Typescript reminiscences of the founding of Huntington in 1871 and its early years as the Ohio River terminus of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
ACCESSION 494 (PROCESSED; MS 117).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 vol.
Description: Minutes, membership lists, deeds, and other documents.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] EAST HIGH SCHOOL.
ACCESSION 1982/08.0367.
Dates: 1964.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 36 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Wendell Cornetet, 1982.
Description: Compiled by the students of East High School in honor of the retirement of Mr. Cornetet, principal; includes programs and testimonial letters from teachers, students and alumni.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] MILLER SCHOOL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION.
ACCESSION 263.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Newspaper clippings, announcements, reports and photographs of activities during the
school year, including photographs of each class and its teacher.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] PARKS AND RECREATION PHOTO COLLECTION
ACCESSION 2012/01.0792.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs and blueprints, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Greater Huntington Parks and Recreation District, 2012.
Description: Collection consists primarily of photographs and building blueprints for the Veteran's Memorial Field House in Huntington, West Virginia. The Field House was demolished in 2012 to make way for the Marshall University Soccer Complex.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] PHI BETA KAPPA ASSOCIATES.
ACCESSION 1975/12.0122.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1975.
Description: Correspondence, minutes of meetings, membership lists, financial reports and pamphlets related to an attempt to establish a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at Marshall College.

HUNTINGTON PUBLISHING COMPANY NEGATIVES.
ACCESSIONS 1983/10.0384 and 1984/02.0390 and 440 (IN PROCESS; MS 85)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographic Negatives, 4 linear feet.
Description: Film negatives for newspaper publication: fires, accidents, club officers, and many other subjects.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] STATE HOSPITAL.
ACCESSIONS 482 and 584.
RESTRICTED ACCESS; by permission of hospital staff.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cubic feet.
Description: Historical materials; correspondence of hospital personnel and patients; newspaper clippings; photographs. Significant to the collection are the files relating to trans orbital lobotomies performed by Dr. Walter Freeman in the 1950's.

HUNTINGTON [West Virginia] WOMAN'S CLUB.
ACCESSIONS 1981/01.0325 and 468(PROCESSED; MS 108)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records (photo reproduction), .5 linear feet.
Description: Women's civic and cultural organization. Includes minutes of the Music Department (1922-
1964) and historian’s reports to 1986 as well as photographs, newspaper clippings and yearbooks.

HURT, Lena.
ACCESSION 1977/01.0170.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 11 leaves.
Description: ‘History of the Twentieth Street Baptist Church, Huntington, West Virginia,’ from its organization in 1888 until 1976.

JACKSON, Naaman.
ACCESSION 424.
Dates: 1932, 1942.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Letters, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Cabell County Public Library, 1984.
Description: Logan County, West Virginia, judge. One letter is from W. H. T. Squires, author of Land of Decision.

JARRETT, Peggy.
ACCESSION 1977/05.0187.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 2 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Jarrett, 1977.
Description: Marshall University professor of education. Collection contains correspondence, working papers, resource material, studies and conference papers relating to her career as an executive director of the Girl Scouts of America in Memphis, Tennessee and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and as a teacher at the University of Florida, West Virginia University, and Marshall University.

JEFFERSON, Thomas.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0101.
Dates: 1808.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Letter (photo reproduction), 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.
Description: Letter to Edgar Patterson of Georgetown College discussing Mr. Madison; written from Monticello.

JEFFREY, James K., collector.
ACCESSION 1980/09.0309.
Dates: 1868-1928.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 8 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Jeffrey, 1980, 1981.
Description: Letters addressed to E. C. Hatfield and J. Alden Goodno (1928); ledger (1868-1882) of John A. Smith of Mansfield, Ohio.
JENKINS, Samuel Roy, Diaries 1870-1941
ACCESSION 1955/01.0007.
Dates: 1887-1941.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Diaries, 2.33 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1956.
Description: Civil engineer and florist from Grafton, West Virginia. Diaries describe student life at West Virginia University, career as a farmer, florist and city engineer in Grafton. Diaries from the 1890's are located at West Virginia University; another gap occurs in the 1920's.

JENKINS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0052 and 1976/06.0136.
Dates: [186?]-1989.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 21 items.
Description: Unsigned speech of Albert Gallatin Jenkins and items relating to daughter Margaret comprise most of the collection. Includes photographs of General Jenkins and the Homestead at Greenbottom, West Virginia; also newspaper clippings about the controversial use of the homesite by the West Virginia Department of Natural Resources.

JOACHIM, George, 1834-?
ACCESSION 454.
Dates: 1834-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers (photo reproduction), 5 items.
Description: Member, 7th Ohio Battery, Light Artillery. Papers include passport (German), promotion and discharge papers, diary from Civil War, and a letter to his wife in German from Camp Benton Post Hospital in St. Louis.

JOHNSON, Michael R.
ACCESSION 438.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 0.25 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Elwyn Johnson, 1986.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, native; United States Marine Corps veteran of Vietnam named Outstanding Disabled American Veteran of 1973. Papers include correspondence, photographs, citations and newspaper clippings.

JOHNSON, Ruth, collector.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0317.
Dates: 1822-1864.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ruth Johnson, 1980.
Description: Legal documents and correspondence of Revolutionary War veteran Benjamin Lemaster of
Nicholas and Greenbrier Counties, (West) Virginia.

ACCESSION 1978/09.0239.  
Dates: 1936.  
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 2 items.  
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, physician. Papers consist of a diary for 1936 and a resolution from the Capital District, West Virginia Federation of Women's Clubs.

JONES, Dorothy Spain, 1893-1977.  
ACCESSION 1979/10.0275.  
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 3 cubic feet.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Jones Bostwick, 1979.  
Description: Diarist; homemaker in Detroit, Michigan, and Huntington, West Virginia. Collection consists primarily of diaries describing activities on a farm near Detroit, and later residence in Huntington. Also includes newspaper clippings, programs, cards and family memorabilia.

JONES, Ruth Katherine.  
ACCESSION 1981/05.0330.  
Dates: 1927-1937.  
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of William G. Kears, 1981.  
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Scrapbooks of newspaper clippings and programs of plays presented at Marshall College from 1929 to 1936 comprise the bulk of the collection. Also includes programs of other cultural events in the region.

JOUAN, Aron and Pauline.  
ACCESSION 1982/04.0355.  
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Jouan, 1982.  
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, woodcarvers; members of the West Virginia Artists and Craftsmen's Guild. Papers consist primarily of newsletters, directories and other secondary material from the Guild.

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA  
ACCESSION 2002.0709.  
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 10 cubic ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Sheets for the League, 2002.  
Description: Women’s civic volunteer group; papers contain minutes of meetings, scrapbooks, newspaper clippings, programs of sponsored events and memorabilia of League activities.
JUSTICE, James
ACCESSION 2011/06.0786
Dates: 2009(?) - 2011
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Assemblage, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Justice, 2011
Description: Marshall University alumni. Proof copies of a planned book Idle Moments by James Justice. Includes text, art prints, and a CD-ROM with the opera The Old Shoe Blues written and produced by Mr. Justice.

JUSTICE, Treasa Lynn, et al., plaintiffs.
ACCESSION 1982/06.0357 (PROCESSED; MS 81-A)
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Depositions, 809 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, 1982.
Description: Depositions given by survivors of the 1972 Buffalo Creek Disaster in Logan County, West Virginia, describing the effect of the disaster on their physical and emotional conditions; conducted for the civil action in the United States District Court for the southern district against the Pittston Coal Company. Includes testimony by Kai T. Erickson and Robert J. Lifton, scholars of the effects of disaster survival.

JUSTINIANUS I. Emperor of the East, 483?-565.
ACCESSION 1976/01.0182 (PROCESSED; MS 49)
Dates: ca. 13th cent.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Codex, 2 leaves. 45x28 cm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Michael Maroney, 1976.
Description: Latin holograph on vellum. Red and blue ornamentation, with inserted text and commentary.

KANAWHA COUNTY, [WEST] VIRGINIA. BOARD OF SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0024.
Dates: 1823-1846.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Records (photo reproductions), 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Contains minutes of meetings (1828-1846); abstracts of school masters' accounts for the tuition of poor children, 1839 and 1840; treasurers' reports for 1839-1840; records for Mercer Academy (1823).

KAZMITCHEFF, Alexandre.
ACCESSION 1982/06.0358.
Dates: 1921.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: [Passport] (photo reproduction), 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Mike Kolendo, 1982.
Description: Issued at Constantinople, in French. Mr. Kazmitcheff was an émigré from revolutionary Russia.
KEENAN, Henry Francis, 1850-1928.
ACCESSION 542.
Dates: 1895.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1992.
Description: Author; letter written Oct. 2, on letterhead of Reform Club, New York, to Joseph Willard, comments on Keenan's book, The Iron Game; found in presentation copy of book from the Sloan-Wyatt estate. See ACCESSION 415 for more items related to the Willard family and the Willard Hotel in Washington, D. C.

KEITH-ALBEE MUSICAL SCORES
ACCESSION 2008/04.0765
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Sheet Music, approximately 2,400 pieces (42 cu. ft.)
Description: Octavo and folio sized scores obtained by the University during the renovation of the Keith-Albee Theater in downtown Huntington, W.Va.

KENOVA, WEST VIRGINIA, WOMAN'S CLUB.
ACCESSION 1981/05.0331.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Anna M. Schrule, 1981.
Description: Defunct chapter of General Federation of Women's Clubs; scrapbook contains yearbooks with rosters of officers and members and history of the club.

KENTUCKY. DEPT. OF LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES.
ACCESSION 610 (PROCESSED; MS 136).
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Records, 11 microfilm reels, 35 mm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased ca. 1981.
Description: Kentucky birth, marriage and death records for selected counties; counties are listed on reel boxes.

KEYSNER-WHITING MANUSCRIPT.
ACCESSION 1978/05.0231.
Dates: 1947(?)
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Typescript, 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978.
Description: Poetry written by Blanche Whiting Keysner and Clay Whiting.

KLEINKNECHT, Gil
ACCESSION 2012/01.0790
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Klienknecht, 2011.
Description: Former Chief of Police for Huntington, West Virginia Materials consist of policies, procedures, and manuals for the Huntington Police Department (HPD) and law enforcement activities in West Virginia. Material includes historic photographs of the HPD.

KLINE, Carrie Noble.
ACCESSION 705.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Interviews, 12 Abstracts and 10 transcripts.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Noble Kline, 2001.
Description: Scholar-in-residence at the Marshall University Center for the Study of Ethnicity and Gender in Appalachia (CSEGA); interviews document the life experiences of twelve homosexual, bisexual or transsexual people in Appalachia.

KLINGER, Allan Connable, Papers, 1885-1961.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0018.
Dates: 1879-1957.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 13 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Marshall College professor of history, 1930-1950. Papers include a holograph book manuscript, 'The National Nominating Convention, 1830-1840;' personal papers, including correspondence (1937-1947) from son Willard; and genealogical notes on the Klinger family. Bulk of collection consists of teaching materials, research notes, and newspaper clippings.

KRAYBILL, David B.
ACCESSION 1977/01.0185.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 35 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Kathryn Kraybill, 1977.
Description: Papers consist primarily of papers read at various meetings of historical societies; topics relate to the Lutheran parish of Mason County, West Virginia; Saint Albans, West Virginia, history; and the Civil War.

KUJALA, August, d. 1982.
ACCESSION 1979/11.0290.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Programs, 0.75 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Kujala, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia musician. Programs describe musical events in Huntington, including concerts by the Huntington Symphony Orchestra, the Marshall University Community Symphony and the Huntington Federal Symphonette.
KUMLIEN, Wendell.
ACCESSION 479.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Description: Marshall University music professor. Papers consist primarily of teaching materials and tests.

KUNST, George Henry Augustus, Papers, 1873-1955.
ACCESSIONS 1956/01.0008
Dates: 1846-1940.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 4 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Florence Kunst Hoback, 1956.
Description: Legal documents from Kunst's early years as a lawyer in Grafton, West Virginia; Empress Glass Company records, including the minute book of stockholders' meetings; plats of coal fields and other properties.

KUPER FAMILY.
ACCESSION 585.
Collection Type/Materials and Size: Papers, 1 v. Photocopy of typescript.
Method of Acquisition and date: Source unknown; received 1994.
Description: Collection consists primarily of the diary (1816-1818) of Augustus Kuper, Assistant commissary general of Canada, 1813, telling of his trip to England with his wife to secure a position in the provincial government. Genealogical information about the family is appended. According to a notation, the original diary in possession of Louis Hood of Chevy Chase, Md.

LADIES' MONUMENT ASSOCIATION, Point Pleasant, West Virginia
ACCESSION 515.
Dates: 1860.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Minutes (photo reproduction), 1 page.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying By Cora Teel, 1990. Originals located in files of Col. Charles Lewis Chapter, NSDAR, Point Pleasant, West Virginia
Description: Minutes of two meetings of association formed to erect a monument to militia men who fell at the Battle of Point Pleasant on October 10, 1774.

LAIDLEY FAMILY PAPERS
ACCESSIONS 1973/01.0002, 1973/01.0046, and 1973/01.0077
Dates: 1834-1944.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.75 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia pioneer family. Papers consist of holograph and typescript histories of the Laidley, Beuhring, Brown and other early families of the county; correspondence with descendants of the original trustees of Marshall Academy; several holograph histories, including a history of Barboursville, West Virginia, on the letterhead of W. S. Laidley.
LAIDLEY, Virginia Brown, 1847-1928.
ACCESSION 684.
Dates: ca. 1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 61 leaves.

LAMBERT, Fred, 1873-1967.
ACCESSION 1978/06.0236 (MANUSCRIPT 76-A, 76-B, 76-C)
Dates: 1809-1964.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 33.5 linear feet.
Description: Educator; collection consists primarily of holograph notebooks of research notes concerning genealogical and historical material about Cabell, Wayne, and Lincoln Counties, West Virginia. Includes photographs, glass negatives, and personal genealogical information. The collection consists of four sections: MS 76, notebooks containing local history and genealogy; MS 76-A, information on the Lambert and related families; MS, files of research notes and photographs; MS 76-C, addenda of additional notebooks and photographs.

LAMBERT, Noah, 1832-1926.
ACCESSION 560.
Dates: 1912-1926.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 15 items.
Description: Confederate veteran. Papers consist of applications and affidavits for Lambert's pension as a Confederate veteran from the state of Kentucky.

ACCESSION 1977/07.0194.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Lee, 1977.
Description: Personal scrapbooks and newspaper clippings; correspondence concerning his book, The Burning Springs. Also photographs used in his Bloodletting in Appalachia and some Marshall College items.

LEMASTERS, William, defendant.
ACCESSION 701.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Trial transcript, 12 v.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Anna M. Barnes, 2001.
Description: “Excerpts of proceedings before the Hon. Fred W. Crow III taken. . . at the Meigs Co., [Ohio]
courthouse. . .” Case no. 92-CR-61 in the court of common pleas.

LEWIS, Virgil Anson, Papers, 1846-1912.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0006
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, in part, of Lucie and Virginia Lewis, 1974, 1976.
Description: State historian and archivist; educator. Includes a draft of ‘A History of Marshall Academy,’ with notes by co-author Lawrence J. Corbly; photo reproductions of memoirs by Lucie and Virginia Lewis, including a history of the Stone and Lewis families of Mason County, West Virginia; photographs.

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY, CLINIC.
ACCESSION 1974/10.0085.
Dates: 1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Register, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. John Cronin, 1974.
Description: Contains daily list of names of patients and notes on their treatment.

LINDNER, Rolf.
ACCESSION 1982/04.0353.
Dates: 1939-1940.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters (photo reproduction), 7 items.
Description: Lindner, member of the Hitler Youth from Saxony, comments on the invasion of Poland and the Battle of Britain in these letters to Josephine Davis of South Point, Ohio.

LIPPMAN, Walter.
ACCESSION 1984/10.0402 (PROCESSED; MANUSCRIPT 87)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 12 reels of microfilm.

LONG FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1982/01.0348.
RESTRICTED ACCESS: by permission of family.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 35 cubic feet.
Description: Prominent Huntington, West Virginia, family. Three generations of the family are represented: Joseph Harvey Long, publisher of the Huntington Herald-Advertiser; son and daughter-in-law, Walker and Eloise Campbell Long, both active in civic and cultural affairs of Huntington, namely the
Huntington Herald-Dispatch and the Tri-State Metropolitan Opera Regional Auditions; some papers of the six children of Walker and Eloise Long.

**LOOMIS, Harriet Bagg.**
ACCESSION 519 (PROCESSED; MS 122).
Dates: 1855-1919.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diary, 1874. 1 reel of microfilm.
Description: West Springfield, Massachusetts, resident, whose diary describes her journey to Huntington, West Virginia, in 1874, to visit her uncle. Describes the newly-established town.

**LOOMIS, Roy.**
ACCESSION 2003-0721
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jack Fowler.
Description: Contains newspaper clippings of articles by Frank Sibley, writer for Waterways Journal and the Gallipolis, Ohio, Tribune.

**LOVE, Anna M.**
ACCESSION 1982/08.0366.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Shelba Pew, 1982.
Description: Collection centers on the papers of Daniel Love, pioneer settler of Cabell County, West Virginia, and consists primarily of notes, receipts and memoranda pertaining to the settlement of the estate of his father-in-law, John Chadwick of Kentucky. Also includes correspondence of Anna M. Love concerning family genealogy.

**LOVINS, B. B.**
ACCESSION 1973/01.0184.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Lovins, ca. 1973.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, advertising man. Collection consists of trade magazines and several textbooks. Includes examples of Mr. Lovins' work.

**LOW GAP [UNITED BAPTIST] CHURCH.**
ACCESSION 567.
Dates: 1898-1944.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Minutes (photo reproductions), 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Brandon Kirk, 1993.
Description: Lincoln County, West Virginia church, located in Hart’s Creek district.
LOWE, Emilie Muller.
ACCESSION 553.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 volume in loose-leaf binder.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Lowe, 1992.
Description: Entitled "War Bride of West Virginia," collection contains documents, photographs, and typescript reminiscences related to Mrs. Lowe's immigration to the United States as a German war bride in 1948 as well as genealogical material on her German ancestry.

LUBIN, Benson J. (b. 1893).
ACCESSION 559.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1993.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, businessman, real estate agent. Papers relate primarily to his service in the first world war as a second lieutenant in the 58th Balloon Company, A.E.F., in France and include embarkation, payroll and other papers related to his duties as officer in charge of Brest Casual Company 1740 (Colored) during its demobilization period; photographs and negatives.

LUTTON, Daisy, compiler.
ACCESSION 520 (PROCESSED; MS 55)
Dates: 1906-1928.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Obituaries, 4 vols.
Description: Compilation of obituaries from Point Pleasant, West Virginia, Mason County, West Virginia, and other area newspapers, mostly undocumented.

LYON, Theeta Searcy, Papers.
ACCESSION 1971/01.0023
Dates: 1923-1941.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Marshall College home economics professor. Papers consist of prints and original drawings of costumes and dress from Grecian times to 1941. Includes student drawings executed for classes in applied arts at Marshall and a typescript copy of 'History of American Dress as Affected by Political, Social, and Economic Conditions,' by Anna C. Wilson, 1923.

MACCORKLE, William.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0162.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, .5 cu. ft.
Description: Letter from William MacCorkle to Rankin Wiley.

MacDONALD FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1983/09.0382.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Compiled and loaned for copying by Merry J. Brown, 1982.
Description: Family group sheets of a Logan County, West Virginia family; includes Fortner and allied families.

MacKNIGHT, W.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0246 (PROCESSED; MS 66)
Dates: 1848.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: A genealogical table of English rulers from Egbert to Victoria on nine folded paper panels, elaborately decorated with pen and ink lettering and colored coats of arms and flags.

[MCAULEY, LORD]
ACCESSION 1973/01.0051.
Dates: 1857.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (typescript, carbon copy), 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Letter criticizing Thomas Jefferson's democratic ideals; written to H. E. Randall of New York.

McClelland, Arthur W.
ACCESSION 1975/10.0111.
Dates: 1872-1959?
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 1.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Huntington family. Contains World War II letters written by son.

McCORMAS-McKENDREE-HENDERSON FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1983/04.0377.
Dates: 1875-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), .5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Mary Eloise Henderson Turner, 1983.
Description: Cabell and Kanawha County, West Virginia, families. Correspondence among family members describes women's life in the West during the 1870's and 1880's. Unpublished family history includes description of childhood in St. Albans, West Virginia, 1900-1910.

McCoy, Homer C.
ACCESSION 1976/09.0197.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. McCoy, 1976.
Description: Bibliography of the Hatfield-McCoy feud; copy of a letter to Mrs. R. L. Stark discussing the difficulty of obtaining a copy of Ragland's History of Logan County.
McCOY FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1976/10.0143.
Dates: 1845-1854.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mary Doddridge, 1976.
Description: Ripley, Ohio, family. Letters from brothers in California describing the voyage through Panama, attempts at gold mining and ranching near Sacramento, the countryside and problems adjusting to it.

McCREEIGHT, Betsy.
ACCESSION 1983/09.0381.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 10 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. McCreeight, 1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, civic leader. Papers include items from Mrs. McCreeight's service on the board of the Humanities Foundation of West Virginia and the West Virginia Board of Regents, as well as other materials reflecting the wide range of her community activities.

McCULLOCH, Francis L.
ACCESSIONS 1979/10.0279, 1979/11.0289, and 1982/05.0356 (PROCESSED: MS 74, 74-A, and 74-B)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts (photo reproduction), 3 vol.
Description: 'The Family of Thomas Kincade of Mason County, West Virginia,' and 'The Family of Isaac Lemaster of Mason County, West Virginia.'

McCULLOUGH, Frank Witcher, 1889-1948.
ACCESSION 1966/01.0095.
Dates: 1932-1939.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Homer McCoy, 1966.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, lawyer and railroad executive. Correspondence concerns real estate, taxes, and other business matters in Huntington. Scrapbooks contain newspaper clippings concerning his tenure as state administrator of the Works Progress Administration and as secretary of the National Bituminous Coal Commission.

McCUTCHEON, Walter S., 1854?-1927.
ACCESSION 1978/02.0219.
Dates: 1878.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Description: Diploma from Marshall College State Normal School and holograph copy of speech delivered at commencement on July 5, 1878.
McGUIRE, David S.
ACCESSION 462 (PROCESSED; MS 105)
Dates: [1961?].
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), [93] leaves.
Description: 'News Coverage in the Carter County [Kentucky] School Controversy,' possibly a research paper written for a class at Marshall College.

McINTOSH, George Colin, 1869-1935.
ACCESSION 607.
Dates: 19--.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 item (4 leaves).
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carlton D. Weaver, 1994.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia businessman. Typescript reflections on McIntosh's life and religious beliefs.

McKERNAN, John.
ACCESSION 1975/01.0078.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. McKernan, 1975.
Description: Collection of newspapers, pamphlets, brochures and other printed material concerning student radical activities at Columbia University.

McKERNON, Mary.
ACCESSION 562 (PROCESSED; MS 100-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. McKernon, 1993.
Description: Former librarian in Huntington, West Virginia Papers are notes about the history of various churches in Cabell County, West Virginia

McKERNON, Mary, collector.
ACCESSION 446 (PROCESSED; MS 100)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 15 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. McKernon, 1986.
Description: Material relates to Cabell County, West Virginia, history acquired during Mrs. McKernon's research on the Mud River Baptist Church. Includes minutes of the church, community histories, and other related materials.

McKIBBEN FAMILY RECORD
ACCESSION 2006/01.0746
Dates: 1776-1936.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 blueprint sheets.
Description: Joseph McKibben (d. 1801) family record: 4 blueprint sheets with the family genealogy prepared by Hugh L. McKibben of Sewickley, Pennsylvania, 1935, 1936.

McKinney Family.
ACCESSION 1977/01.0172.
Dates: 1889-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Bible record, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Jeffrey, 1977.
Huntington, West Virginia, family; record also contains Eden family genealogy.

Machir, Violette Somerville, compiler.
ACCESSIONS 1977/06.0196 and 444 (PROCESSED; MS 55, Books 1-6).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 6 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Machir, 1976, 1986.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, vital records: death records, 1853-1903; wills, 1833-1880; and obituaries, 1981, 1982. Mrs. Machir also compiled MANUSCRIPT 54, BOOK 4: Mason County, West Virginia marriages, 1806-1870.

ACCESSION 1980/12.0315.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 116 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Machir, 1982.
Description: 'Revolutionary war soldiers in Mason County, West Virginia,' worksheets prepared for the national headquarters of the Sons of the American Revolution Graves Registry Committee; lists all known Revolutionary war soldiers buried in Mason County and approximate place of burial.

ACCESSION 1982/06.0363.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2.5 cubic feet.
Description Research notes concerning the genealogies of Mason County, West Virginia, families; newspaper clippings of items of historical interest; correspondence and newspaper clippings of John Aten, former county clerk.

Mahey, John Andrew.
ACCESSION 555 (PROCESSED; MS 131, Books 1-5).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.50 cubic feet + 3 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Mahey, 1992; 1993.
Description: Family group sheets and histories of Cabell and Wayne County, West Virginia families.
Phoebe (Cyrus) Hazlett -- Bk. 5. Descendants of John and Elizabeth (Vaughan) Smith.

MANN, Nancy Murray, 1869-1962.
ACCESSION 1985.0475.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 0.25 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Betty Mann Foard, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, suffragist, active in both Democratic and Republican parties on the national level. Served on board of Federal Women's Reformatory at Alderson, West Virginia. Papers include speeches, correspondence, and newspaper clippings.

MARKS, Richard, collector.
ACCESSION 1994/01.0576.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8.0 linear foot.
Description: Former C.I.A. employee and genealogist. Bulk of the collection consists of Mr. Marks' genealogical research. Also included are Turkish-American association stamp exhibits 1961-1965. "Philatelic items, brochures. news clippings, photographs and correspondences pertaining to the TAA Stamp Exhibit in Ankara, Turkey. 1. Postage-stamps--U.S. 2. Postage Stamps--Turkey. Collection has been periodically updated and added to since 1994.

Marshall Academy Records.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0048
Dates: 1852-1856.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, .25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred to Archives, 1973.
Description: Original holographic documents from Marshall Academy Committee on Education, and Board of Trustees, including reports, resolutions, etc.

MARSHALL, Richard Coke, collector.
ACCESSION 1976/10.0277.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters (photo reproductions), 5 items.
Description: Copies of Lee's General Order number 9, 10 April 1865; a letter from Thomas Jefferson to Augustus Watson and J. H. Cocke regarding the founding of the University of Virginia, 10 March 1817; and a letter from Thomas Marshall to his brother Edward regarding the health of their father, Chief Justice John Marshall, 19 June 1835.

MARSHALL FAMILY.
ACCESSION 488.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (some photo reproductions), 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Sam Clagg, 1988.
Description: A list of descendants of John Marshall prepared for the Marshall University Sesquicentennial Committee in 1987; includes some correspondence from family members.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0064 - Subject Index
Dates: 1963-to present.
Collection Type/Materials and size: 12 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Deposited by the Office of Oral History of Appalachia.
Description: Tape recordings and transcripts of oral interviews with residents in the West Virginia-Ohio-Kentucky Tri-State region regarding such topics as farming, schools, health care, folk customs, and many others related to life in this Appalachian region. Guides and index are available in the Special Collections Department.

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY REGIONAL PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION.
ACCESSION 1969/01.0227 (PROCESSED; MS 64).
Dates: ca. 1888- to present.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 2 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Deposited by the Office of Oral History of Appalachia.
Description: A continually expanding collection of photographs of individuals, groups, buildings, locations, and activities of the West Virginia-Ohio-Kentucky Tri-State Region. Index in Special Collections Department.

MASON COUNTY, [WEST] VIRGINIA, SUPERIOR COURT.
ACCESSION 518 (PROCESSED; MS 94-B).
Dates: 1831-1851.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Memorandum Book, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Cora Teel, 1990.
Description: Annotated list of plaintiffs and defendants in cases brought before the county court.

MASON, Mary.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0031.
Dates: 1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Col. George Wallace. Miss Mason was the daughter of Mrs. Salina Hite Mason, who owned Marshall College during the Civil War. Miss Mason's letter lists the students attending the academy in 1865.

MASON, Nimrod.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0096.
Dates: 1863-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: Logan County, West Virginia, native. Includes a list of members of the Seventh West Virginia
Cavalry, discharge papers, and commission papers signed by Arthur Boreman and Francis Pierpont, first governors of West Virginia.

**MASON CITY, WEST VIRGINIA.**
ACCESSION 432.
Dates: 1885-1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Account book, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Christine Fruth, 1986.
Description: Accounts kept by J. N. Manley, town treasurer. Also contains election lists, 1927-1935.

**MASON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA.**
ACCESSION 1976/12.0165 (PROCESSED; MS 48)
Dates: 1810-1840.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Census (photo reproduction of typescript), 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Violette Machir.
Description: 1810 and 1920 censuses were transcribed by Mrs. Owen Crickard; 1840 census lists heads of households only.

ACCESSION 413 (PROCESSED; MS 94)
Dates: 1805-1890.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Court records, 0.5 linear feet.
Description: Assorted records of the county and circuit courts, including estate appraisals, school house plans, wolf scalp claims and oaths of allegiance. Records were salvaged when the old courthouse was razed ca. 1955.

ACCESSION 473 (PROCESSED; MS 94-A)
Dates: 1806-1860.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Court records (photo reproductions), 2 items.
Description: Photo reproduction of marriages, 1806-1850, and the Register of Free Negroes, 1838-1860.

**MATEWAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, INC.**
ACCESSION 660.
Collection Type/Materials and size: 165 sound cassettes, 103 transcripts
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Center, 1997.
Description: Interviews with former and current residents of Matewan, West Virginia regarding the “Matewan Massacre,” Sid Hatfield and other persons involved in the struggle in the coal fields; customs and life in the area.

**MATHEWS, C. G.**
ACCESSION 1977/11.0204.
Dates: 1864.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Warrant, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1974.

MATNEY, Harry B., Jr.
ACCESSION 538.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (computer-generated; photo reproduction), 10 leaves.
Description: "Livisay family of Wayne Co. [West Virginia]" gives the history of an African-American family; paper was a presentation at the West Virginia Black History Conference at Marshall University in September, 1991.

MATTHEWS, Thelma Morrison.
ACCESSION 1979/12.0291.
Dates: 1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 8 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Jeffrey, 1979.
Description: 'A brief history of Salt Rock two-room elementary school,' compiled by Mrs. Matthews, principal at the school. Includes histories of the community and of Walnut Grove and Palestine schools.

MEADOWS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 523 (PROCESSED; MS 64)
Dates: ca. 1900-1930.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 63 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Kenneth Reffeitt, 1990.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, family.

MERIWETHER, Elizabeth.
ACCESSION 1976/09.0141.
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 leaf.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1976.
Description: Letter to Lyon G. Tyler commenting on his purchase of six copies of her book Facts and Falsehoods; asks him to read The Master of Red Leaf.

MERRITT FAMILY.
ACCESSION 638.
Dates: 1760-1794.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for photocopying by Carrie Eldridge, 1996.
Description: Cabell Co., West Virginia, family Bible record from Biblia, das ist: Die Ganze Teil Schrift. . . Halle, 1760.

MEYERS (Robert) FAMILY COLLECTION
ACCESSION 2011/10.0787
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Meyers family, 2011.
Description: Photographs, scrapbooks, and other materials related to the Robert Myers family and the Myers Moving & Storage Co. of Huntington, West Virginia.

MEYNELL, Everard.
ACCESSION 266.
Dates: 1923[?]; undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred 1979.
Description: Comments on the sale of The Letters of George Meredith to Alice Meynell and gives news of the family.

MILICIA, Maureen.
ACCESSION 657.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Milicia, 1996.
Description: Marshall University theater professor. Papers consist of a scrapbook, newspaper clippings, some correspondence, play programs, technical notes and other items related to her years as director of University Theater.

MILLARD, Mrs. W. A. and WILSON, Allene.
ACCESSION 620.
Dates: 1924.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 5 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1996.
Description: “Farm bureau community history of Pea Ridge,” now incorporated into Huntington, West Virginia

MILLER, Daniel.
ACCESSION 1982/06.0362.
Dates: 1791.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Will (photo reproduction), 4 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Jeffrey, 1981.
Description: Augusta County, Virginia, will, accompanied by a typed transcript.

MILLER, Doris Copley.
ACCESSION 1990/11.0525.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 43 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Montserrat Miller, 1990.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia poet, newspaperwoman, and local historian. Papers include her work in draft and printed form; correspondence, notably the Jesse Stuart letters; poetry of others; working files from her years as religion, education and poetry editor at the Huntington Publishing Company; financial and personal papers; genealogical research.

**MILLER, Martha Elizabeth Carpenter, 1881-1962.**
ACCESSION 1979/06.0257.
Dates: 1898-195-.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Maxine Miller Hoke, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers include poetry and a photograph of the Marshall College class of 1898.

**MILLER SCHOOL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION.**
ACCESSION 1979/06.0263.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Haden, 1979.
Description: Scrapbook originally a part of the Catherine Enslow Papers, no discernable ties to Enslow papers.

**MILLER-THACKSTON FAMILY.**
ACCESSIONS 1948/01.0047 and 1948/01.0055
Dates: 1843-1874.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. C. C. Remmele, 1948. Barboursville, West Virginia, family.
Letters to Eugenia Miller in school in Cincinnati, 1849-1852, and later, correspondence between Eugenia and her husband Benjamin Thackston, who worked in Richmond during the Civil War. Includes copies of Thackston's speeches.

**MOBAYED, Louis A. 1910-1998.**
ACCESSION 658.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 105 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Alan Gould, 1997.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia photographer with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Photographs are aerial views of Huntington taken on May 2, 1972 at 3500 feet.

**MOBLEY, Harvey and Beulah.**
ACCESSION 1983/04.0374 (PROCESSED; MS 84)
Dates: 1983.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 59 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Mobley, 1983.
Description: `Thomas Hannan and descendants,' from 1757 to 1957, with family group sheets,
transcriptions of wills and deeds, and addenda.

MOFFAT, Charles Hill.
ACCESSION 300.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Moffat, 1980
Description: Former professor and chairman of department of history at Marshall University. Papers are notes and drafts of his manuscript, 'Marshall University, 1837-1980: An Institution Comes of Age.'

MOODY, Kenneth and Edna.
ACCESSION 310.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 63 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Walter Taylor, 1980.
Description: 'Ball family genealogy, 1765-1972,' includes newspaper clippings, 1972-1979, relating to this Mason County, West Virginia, family.

MOON, George.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0056.
Dates: 1844.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: A statement of account with E. Williams of Baltimore, Maryland.

MOORE, Charles P. T., papers
ACCESSIONS 1973/01.0005 and 558.
Dates: 1861-1921.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Bulk received as gift of Harlow Denny, 1993.
Description: Judge of West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals. Papers are primarily legal documents or letters concerning legal matters. Includes an invoice of articles received from J. A. Kline for use in the General Hospital at Point Pleasant, West Virginia, by the Second Virginia Cavalry. ACCESSION 558; addendum to ACCESSION 5 contains items found in home and consists primarily of printed material related to farming; includes receipts, correspondence, and other holographic items.

MOORE, Frederick.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0032.
Dates: 1824.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Description: Land grant for five hundred acres in Cabell County, West Virginia; signed by Governor John Pleasants.

MORGAN, Claude M., collector.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0245.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 40 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia lawyer and Civil War collector. Papers include articles written for Confederate Echoes and Rhode Island History, photographs, newspaper clippings. Books and scale models of Civil War armaments were also part of the collection.

MORGAN FAMILY PAPERS.
ACCESSION 1948/01.0012
Dates: 1831-1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Oretha Morgan Foard, 1948.
Description: Putnam County, West Virginia, family. Business, general and family correspondence as well as legal and financial papers related to land acquisition in Putnam County, West Virginia. Also includes the papers of J. M. H. Beale, early settler of Mason County, West Virginia.

ACCESSION 510 (PROCESSED; MS 12-A)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 56 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Martha Valentine, 1990.
Description: Addenda to papers already in collection includes receipts, statements, family history and Skipper family material.

ACCESSION 707 (PROCESSED; MS 12-B)
Dates: ca. 1900 - ca.1940.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographic (glass) negatives, 432 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: 1986
Description: Photos taken by Thomas Jefferson Morgan (1878-1946). Morgan was a native of Putnam County, West Virginia Negatives of digital images are available in the department.

MORGAN, Henry B.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0318.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Melissa Simmons, 1980.
Description: Resident of Cooper County, Missouri, writing of family matters to cousin Lydia ----.

MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA. ELIZABETH LUDINGTON HAGANS CHAPTER, NSDAR.
ACCESSION 1974/08.0148.
Dates: n.d.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 41 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1974.
Description: 'Monongalia in the Revolution,' a history of the formation of Monongalia County, West Virginia, and of Revolutionary War service of its residents.
MORRIS, Byron T.

ACCESSION 513 (PROCESSED; MS 127)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Byron Morris, 1990.
Description: Copies of Mr. Morris's newspaper column, "Out of the Past," written for the Wayne County News; subjects include histories of communities in Wayne County, West Virginia, genealogy of Wayne County families, registers of marriages in neighboring counties of Wayne County persons, and school and church histories. Index available in Special Collections Department.

ACCESSION 549 (PROCESSED; MS 127-A) Dates: 1775-1990.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (addenda), Ca. 4 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Donna Morris Lash, 1992.
Description: Wayne County, West Virginia, resident, newspaper columnist. Collection consists of correspondence, family histories, some primary sources, and a collection of newspapers, 1775-1880's. Also part of the gift were books, genealogy materials, and bound volumes of the Wayne County News.

MORRISON, Warren D.
ACCESSION 641.
Dates: 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James K. Jeffrey, 1996.
Description: ‘A branch of the Andrew Morrison family of Greenbrier County, (W) Virginia.’

MORROW FAMILY.
ACCESSION 547.
Dates: 1775-1938.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1775-1938. 3 cubic feet + 33 oversized maps, paintings and photographs.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dwight Scandrett and Nancy Shirley Ross, 1992.
Description: A family with West Virginia and Pennsylvania origins; the papers, however, relate primarily to Gen. Jay Johnson Morrow and the Special Commission on Boundaries, Tacna-Arica Arbitration, 1925-1928. Oil paintings of James E. Morrow, his wife Clara Johnson Morrow, and their son Dwight Whitney Morrow are of special interest to Marshall University.

MORROW, James E., Letter.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0063.
Dates: 1873.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, .25 cu. ft.
Description: Photostatic copy of a letter to J.J. Jacob, governor of West Virginia.

MOSES, Grace.
ACCESSION 445.
Dates: 1966?
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction of carbon copy), 10 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Ruby McIntyre, 1986.
Description: 'Resume of the . . . Revolutionary War record of John Lewis,' from the original located in the NSDAR Library in Washington, D. C.

MOSS, Virginius R.
ACCESSION 611.
Dates: 1856-1903.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 220 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying, 1995.
Description: Cabell Co., West Virginia physician. Bulk of collection consists of receipts for taxes and notes; correspondence; ephemera includes bill of fare from the Greenbrier resort hotel.

MOSSMAN, John M.
ACCESSION 2006/11.0754
Dates: 1911-2004
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Mossman, 2006
Description: Collection of photographs from the Mossman family. One CD rom disk with photos of Maurice Edwin Mossman entitled WW I and Paris 1918-1919. Other photos include the 1937 flood, the Mud River flood, site of the Huntington Mall, and the Huntington Band competition in 1948 and 1949.

MULLENS, WEST VIRGINIA. United Methodist Church.
ACCESSIONS 1976/03.0125 and 1976/10.0142 (PROCESSED; MS 36)
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 2 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired from J. B. F. Yoak, 1976.
Description: History of the church from 1910 until 1975, containing rosters of pastors, elders, district superintendents, and bishops.

MURRILL, Winston W.
ACCESSION 1983/01.0373.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Murrill, 1983.
Description: Former Huntington, West Virginia, journalist. Miscellanea pasted on a photo reproduction of a volume of the West Virginia Book Bank, reset and bound by Mr. Murrill.

MUSA, Donna, collector.
ACCESSION 1982/09.0369.
Dates: 1939-40.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned indefinitely by Mrs. Musa, 1982.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, public school teacher. Newspaper clippings concerning the growth of Germany, with maps, political cartoons, and analyses of European affairs by David Lawrence, Westbrook Pegler and others.

**MUSGRAVE, Paul N.**
**ACCESSION 1974/09.0082.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Paul Musgrave, 1974; Robert Alexander, 1983.
Description: Educator at Marshall University. Papers consist of correspondence with botanists in the U. S. Department of Agriculture concerning his problems with growing amaryllis; color charts; and weather diaries.

**MYERS FAMILY.**
**ACCESSION 1973/01.0016.**
Dates: 1750-1860.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Record, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: A genealogical record of the David Myers family of Maryland and Pennsylvania with watercolor ornamentation. Also contains notes on mathematics and surveying.

**MYERS, Marcia, collector.**
**ACCESSION 598.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Marcia Myers, 1994.
Description: Research collection of Presbyterian minister. Bulk of collection is composed of letters (1922-1933) from Helen Desbrow, stationed in Raleigh Co., West Virginia, to her family in New Jersey, regarding her work in the Home Mission. Includes photographs and Rev. Myers' thesis on the topic at the Yale Divinity School.

**NANCE, Karen N. Cartwright.**
**ACCESSION 496 (PROCESSED; MS 119).**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Computer-generated typescript (photo reproduction), 2 volumes.
Description: 'Early Huntington [West Virginia] housing (pre-1871 to 1874): Pilot survey, 1988,' study done for local preservation society; contains appendices, maps, illustrations, and bibliography.

**ACCESSION 507 (PROCESSED; MS 119-A)**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Computer-generated typescript (photo reproduction), 2 vol.
ACCESSION 678.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 46 p.
Description: “Civil war diary of C. F. Ropes, 38th / 34th Iowa volunteer infantry, co. “H,” compiled, annotated and edited by Ms. Nance; accompanied by a photo reproduction of holograph pocket diary. Diary relates Ropes’ activities from Jan. to Sept. 1865, mostly in the Gulf area between Galveston, Texas and Pensacola, Fla.

NAPIER, Ira.
ACCESSION 1975/07.0108.
Dates: 1945-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 12 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Napier, 1975.
Description: Correctional officer, Federal Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio. Papers consist of correspondence, an essay for boys containing advice on sexual matters, and a manual for establishing a vocational print shop at the reformatory.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLONIAL DAMES XVII CENTURY. GREENBRIER CHAPTER.
ACCESSION 2004-0722.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Greenbrier Chapter, NSCD.
Description: Chapter minutes, bylaws, programs of special events, yearbooks, newspaper clippings, photographs and items from state and national conferences.

NAWROUZI, Ali.
ACCESSION 1975/07.0107 (PROCESSED; MS 28)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 27 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Nawrouzi, 1975.
Description: ‘The Change in Marshall University Structure.’

NEAL FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1975/12.0117.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Description: Papers include diaries of Dr. Will Neal, Huntington, West Virginia, physician and member of Congress; diaries describe teaching school in Kentucky and Ohio in the 1890’s, and life in Rome Township, Lawrence County, Ohio. Scrapbooks describing the career of Richard Nixon comprise the bulk of the collection.
NEEKAMP-STEIN, Marguerite.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0323.
Dates: 1913-ca. 1939.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 29 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Kay Wildman, 1980.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, vocalist and teacher. Collection consists of musical scores, music indexes, an autobiographical sketch and a yearbook from the New England Conservatory of Music.

NEFF, Creed.
ACCESSION 712.
Dates: ca. 1908-1912.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Patricia Neff Daugherty, 2002.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia resident. Papers consist of photographs of Guyandotte, West Virginia, school and church groups and a holograph reminiscence of Guyandotte.

NELSON, James.
ACCESSION 1976/05.0132.
Dates: 1868.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Description: Land title for fifty acres in Boone County, West Virginia, signed by Governor Arthur I. Boreman.

NELSON, Joseph C.
ACCESSION 1983/12.0387.
Dates: 1983.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction), 45 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of William B. Newcomb, 1983.
Description: Holograph memoir of Mr. Nelson's years as an employee of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company.

NEWCOMB, William B.
ACCESSION 1981/03.0327.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft. + 1 reel microfilm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Newcomb, 1980-1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, businessman. Papers include scrapbooks, photographs of Anderson-Newcomb Department Store; microfilm diary of Mr. Newcomb's grandmother, Emily Cox of Guyandotte, West Virginia, during 1865.

NEWMAN, Mae.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carol Watson, 1996. 
Description: Huntington, West Virginia educator. Scrapbooks depict Newman’s tenure as principal of Huntington High School and her retirement in 1963.

NEWMAN, Milton.
ACCESSION 1978/03.0224.
Dates: 1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received 1978.
Description: Barboursville, West Virginia, resident; discharge paper from Company C, 3rd Regiment, West Virginia Cavalry Volunteers.

NICHOLS, Seth
Test Accession 2015/09.000007
This is just a test

ACCESSION 1983/06.0379.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the estate of Dr. Noble, 1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, educator; Marshall University French professor, 1942-1969, Morris Harvey College, Charleston, West Virginia, 1969-1972. Papers include teaching materials; class notes as an undergraduate at Wittenberg College and a graduate student at Ohio State University; drafts and notes of her dissertation; and family papers relating to Warren County, Ohio, and New Vienna, Ohio.

NORRIS, Archibald Debow, b. 1848.
ACCESSION 697
Dates: 1861-1863.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diaries, (photo reproduction of typed transcript). 141 p.
Description: Diaries of captain of the 7th Tennessee Volunteer Infantry, Co. K during the Civil War, ending with the Fredericksburg campaign.

NOVAK, Elaine.
ACCESSION 2010/03.0776
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Deborah Novak, 2010.
Description: Papers of former faculty member at Marshall University
OCHSENHIRT, Homer, 1894-1977.
ACCESSION 1979/04.0251.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 24 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Gertrude Ochsenhirt, 1977.
Description: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, native; musician in Huntington, West Virginia, for over twenty years, conducting the Huntington Symphony Orchestra. Papers include programs from Pittsburgh, newspaper clippings from Huntington and photographs.

ODELL, Ruth Winters, 1901-.
ACCESSION 1978/03.0221.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Odell, 1978.
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia, resident. Papers include Rector family genealogy, photographs and papers relating to Mrs. Odell's work with the Cabell County Farm Bureau, including membership lists and minutes of meetings.

OLAFSON, Sigfus, compiler.
ACCESSION 1975/12.0114 (PROCESSED; MS 33).
Dates: 1809-1880.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records (photo reproductions), 11 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Olafson, 1975.
Description: Records consist of West Virginia census records: Cabell County, 1820, 1850; Boone County, 1860, 1870, 1880; Logan County, 1840, 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880; and Wyoming County, 1850. Also Cabell County tax lists, marriages, 1809-1851, and maps.

OLEY, John Hunt, 1830-1888.
ACCESSION 1969/02.0186 (PROCESSED MS 52)
Dates: Sept. 21, 1871.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 2 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1969.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, civic leader; letter to George Payne of Covington, Virginia, describes Huntington during its first year of development.

OSBORN FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1980/04.0299.
Dates: 1904-1930.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Hester Osborn Crabtree, 1980.
Description: Wayne County, West Virginia, family. Correspondence from L. J. Corbly, president of Marshall College; materials from the Marshall Business School; and a cylindrical photograph of the Marshall College student body, May, 1930.
OWEN, W. G.
ACCESSION 1968/05.0153.
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 17 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1968.
Description: Undated description of Charleston, West Virginia, by the state research editor for the Federal Writers' Project number 402.

OWEN CLINIC INSTITUTE.
ACCESSION 434.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 15 vol.; 3 scrapbooks.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Marguerite Stemmerman, 1985.
Description: Mental health facility operated by Dr. Stemmerman and Dr. Thelma V. Owen. Collection contains 14 volumes of 'Longview,' a newsletter written by patients 1948-1962. Three scrapbooks relate to the West Virginia Mental Health Association and its efforts to improve care for mental health patients in the state.

OWENS-ILLINOIS COLLECTION.
ACCESSION 626 PROCESSED; MANUSCRIPT 19-A).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers; artifacts, 1.25 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Smith, 1995.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, glass factory, closed in 1994. Bulk of collection consists of sample glassware; includes issues of the plant newspaper, photographs, pay stubs and other ephemera related to the plant, donated by persons interviewed for the Oral History of Appalachia program.

PARKERSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA. JAMES WOOD CHAPTER, NSDAR.
ACCESSION 465 (PROCESSED; MS 107)
Dates: 1964.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 26 leaves.
Description: 'Williamstown [West Virginia] Cemetery, 1858-1924,' a listing of a Wood County, West Virginia, cemetery.

PARSONS-ENSIGN FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1978/01.0212.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 3 cubic feet.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia family. Papers include items relating to Mrs. Bromley's music career, the Huntington Symphony Orchestra, early childhood mementoes, as well as minutes of the Huntington, West Virginia, First Congregational Church Missionary Society, 1905-1916. A later addition includes the personal papers of Janet Parsons Ensign (Mrs. Darwin A.).
PEACO FAMILY SCRAPBOOK.
ACCESSION 1981/08.0343.
Dates: 1889-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Sam Clagg, 1981.
Description: Contains newspaper clippings of fires and activities of the Huntington, West Virginia Fire Department.

PECK, Marcellus.
ACCESSION 1976/10.0156.
Dates: 1883-1889.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.
Description: Philippi, West Virginia, resident. Papers include checks written to Elijah Allen, a tax receipt from Doddridge County, West Virginia, and a letter from brother, Henderson Peck, attorney at Ritchie County Courthouse, West Virginia.

PENDLETON, Constance.
ACCESSION 526.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1990.

PEOPLES, Claren Martin.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0264.
Dates: 1940-1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, music educator. Papers consist of copies of a masters' thesis on music education written at the Ohio State University, and transcripts of radio programs directed to children in rural schools.

PETERS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1983/12.0385.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, (photo reproductions). Ca. 80 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Compiled and loaned for copying by Merry J. Brown, 1983.
Description: Genealogical materials relating to a family from Wyoming and Fayette counties, West Virginia.

PEYTON, Claudia.
ACCESSION 2004.0731.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 lin. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of David Peyton.
Description: Papers consist of Miss Peyton's letters to her family about her missionary work in Northern Rhodesia. Also included are letters of other family members, newspaper articles about Miss Peyton, and letters related to Miss Peyton's estate.

PEYTON, David.
ACCESSION 422.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2.5 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Peyton, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, journalist, author. Papers include columns for the Huntington Herald-Dispatch, research materials relating to his Alicia Patterson Foundation grant for studying Cajun culture; manuscript of computer user's book written with Charles Bowen.

PEYTON, Henry.
ACCESSION 2004.0728.
Dates: 1832-1840.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Joanne J. Hughes.
Description: Henry Peyton's application for a Revolutionary War pension in Cabell Co., Va.

PHI ALPHA THETA, Gamma Chi Chapter (Marshall University).
ACCESSION 1984/03.0393.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Collection, 3 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Placed on permanent loan, 1984.
Description: Miscellaneous business records: attendance record of Order of Railroad Engineers, 1908-1967; Petit Brothers Electric Company ledger, 1920-1931; and a journal from the Scofield establishment, 1815-1820.

PHIPPS, Dr. James C.
ACCESSION 481 (PROCESSED; MS 114)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Margaret Phipps Brown, 1988.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, orthodontist. Papers pertain to his genealogical research into the Phipps, McComas, Holton, and related families of Lincoln, Raleigh, Boone, and other West Virginia counties.

PILOT CLUB, Huntington, West Virginia.
ACCESSION 487.
Dates: 1966-.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 5 cubic feet.
Description: Service organization for professional women. Papers consist of officers' notebooks, minutes, conference materials, and other records of the Club's work.

PITTARD, Thelma and Anna Williams.
ACCESSION 1980/01.0294.
Dates: 1937(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1980.
Description: 'Elementary school publicity,' compiled by Marshall College students for Dr. Roy Woods.

PLATANIA, Joseph.
ACCESSION 1982/08.0365 (PROCESSED; MS 83)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 29 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Platania, 1982.
Description: 'The selling of the candidate, 1960: The use of the media in the 1960 West Virginia Democratic presidential primary.'

PLATANIA, Marceline White (1912-2000), compiler.
ACCESSION 713.
Dates: 1937.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Joseph Platania, 2002.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Scrapbook contains snapshots and newspaper clippings of the 1937 flood of the Ohio River at Huntington.

POFFENBARGER, Lydia Nye Simpson.
ACCESSION 1980/07.0303.
Dates: undated; 1913.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts (some photo reproductions of carbon copies).
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978; loaned for copying by Mrs. Anna Proffitt, 1980.
Description: 'Epitome of the life of 'Ossawatomie' John Brown, including the story of his attack on Harper's Ferry and his capture..., ' and 'Mansion house, Point Pleasant, West Virginia,' (an inventory of furniture and artifacts with a history of the grounds and building).

POINT PLEASANT, WEST VIRGINIA, COL. CHARLES LEWIS CHAPTER, NSDAR.
ACCESSION 1976/01.0160.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Description: Membership lists, registrar's reports, photographs; report on prize-winning Bicentennial
activities.

**POINT PLEASANT, WEST VIRGINIA, PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.**

ACCESSION 1975/04.0092.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records (photo reproductions), 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Eleanor Filson McComb, 1975.
Description: Register, minutes, annual reports; records of the Flats Presbyterian Church before it merged with the Point Pleasant church during the Second World War, when the Flats area was taken over by the War Department.

**POLLARD, S. J.**

ACCESSION 1975/01.0098.
Dates: 1862-1938.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, railway dispatcher. Papers include railroad passes, dispatch book, and Civil War papers of John C. Pollard.

**POTTS, James N.**

ACCESSION 1979/02.0248.
Dates: 1861-1906.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photoreproductions), 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Campbell Neel, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, businessman, whose Civil War diary of his service with the 31st Regiment, Virginia Volunteers, comprises most of the collection.

**PRICE, Mary Thomas.**

ACCESSION 1980/02.0298.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Laura Lee Hills, 1980.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, nurse. Scrapbook contains newspaper clippings of marriages, births, deaths, Second World War servicemen and women, and church events.

**PRINCE, Dennis, et al.**

ACCESSION 1981/10.0346 (PROCESSED; MS 81)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Depositions, Typescript. 552 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received 1981.
Description: Depositions of the plaintiffs in the law suit against the Pittston Company after the Buffalo Creek disaster in Logan County, West Virginia, in 1972.

**PRITCHARD, John**
ACCESSION 2006/12.0755
Dates: 1864-1865(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Artifacts, 0.5 cu. ft. (1 oversize).
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Pritchard, 2006.
Description: Materials related to the Pritchard Family of Ohio. Items include: photocopies of service records of John A. Pritchard, Co. F, 33rd Ohio Infantry (1864-1865), his discharge papers, a Civil War era cavalry sabre, framed photograph and tintype photograph.

PROCTOR, Alfred T.
ACCESSION 1973/06.0104.
Dates: 1893-1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Glass negatives, ca. 36 cubic feet.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, photographer. Negatives, most unidentified, of studio portraits of Huntington residents.

PUTZ, Leon.
ACCESSION 508.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts, 3 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1989.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, schoolteacher; writings include, "This is My Story," and "US."

ACCESSION 1977/04.0181.
Dates: 1917-1924.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Cook, 1977.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, businesswoman. Collection consists of yearbooks and memorabilia from Huntington High School and letters from Mrs. Pyle's brother during the First World War.

ACCESSION 681.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 104 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Rutledge, 1998.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia elementary school teacher. Papers relate to her work with several lineage societies, including the U.S. Daughters of 1812 and Daughters of American Colonists. Includes newspaper clippings and scrapbook.

RADFORD, Nellie.
ACCESSION 589.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Certificate, 1 item: 41x61 cm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Source unknown; received 1994.
Note: Located in oversized map case in RM 217.
Description: Diploma from Douglass High School; mounted on cardboard. Signed by Wilson Foulk, J. W. Scott, C. W. Kend__ and J. K. Oney.

RAMSDELL, Z. D.
ACCESSION 715.
Dates: 1861-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Reports, Photocopies, 0.75 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received ca. 1995.
Description: Quartermaster reports for the 5th Regiment, West Virginia Infantry; includes monthly property accounts, clothing and other supply records; animal return and acquisitions; food and fuel receipts; issued supply registers; and correspondence.

RAYBURN, Cary Howard.
ACCESSION 634.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1804-1985. O.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Paul and Virginia Robertson, 1996.
Description: Point Pleasant, West Virginia teacher. Papers consist primarily of letters written to Mrs. Rayburn from West Virginia state legislators regarding her lobbying efforts to raise teacher retirement benefits. Includes material related to the Daughters of the American Revolution, Daughters of 1812, and local history of Point Pleasant and Mason Co., West Virginia

READE, George.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0035.
Dates: 1782 March 14.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Capias order to New Castle County, Delaware, official requesting that Thomas Shillington and Joseph Bouchell pay their debts to Jonathon Rumford and Peter Wickoff.

REASOR, Margaret.
ACCESSION 675.
Dates: 1943-1951.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Marjorie Willet, ca. 1997.
Description: Charleston, West Virginia, resident. Scrapbook contains programs of cultural events in Charleston, West Virginia, as well as newspaper clippings and obituaries of family members.

REED, Janet Gibbs.
ACCESSION 673.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 57 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Janet Reed, 1998.
Description: Mason Co., West Virginia resident. Includes Mason Co. death index, 1853-1903; Mason Co. court orders, 1813-1914; and cemetery inscriptions of Adamsville cemetery in Mason City, West Virginia
REFFEITT, Kenneth.
ACCESSION 442.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 1 leaf.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Reffeitt, 1986.
Description: 'The Gill Family of Flat Rock [Mason County, West Virginia].'

Religious Manuscript.
ACCESSION 1976/04.0130.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, .5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift to Library, 1976.

REYNOLDS, Mary Burnside.
ACCESSION 1983/06.0380.
Dates: 1565-1930.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Reynolds, 1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Compilation of genealogical materials and notes on the Burnside and Fulton families of New York, Pennsylvania and the Carolinas.

REYNOLDS, Wendell.
ACCESSION 498.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, ca. 14 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Mary B. Reynolds, 1989.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, newspaper editor. Papers consist primarily of unpublished typescripts of manuscripts for novels, plays, and short stories as well as several drafts of a dictionary.

RICHARDSON, James Tull and Lela White.
ACCESSION 408.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 48 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Cook, 1985.
Description: Marshall University sociology professor; his wife. Papers are primarily certificates and photographs; included are a scrapbook and photo album.

RISEN, Grady.
ACCESSION 1984/10.0403.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Elizabeth Risen, 1984.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, realtor. Scrapbooks contain photographs and some appraisals of commercial property in downtown Huntington over nearly sixty years.

RISEN, Grady and Elizabeth M.
ACCESSION 1982/01.0350.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Elizabeth Risen, 1982.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, residents. Collections consists of scrapbooks about the Marshall College class of 1919, Huntington businesses and businessmen, and an obituary collection dating from the 1950's. Includes a ledger from an Alexandria, Virginia, pharmacy, 1854-1858.

RIVER CITIES CULTURAL COUNCIL (Ashland, Ky.).
ACCESSION 568.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 36 items.
Description: Correspondence, agenda, and other materials related to the Council immediately prior to its disbandment.

[ROCKWELL,] Alfred [Perkins].
ACCESSION 1977/11.0205.
Dates: 1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 2 p.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1977.
Description: Mining engineer and Union army general. Letter is addressed to future wife Kate and describes Wheeling, West Virginia, as 'dingy, dirty, smoky and busy.' Discusses his travel plans and search for a place to establish a home.

RODIER, Katharine Marie, 1955 - 2011
ACCESSION 2013/04.0808
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8.75 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Monica Brooks and Dr. Kathy Seelinger, April, 2012.
Description: Former faculty member of Marshall University. Collection contains personal writings, class notes, photographs, financial records, dissertation, professional works, correspondence, travel information, magazines, cooking recipes, professional materials, and mementos of Katharine Rodier during her collegiate career and career in the English Department of Marshall University.

RONK, Benjamin.
ACCESSION 421.
Dates: 1862-1907.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers photo reproductions), 12 items.
Description: Sergeant, 7th West Virginia Cavalry Volunteers. Typed transcript of diary and pension papers.

ROSEBERRY, Andrew, ca. 1830-1894.
ACCESSION 614.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 42 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jean Sims, 1995.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, native, sheriff; later in Lakeland, Fla. Primarily letters written in the 1850s to Violet Dils of Parkersburg, Va. who became his wife.

ROSENHEIM, W. S., 1882-1944.
ACCESSION 502.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 12 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1989.
Description: Native of Wytheville, VA; dentist in Williamson, West Virginia, 1905-1919; director, Huntington Chamber of Commerce, 1926-1944. Collection includes newspaper clippings, letters, and typed transcription of diary entries for 1900.

ROTARY CLUB (Huntington, West Virginia).
ACCESSION 577 (PROCESSED; MS 132)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 18 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Frank Hanshaw, Jr., 1994.
Description: Men's community service organization. Records include minutes and club rosters. Bulk of collection consists of issues of the club newsletter, "Rotary Reporter."

ROTHGEB, Samuel.
ACCESSION 1980/06.0301.
Dates: 1864.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 12 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Robert Chapman, 1980.
Description: Captain, 141st Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Papers consist of dispatches to Capt. Rothgeb from various commands in West Virginia.

RUFFNER, Beatrice Malcolm.
ACCESSION 1978/01.0210.
Dates: 1946, undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Montgomery, 1978.
Description: Genealogical information on the Ruffner, Hull, Gaines, and Ankrom families.

RUFFNER, Henry.
ACCESSION 649.
Dates: 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1 item (9 leaves).
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1996.
Description: 'Jack Neal,' Ruffner’s reminiscence of the freed slave who murdered his captors on the Ohio River near Gallipolis, Ohio in 1801. Transcribed by Eldridge from microfilm at West Virginia University.

RUNYAN, Charles.
ACCESSION 594.
Dates: 1945.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 11 items.
Description: Marshall University faculty member; papers relate to his world war two activities as captain of the 1902nd Engineer Aviation Battalion: a diary of the capture of Ie Shima and photocopies of items related to the surrender of the Japanese.

RYAN, David O., compiler.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0265 (PROCESSED; MS 73)
Dates: 1872-1900.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Ryan, 1979.
Description: Logan County, West Virginia, birth records, 1872-1900; marriages, 1873-1900; wills, inventories, etc., 1873-1900; and deaths, 1872-1873.

SALTZ, Robert.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0084.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Meyer Saltz, 1974.
Description: Professor of English at the University of Maryland. Papers consist of drafts of articles submitted to the PMLA, correspondence, notes and other papers.

SATELLITE NETWORK OF WEST VIRGINIA.
ACCESSION 704
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 30 linear ft.
Description: Office files of the coordinator of delivery of distance education throughout the West Virginia college and university system. Includes correspondence, publications, financial records, minutes of meetings, personnel records, contracts and other documents.

SAUER, Alice Carder, 1918-.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0260.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sauer, 1979.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, resident. Papers contain correspondence with Patricia Burton, publicist for the Battle of Point Pleasant; newspaper clippings of events in Mason County; items relating to the NSDAR; family papers, including deeds and certificates; and photographs.

SAVAGE GRANT.
ACCESSION 1976/01.0124.
Dates: 1772-1841.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction).
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Orman Tomlin, 1976.
Description: Typescript copies of the original grant listing original patentees; decrees and reports entered in the Superior Court of Chancery in Staunton, Virginia, 1817-1841, concerning the sale of lots
and resurveying the original grant.

[Savage Grant, Land surveys].
Accession 495 (Processed; MS 118, Vol. 1)
Dates: 1775-1833.
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.
Description: (See also Huntington-Kenova Land Co.) Holograph description of plots located within the Savage Grant.

Sayre family.
Accession 1979/05.0252.
Dates: 1640-1929.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Typescript history of Sayre family in Long Island, New York; obituary of Drs. Reginald Hall Sayre and John Stanford Sayre.

Scarberry, Wayne.
Accession 1979/07.0259.
Restricted Access; by permission of Mr. Scarberry.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 94 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. Scarberry, 1979.
Description: Pamphlets, photographs and a term paper written by Mr. Scarberry about the Prichard School, a private orphanage in Cabell County, West Virginia.

Schmeling, Opal Turman.
Accession 668.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 9 vols. + 5 microfilm reels.
Description: Volumes are looseleaf notebooks of family genealogy, including Hatten, Powell, Queen, Reeder, Smith, Spurlock, Stith, Turman, and Vaughan families. Microfilm reels are copies of the notebooks as filmed by the Mormon Church in Salt Lake City.

Schrule, Anna.
Accession 1975/01.0079.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Schrule, 1975, 1984.
Description: Kenova, West Virginia, resident and employee of Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Papers include annual reports of the C&O, house publications, correspondence, newspaper clippings and publications relating to the railroad industry. Also includes several feet of local and state Women's
Club material, and a photograph album of urban renewal sites in Huntington, West Virginia in the early 1970's.

SCOTT, Addison M.  
**ACCESSION 1973/01.0057**  
Dates: 1873-1939.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4.5 linear ft.  
Description: Charleston, West Virginia, engineer. Papers relate to the construction and improvement of navigation on the Great Kanawha River with the first system of locks and dams. Includes bid proposals and specifications for the construction of locks, dams, and buildings.

SCOTT, Joseph.  
**ACCESSION 1968/04.0127.**  
Dates: 1807.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document, 1 item.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1968.  
Description: Indenture between Joseph Scott, Marshall of Virginia District, and Stephen Tease for the sale of three hundred acres of land on Mill Creek in Kanawha County, (West) Virginia.

SCOTT-ADAMS FAMILY GENEALOGY  
**ACCESSION 2006/01.0744**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 vol.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ruth Louise Scott, 2005.  
Description: Family group sheets and pedigree charts of Scott-Adams family, including Mackley/Magli, Ostertag, Kimberly and Phillips families, dating 1516-1974. Locations include England; Switzerland; Germany; Amelia, Lunenberg, Bedford, and Henrico counties, Va.; and Pike, Lawrence and Scioto counties, Ohio.

SCRAPBOOK (CRIME)  
**ACCESSION 1973/05.0116.**  
Dates: 1874-1892.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.  
Description: Scrapbook consisting of newspaper clippings, flyers, broadsides and posters related to crimes in the late 19th century. Scrapbook is believed to have been compiled by the late James W. Kinnarney (1866 (?) - 1963), a former Louisville, KY police officer.

SCRAPBOOK (Bland County)  
**ACCESSION 1976/10.0155.**  
Dates: 1878-1886.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of John Wilkey, date unknown.
Description: Contains poetry and election handbills from Bland County, Virginia.

**SEAMONDS-WILLEY FAMILY**

**ACCESSION 711.**
Dates: 1840-1941.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ronald Carver Willey, 2002.
Description: Scrapbooks, photographs and other material of the Tinsley, Willey and Seamonds families of Huntington, West Virginia

**SECHLER, Robert.**

**ACCESSION 1980/07.0307.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of William P. Sullivan, 1980.

**SELF, Leslie W.**

**ACCESSION 1979/10.0286.**
Dates: 1900-1908.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 11 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Gene Elliott, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers include a diploma from the Marshall Business College, textbooks from the college and photographs.

**SHAFFER, Adren and Judy**

**ACCESSION 2011/03.0783**
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Shaffer, 2011.
Description: Family genealogy materials, McAlister/ Fawcett and Shaffer family materials.

**SHANHOLTZER, L. E.**

**ACCESSION 1981/03.0326.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 86 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Karl Shanholtzer, 1981.
Description: Hampshire County, West Virginia, schoolteacher, whose papers include teachers' attendance records, 1895-1930, correspondence, bank statements, ephemera, and printed material.

**SHANK, Robert C.**
ACCESSION 2006/01.0747.
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, approximately 6 linear feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Original gift of Mrs. Lorena Shank, 2006. Upon her death in 2007, Mrs. Shank's will gifted the remainder of the items to Marshall University.
Description: Scrapbooks of activities of the Huntington, West Virginia, Community Players; movie posters, playbills, photographs, and books related to the theater and films.

SHANK, Sue.
ACCESSION 669.
Dates: 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 299 leaves: illustrated.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Sue and John Shank, ca. 1996.
Description: Genealogical manuscript about Handley, Love, Pritchard, Shoemaker / Shomaker, and Shank families.

SHANNON, Oscar R., collector.
ACCESSION 1984/01.0388 (PROCESSED; MS90).
Dates: 1903-1937.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 34 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Ralph Shannon, 1984.
Description: Photographs of Central City (now part of Huntington), West Virginia, including groups of athletic teams and employees from the West Virginia Brewing Company and the Huntington Tumbler Company.

ACCESSION 572 (PROCESSED: MS 134).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diaries, 46 volumes.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the Sharp family, 1993.
Description: Huntington, W.Va., homemaker. Diaries recount her daily life as a wife and mother, assisting her husband in his business.

SHARP, Vernon.
ACCESSION 1978/08.0237.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, (photo reproductions), 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mr. and Mrs. Sharp, 1978.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, businessman. Includes a reminiscence by his wife about his life during the Depression; mentions the 1937 Ohio River flood.

SHEPHARD, James R.
ACCESSION 636.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 91 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Shephard, 1996.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers include reports on construction at Thule Air Base in Greenland and reconnaissance photographs of Soviet medium range ballistic missile bases in Cuba, 1962-1963.

SHEPHERD, Jane, 1918-1984.
**ACCESSION 1981/05.0332 (PROCESSED; MS 89).**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 linear ft.
Professor of music and artist-in-residence at Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia. Sang professionally as 'Jane Hobson.' Collection includes programs of concerts, diplomas, contracts and letters.

SIGEL, Franz.
**ACCESSION 1976/01.0119 (PROCESSED; MS 68).**
Dates: 1864 March 15.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 2 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1976.
Description: Union general. Newly-appointed commander of the Department of West Virginia, Sigel wrote to Congressman Kellian V. Whaley concerning his command, requesting the names of reliable men, and giving his plan for defending the state.

SILL, Maurice.
**ACCESSION 1981/04.0329.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Sill, 1981.
Description: Office files of Julie Sherriff, editor for the Community Action Programs of the Council of Southern Mountains; also includes proceedings and papers from the International Conference on Water for Peace, May, 1968.

SIMMONS, Ethel.
**ACCESSION 1975/03.0088.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, .5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Alice C. Sauer, 1975.
Description: Point Pleasant, West Virginia, resident. Contains lineage papers, newspaper clippings, and other items relating to the Daughters of the American Revolution; photographs, and Mason County, West Virginia marriage records, 1850-1874.

SLAATTE, Howard Alexander.
**ACCESSION 1981/06.0337.**
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Slaatte, 1976-1986.
Description: Professor of philosophy at Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia. Papers consist of holograph, typescript, and photo reproductions of book manuscripts, including The Arminian Arm of Theology, and The Pearl of Perfection, Modern Science and the Human Condition.

SLACK, John, Jr.
ACCESSION 1979/05.0253.
Dates: ca. 1882.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Note, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Holograph note acknowledging receipt of annual message and documents of the Governor for the 1881 session of the legislature.

SLOAN-WYATT FAMILY.
ACCESSION 415.
Dates: 1853-1983.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5.5 cubic feet.
Description: From ca. 1898, residents of Huntington, West Virginia. Papers include correspondence and manuscripts of Mrs. Morton Wortham Sloan, founder of the Huntington Woman's Club; correspondence of her daughter and son Sallie Sloan Wyatt and Charles Wortham Sloan; correspondence and business papers of grandsons Joseph Wyatt and Charles Russell Wyatt; diaries and correspondence of granddaughter Morton Wyatt Davis. Some items relate to Mrs. Sloan's life in Richmond, Virginia, during the Civil War, and to her husband's Confederate army service.

SMITH FAMILY.
ACCESSION 651.
Dates: 1935-1942.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 47 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1997.
Description: Barboursville, West Virginia, family. Papers consist of 4-H project books and related material belonging to Elizabeth G. and Walter F. Smith of Cabell Co., West Virginia

SMITH FAMILY.
ACCESSION 662.
Dates: 1857-1866.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 0.25 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Ray Swick, 1997.
Description: Guyandotte, Va. / West Virginia family. Letters consist primarily of those written by Sallie P. Smith to Julia Sprague of Washington Co., Ohio, during the Civil War.

SMITH, Floyd, d. 1910.
ACCESSION 1956/01.0075
Dates: 1887-1892.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diaries, 10 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Florence Kunst Hoback, 1956.
Description: Diary accounts of Smith's student days in Taylor County, West Virginia, and at the University of Maryland Medical School.

SMITH, Harold C.
ACCESSION 480.
Dates: [1955?].
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, [33] leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Sam Clagg, 1988.
Description: 'A historical survey of Lexington [Kentucky] during the Civil War.'

SMITH, Henry A.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0034.
Dates: 1881 October 9.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: 
Description: Marshall College student's letter to R. W. Vandal of Schilling, Roane County, West Virginia, discussing his courses, his boarding house and the community.

SMITH, Jean Edward.
ACCESSION 670.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 8 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Smith, 1998.
Description: Papers consist of photocopies of articles related to research for his John Marshall: Definer of a Nation (Holt, 1998); includes page proofs and copy photographs.

ACCESSION 2010/11.0782)
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript materials, 5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Jean Edward Smith, 2007.
Description: Class notes (Classics), essays (draft) and manuscript materials for Dr. Smith’s books Grant (Simon and Schuster, 2001) and George Bush’s War (Holt, 1992)

ACCESSION 2011/11.0788
Dates: 
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript materials, 5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Jean Edward Smith, 2011.
Description: Research notes, correspondence, and draft manuscripts for Dr. Smith's book on President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Eisenhower in War and Peace, (Random House, 2012).
SMITH, Marjorie Austin, d. 1984.
ACCESSION 407 (PROCESSED; MS 93).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the estate, 1985.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident; genealogist. Papers contain extensive research materials concerning the Austin, Rhoades, Gillespie, Prose, Smith, Graham, Spencer, Bybee and related families of Lawrence and Meigs Counties, Ohio, and Mason County, West Virginia.

SMITH, Marjorie Austin, d. 1984.
ACCESSION 1984/07.0399.
Dates: ca. 1936.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Smith, 1982.
Description: Scrapbook contains clippings about radio personalities of the 1930's.

[SMITH, ] Virgie.
ACCESSION 1977/10.0202 (PROCESSED; MS 57)
Dates: 1896 April 16.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 4 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1977.
Description: Letter from Marshall College student to W. Zack Stewart, urging him to come for a visit, wishing that he were a school boy so that he could `come to school and have a good time like the rest of us.'

SMITH-RIFFE COLLECTION OF NEW RIVER GENEALOGY AND LOCAL HISTORY
ACCESSION 2006/01.0743
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions from microfilm), 247 leaves.
Description: Selected pages related to the Clay family of southern West Virginia, including newspaper clippings, correspondence, and miscellaneous holograph notes.

SMITH RUN METHODIST CHURCH, Lewis County, West Virginia.
ACCESSION 1973/11.0061.
Dates: 1832-1952.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 5 leaves.
Description: History includes a list of ministers.

SOLDIERS’ RELIEF RECORD
Dates: 1888-1894.
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.
Description: A record of payment to ‘resident indigent Union soldiers, sailors and marines, and wives, widows and minor children of same. . . ’ on a printed form with holograph entries.

SOUTHERN WOMEN AND THEIR FAMILIES IN THE 19TH CENTURY.
ACCESSIONS 535, 628, 640, 646, 647 (PROCESSED; MS 126)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 128 reels of microfilm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased, 1991, for the Nancy V. Whear Memorial Women's History Collection.
Description: Originals located in the Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC. Diaries, correspondence and other papers relating to women in the South include descriptions of plantation and family life, domestic relations, and travel before and after the Civil War.

SPEARS, Marguerite Bias Williams.
ACCESSION 429.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Spears, 1986.
Description: Proctorville, Ohio resident; papers relate to her career as a secretary and member of Professional Secretaries International.

ACCESSION 1979/03.0249.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 85 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Miss Spencer, 1979.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Papers consist chiefly of clippings from magazines and newspapers. One cubic foot of newspaper clippings about the Marshall University basketball team were placed in the University Archives.

SPURLOCK, Mildred.
ACCESSION 557.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction), 1 volume + typescript.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1992.
Description: History of Gwinn Community," Cabell County, West Virginia community kept in ledger: births, deaths, marriages, and other events.

STALEY, D. G.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0038.
Dates: 1850 February 9.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Addressed to Charles W. Ferguson of Wayne Court House, [West] Virginia. Discusses the Laidley family, gives news of the neighborhood around Marshall Academy, and mentions some who are 'bound for California.'

**STANARD, William B.**
ACCESSION 1976/01.0151
Dates: 1941-1943.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Stanard, 1976, 1977.
Description: Navigation workbooks kept during Mr. Stanard's years as a midshipman at the United States Naval Academy.

**STEELE, Paul Curry, 1928--.**
ACCESSION 1976/11.0164.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Steele, 1976, 1977.
Description: Logan County, West Virginia, native, writer. Collection consists of copies of poetry, story ideas, school papers, honors papers and family and financial papers. Includes correspondence from Mark Van Doren, Louis Auchincloss, and Richard Wilbur.

**STEIN, Dr. Glenray C.**
ACCESSION 1984/07.0400.
Dates: 1948.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript, 13 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1982.
Description: Dr. Stein was musical director of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. Manuscript is an arrangement of Beethoven's 'Moonlight Sonata.'

**STEIN, Walter and Carol**
ACCESSION 2010/09.0779
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Walter and Carol Stein, 2009
Description: Family papers including Dusenberry diary and transcripts of other Dusenberry diaries.

**STEMPLE FAMILY.**
ACCESSION 295.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 7 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1980.
Description: No location cited. Includes information about marriages and families in the Kelley, Goff, Badgett, and Conley families.
STEPHENS, Edith Miller, Papers.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0021.
Dates: 1867-1900.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 29 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Primarily correspondence between Edith Miller and her future husband, Benjamin Stephens. Also contains miscellaneous papers of Mrs. Stephens' father, Charles C. Miller, lifelong resident of Mason County, West Virginia.

STEPHENSON FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1977/06.0195.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook (photo reproduction), 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Mrs. Harriet Hanrahan, 1977.
Parkersburg, West Virginia, family. Contains items concerning the Sammel family, as well as autographs of literary figures and an autograph letter signed by Jefferson Davis.

STERRETT, William.
ACCESSION 1982/09.0368.
Dates: 1807-1834.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Indentures, 14 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Eugene Sterrett, 1982.
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, indentures for land that was part of the George Washington military tract. Parties of the sales include Alexander Spotswood, Bushrod Washington, Jr., William Trotter, and Walter Newman. Includes plats.

STEWART, Jason.
ACCESSION 2009/08.0772
Dates: 2007-2008(?).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Audio/Visual materials, 0.25 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jason Stewart.
Description: Student Project. Raw video footage of "Phil Cline and The Forte Piano."

STEWART, Jude.
ACCESSION 1975/11.0112 (PROCESSED; MS 31)
Dates: [1975?].
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 6 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Michael J. Galgano, 1975.
Description: `Activities of the Church of God in Jesus' Name,' a report on a Pentecostal church in Wyoming County, West Virginia, for the Oral History Collection at Marshall University.

STEWART, Maxine Adkins.
ACCESSION 674.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 33 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Tennie Stewart Smith, 1998.
Description: Wayne Co., West Virginia school teacher. Papers consist of class photographs from Vinson High School (1952-1973) and items related to her Huntington high school class of 1928 reunion.

STEWARD, Oswald Blaine, collector.
ACCESSION 1978/10.0240.
Dates: 1941-1942.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Stewart, 1978.
Description: German-language newspaper clippings of various military operations of the Second World War.

STEWARD, Paul D., collector.
ACCESSION 613.
Dates: 1862-1864.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Stewart, 1995.
Description: Civil War letters and discharge paper of John Seeley of New Jersey, and Jonathan Taylor of the 24th Ohio Infantry, Co. D.

STOLLINGS, Jacob.
ACCESSION 1975/12.0115.
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 5 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Copy of a Cabell County [West] Virginia will, 1817, dividing property along Crawley Creek; includes an inventory of the estate.

STONE, Marvin L. (1924-2000)
ACCESSION 2007/07.0761
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 40 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Stone [Sydell (Terry) Stone], 2007.
Description: Personal papers of Marvin L. Stone. Marshall Alumnus, past editor of U.S. News and World Report, Deputy Director of the U.S. Information Agency during the Reagan Administration. He was founding president and chairman of the non-profit International Media Fund (IMF) in Washington, D.C, an organization that promoted free press in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. After the IMF, he spent a year in Europe on a Knight Foundation journalism fellowship, and then retired in 1996[?].

STRAUS, Harold S.
ACCESSION 621.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Harold Straus, 1983.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia engineer. Collection consists of calendars proposed as replacements for the Georgian calendar.

STRIBLING, William S.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0027.
Dates: 1836.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Agreement, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Holograph agreement for Stribling's services as a teacher near Eighteen Mile Creek, Mason County, West Virginia, for three dollars per quarter per scholar. Contains a list of students and parents.

STRICKLING, Lynn.
ACCESSION 1980/12.0322.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Holograph agreement for Stribling's services as a teacher near Eighteen Mile Creek, Mason County, West Virginia, for three dollars per quarter per scholar. Contains a list of students and parents.

ACCESSION 1974/11.0113.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 12 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift, in part, of Mr. Stuart, 1975-1976.
Description: Collection consists primarily of articles, short stories and poetry from the author's own collection of magazines. Includes holograph material from International Bookfinders of California, vendors of a collection of first editions.

ACCESSION 1974/11.0113 (Addendum)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, addendum.
Method of Acquisition and date: Purchased from William Curry, 1977.
Description: Collection consists primarily of articles, short stories and poetry from the author's own collection of magazines. Includes holograph material from International Bookfinders of California, vendors of a collection of first editions.

STUMP PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION
ACCESSION 2009/05.0771
Dates: ca. 1900-1904.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 0.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Patricia Griner, 2009.
Description: Cyanotype and black and white photos. A total of 27 photos (numbers 1-18 identified by
Mr. F.C. (Jack) Stump. Primarily of the Levis Fork of the Big Sandy River in Floyd and Pike Counties of Kentucky.

**STUTLER, RALPH, Papers**

**ACCESSION 1977/10.0201**

Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1977.
Description: A framed question sent to President Carter and Returned. Given to Dr. Stack for the Library, purpose unknown.

**TALBOTT, Rill Wilson, 1891-1977.**

**ACCESSION 1977/03.0180.**

Dates: 1822-1868.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Kenneth Reffeitt, 1977.
Description: Genealogical notes on the Wilson and Talbott families of Upshur County, West Virginia.

**TAMPLIN, Robert.**

**ACCESSION 566.**

Dates: 1948-.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 30 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1993.
Description: Marshall University alumnus; graduate of University of Michigan. Producer for Columbia Broadcasting System in New York City, 1950's -1960's. Papers include production notes for several television shows, including an Arthur Godfrey special; photographs; and proposals for shows.

**TAYLOR COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA (District School Commissioners).**

**ACCESSION 1973/01.0003.**

Dates: 1857-1859.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Reports, 9 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Report of amount to be paid by the board of school commissioners for the tuition of indigent children.

**Taylor, John**

**ACCESSION 2013/04.0809**

Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4.5 cu. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Linda Ann Ewan (Taylor's wife), 2012
Description: Attorney from Charleston, WV that fought for the legal and labor rights of workers across the United States. The majority of the people that Taylor represented were members of unions, including both the United Auto Workers [UAW] and the United Mine Workers of America [UMWA]. Taylor's clients fought to secure access to health benefits and the improvement of working conditions. A large portion of the collection centers on Black Lung cases in West Virginia. The materials contained in
this collection are primarily personal notes and research pertaining to Taylor's cases, correspondence between his clients and office, newspaper articles, memorandums, meeting agendas, and travel receipts. Various documents, including flyers, placards, broadsides, and newsletters, relate to both labor and environmental organizations.

TEEL, Cora P., compiler.  
ACCESSION 599 (PROCESSED; MS 92, v. 3)  
Dates: 1692-1914.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 1987. iii, 137 leaves.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Cora Teel, 1988.  
Description: Miscellaneous county records: West Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Virginia compiled by the state chairman, West Virginia State Organization NSDAR Genealogical Records Committee; includes index. Contents: Nicholas Co. marriages, 1876-1902; [Wayne Co.] marriage record of Rev. James Garrett; Kanawha Co. deeds, 1790-1793; Nicholas Co. deeds, 1841, 1785; Killgore family cemetery ( Cabell Co.); Oak Hill Baptist Church cemetery ( Cabell Co.); Zane Underwood cemetery ( Tyler Co.); Harrison Co. will abstracts, 1796-1914; Marshall Co. will abstract, 1848; Monroe Co. will abstract, 1818; Ohio Co. will abstract, 1832; Raleigh Co. will abstracts, 1859,1893; Talbot Co., Md., will abstract, 1692; Gloucester Co., N.J., will abstract, 1767; Lancaster Co., Penna., will abstract, 1749; Fauquier Co., Va., will abstracts, 1774,1778

ACCESSION 619.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 5 linear ft.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert Templeton and Patricia Daugherty, 1995.  
Description: Huntington, W.Va. genealogist; member of several patriotic lineage societies. Papers consist primarily of correspondence and research related to her work as a genealogist and national officer of the Daughters of American Colonists (DAC).

ACCESSION 708.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbooks, 3 vol.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jimelle Bowen, 2002.  
Description: Teubert was a postal employee in Huntington, West Virginia. Scrapbooks contain newspaper clippings about various events in Huntington; concert programs; photographs; such ephemera as ticket stubs and greeting cards; and monthly reports of his work at the post office.

THACKSTON, Benjamin.  
ACCESSION 420 (PROCESSED: MS 38-A). See also MILLER-THACKSTON FAMILY.  
Dates: 1859-1941.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 26 items.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. C. E. Turley, 1985.  
Description: Principal of Marshall Academy. Papers consist primarily of holograph essays; includes items

Manuscript List 1/26/2016       Edited By: Lori Thompson
relating to First World War service of Marion E. Thackston and photographs.

ACCESSION 1970/01.0097.
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Madge Thomas, 1970.
Description: Naval test pilot from Spencer, West Virginia. Collection consists of plaques, photographs, and letters of condolence to Mr. Thomas' mother.

THOMPSON FAMILY.
ACCESSION 506.
Dates: 1860-1865.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 24 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of David Thompson, 1990.
Description: Civil War letters of Gordon Thompson to Louisa Thompson of Princeton, Mercer County, VA. Thompson was a sergeant in Co. H, 60th VA Infantry.

THORNBURG FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0274.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Claude Thornburg, 1979.
Description: Pioneer Cabell County, West Virginia, family. Primarily papers of Charles William Thornburg (1866-1960); personal account book (1889-1891), death certificate and newspaper clippings.

THORNBURG FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS
ACCESSION 2010/02.0775
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, 2 albums.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Bill and Nellie Hall, 2010.
Description: Two photo albums of cabinet cards and other family photographs.

TICKFER, Ron.
ACCESSION 1975/08.0109 (PROCESSED: MS 29)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (fluid copy), 15 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: 'An annotated bibliography of fiction about southern Appalachia from the Civil War to the present.'

TOMPKINS FAMILY.
ACCESSION 1982/02.0351.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Albert Szerokman, 1982.
Description: Reports prepared by Szerokman relating to the restoration and preservation of historic buildings, especially the Shrewsbury and Tompkins houses, in Cedar Grove, Kanawha County, West Virginia and surrounding area. Includes photographs and an 1841 store ledger.

TRANSIT BOOK, Huntington, 1891.
ACCESSION 1975/08.0105.
Dates:
Collection Type/Materials and size: 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Contains notes on the survey of Huntington, West Virginia, city streets.

TUCKWILLER, Cristena.
ACCESSION 1968/05.0152.
Dates: 1861.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Tax receipt, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1968.
Receipt for property tax in Greenbrier County, [West] Virginia.

TWEEL, Ernest G.
ACCESSION 2007/03.0758
Dates: 1937.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Scrapbook, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Louise Tweel, 2007.
Description: Scrapbook entitled "History of the Great 1937 Flood as compiled from newspaper clippings by Ernest Tweel". Scrapbook is unique in that it is actually a wallpaper sample book that has clippings pasted into the first 40 pages.

ACCESSION 1978/10.0241.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Tweel, 1978.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia educator and musician. Papers include orchestra arrangements and graduate research papers.

TYSON, A. Mervin.
ACCESSION 517.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Tyson, 1990.
Description: Marshall University administrator and professor of English. Papers include Phi Beta Kappa and Kiwanis Club material as well as speeches and drafts of the 1986 Marshall University Institutional
Self-Study.

TYSON, Nancy Jane.
ACCESSION 1984/05.0394.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts, 7 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ms. Tyson, 1984.

UNION TOWNSHIP (Cabell Co., W.Va.).
ACCESSION 592.
Dates: 1865-1925.
Collection Type/Materials and size: School records, 2 v.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1994.
Description: Minutes of school trustees; gap between 1875-1910. Photocopy of original in private collection.

UNION TOWNSHIP (Cabell Co., West Virginia).
ACCESSION 624 (PROCESSED: MANUSCRIPT 139)
Dates: 1865-1913.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 12 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1995.
Description: Photocopies of township records and school supervisors minute book, including correspondence, a loyalty oath, and specifications for Turner School, near Ona, West Virginia

UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST. Huntington, West Virginia Circuit.
ACCESSION 1983/04.0376.
Dates: 1871-1917.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Denver Yoho, 1983.

UNITED DAUGHTERS OF THE CONFEDERACY. WEST VIRGINIA DIVISION.
ACCESSION 685.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. E. B. Dakan, Jr., 1999.
Description: Includes minutes, rosters of Confederate veterans, programs of meetings and proceedings of state conferences of women’s organization established to promote historical, benevolent, educational, patriotic and memorial objectives and honor the men and women of the confederacy.

UNITED FUND.
ACCESSION 91 (PROCESSED: MS 22)
COLLECTION WITHDRAWN IN 2005.
Dates: 1968.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 43.75 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of the agency, 1974.
Description: Questionnaires from Project FIND, a survey conducted to determine the conditions of the aged in Cabell and Wayne Counties, West Virginia.

U. S. ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0074.
Dates: 1876-1896.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Correspondence, 16 reels of microfilm. Originals in the National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1979.
Description: Rolls 277 to 292 of microcopy 666, a consolidation containing papers pertaining to military operations in the Department of the Platte and Dakota against the Sioux Indians ('Sioux War Papers'). Includes letters and enclosures received from officers and enlisted men of the Army, the Secretary of War, officials of other government departments, members of Congress, and others.

U. S. ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.
ACCESSION 1981/08.0342 (PROCESSED: MS 15-A)
Dates: 1875-1877.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 6 reels of microfilm. Originals located in the National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1981.
Description: Part of a series of letters concerning the Big Horn and Yellowstone expedition; the Powder River expedition and the Reynolds and Moore court-martial; the Battle of Rosebud; Battle of Little Big Horn; and the Department of Dakota reports.

U. S. ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.
ACCESSION 1981/08.0341 (PROCESSED: MS 79)
Dates: 1877.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 11 reels of microfilm. Originals located in the National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1981.
Description: Letters concerning the Railroad Strike of 1877.

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, HUNTINGTON DISTRICT.
ACCESSION 563 (PROCESSED: MS 92, v. 5)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Data sheets (photo reproductions), 1 volume.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1993.
Description: General data sheets for the Beech Fork Lake Project cemetery relocations; lists graves that were removed for construction of the lake (incomplete), and includes pages from an anonymous Wayne County cemetery listing.
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF WAR.
ACCESSION 1981/08.0340 (PROCESSED: MS 78)
Dates: ca.1700-1900.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 8 reels of microfilm. Originals located in the National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1981.
Description: Historical information relating to military posts and other installations.

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF WAR.
ACCESSION 1981/08.0339 (PROCESSED: MS 77)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 1 reel of microfilm. Originals located in the National Archives, Washington, D. C.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1981.
Description: Brief histories of U. S. Army commands (Army posts) and descriptions of their records.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT. OHIO. SOUTHERN DISTRICT.
ACCESSION 1981/10.0347 (PROCESSED: MS 82)
Dates: 1807.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 1 reel of microfilm.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1981.
Records relating to the proposed trials of Aaron Burr and Harman Blennerhassett.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT. SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF WEST VIRGINIA, Charleston division.
ACCESSION 1976/03.0128.
Dates: 1836-1886.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Documents, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Tom Lewis, 1976.
Description: Documents pertain to the suit of Charles Gay and others against the White Sulphur Springs Company: depositions by W. B. Calwell (1880), interest coupons payable by the White Sulphur Springs Company (1861), bonds issued by Jeremiah Morton, president of the company. Also papers concerning the Ohio Central Railroad Company.

U. S. JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT (ARMY).
ACCESSION 1975/11.0207.
Dates: 1861.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Document (photo reproduction), 8 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1975.
Description: Court-martial of George A. Custer, July 5 and 6, at the United States Military Academy at West Point. Includes a written defense by Custer.

VAN HUSS FAMILY
ACCESSION 565.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 111 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1993.
Description: Computer-generated typescript of the genealogy of Jan Franse Van Hoesen of the Netherlands and his descendants in Kentucky and other states.

VAUGHAN, Eunice.
ACCESSION 1980/04.0304.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 30 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. W. R. Brumfield, 1980.
Description: Educator, Mason and McDowell Counties, West Virginia. Items relating to teachers' summer institutes are notable.

VERLANDER, JAMES E.
ACCESSION 671.
Dates: 1896-1911.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 104 items.
Huntington, West Virginia merchant and National Guard company commander. Papers are military papers related to Co. I, 2nd Infantry, West Virginia National Guard, of which Verlander was captain. Includes judgments of summary court, executions for fines and petitions, summonses, and charge and specification forms, all related to infractions of discipline.

VINSON, R. F.
ACCESSION 659.
Dates: 1861 July 3.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter, 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1997.
Description: Written in Kentucky, the letter defines Vinson's position on government affairs 'at present.'

VINSON, Taylor.
ACCESSION 1981/01.0324.
Dates: 1922-1927.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, lawyer. Notebook contains class notes taken at the University of Virginia in art history and philosophy.

VINSON, William Jarrell, compiler.
ACCESSION 416 (PROCESSED: MS 95).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Family group sheets (photo reproductions), 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Jarrell, 1985.
Description: 'James Vinson and Rhoda Sperry Vinson family: their descendants and related families,' of
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Cabell and Wayne Counties, West Virginia, and Lawrence and Boyd Counties, Kentucky.

**VIRGINIA. Treasurer's Office (Wheeling govt., 1861-1863).**
ACCESSION 1978/05.0228.
Dates: 1862-1863.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Tax receipts, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, ca. 1968.
Description: Tax receipts made out to T. Leach, deputy for H. H. Dils, sheriff of Wood County, Virginia; signed by Campbell Tarr, treasurer, and Samuel Crane, auditor.

**VIRGINIA INFANTRY. Logan County Wildcats.**
ACCESSION 1977/11.0206 (PROCESSED: MS 59)
Dates: 1830-ca. 1900.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of David Ryan, 1977.
Description: Account book of Logan County, Virginia, volunteer militia and a copy photograph of Civil War Veterans, with most members identified.

**WADE, Mrs. J. W.**
ACCESSION 1973/01.0042.
Dates: 1913-1918.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Correspondence, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Point Pleasant, West Virginia, resident. One letter describes concert at the Ashland, Kentucky, Christian Church and activities at the needlework guild.

**WALKER FAMILY.**
ACCESSION 1979/08.0262.
Dates: 1814-1944.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproductions), 5 leaves. Originals in possession of Mrs. Claude L. Walker.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of James Jeffrey, 1979.
Description: Pages from the Walker family Bible with genealogical information about the Walker, Swann, and Ullom families.

**WALLACE, George Selden.**
ACCESSION 1973/01.0044.
Dates: 1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1935.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, attorney and author. Letters to Morris Shawkey, president of Marshall College, concern the early history of the school.

**WALLACE, William, collector.**
ACCESSION 484 (PROCESSED: MS 115)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Photographs, ca. 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Mack Gillenwater, 1989.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Photographs of early Cabell County dwellings and Huntington scenes, some of which were used in George S. Wallace's Cabell County Annals and Families.

WARREN, Harlow.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0276.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Warren, 1979.
Description: Author of Beckley, U. S. A.; resident of Raleigh County, West Virginia. Papers include photographs used in the four volumes of his works, a newspaper clipping file pasted onto notecards; notations; and paste-ups of pages.

WARREN, John.
ACCESSION 419.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1985.
Description: Graduate school dean and botany professor, Marshall University. Papers relate to botanical research in Latin America and contain reprints of articles.

WASHINGTON COUNTY, OHIO.
ACCESSION 564.
Dates: 1801.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records (photo reproductions), 19 leaves + 9 leaves transcript.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1993.
Description: List of non-resident land owners. Transcribed by Mrs. Eldridge from originals located in Marietta, Ohio.

WASHINGTON [D.C.] AQUEDUCT.
ACCESSION 2003-0720.
Dates: 1855.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Ledger. 1 vol. (26pp.)

WASHINGTON, George.
ACCESSION 1974/01.0101.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (photo reproduction), 1 leaf.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.
Description: Letter to an officer instructing him to permit a group of prisoners to proceed to Elizabeth Town [New Jersey], where they are to report to the Commissary of Prisoners, who will pass them on to New York for exchange.

WASHINGTON, Henry B.
ACCESSION 635.
Dates: 1881-1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photocopy), 7 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1996.
Description: Barboursville, West Virginia, resident. Manuscript is holograph reminiscence of African-American Mary Elisa Brigham and her descendants, by her great grandson.

WASHINGTON, H. Wyatt.
ACCESSION 604.
Dates: 1918-1931.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 6 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Harold Murphy, 1995.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia resident; member of Huntington Poetry Guild. Includes letter (1921 January 26) from Annie Kilburn Kilmer, mother of poet Joyce Kilmer.

WATTS-DUNTON, Walter Theodore, 1832-1914.
ACCESSION 1976/12.0167 (PROCESSED; MS 42)
Dates: 1882, 1888.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1976.
Description: English author. Letters (addressee unknown) are a response to a request for poetry to be included in a forthcoming book, and an offer of assistance in literary matters. Mentions Swinburne.

WAYNE, WEST VIRGINIA. Methodist Church.
ACCESSION 1976/11.0058.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (carbon copy), 3 leaves.
Description: Brief history lists pastors since 1925, mentions other members and officers. Contains notes by W. L. Bias.

WAYNE COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA. School Board.
ACCESSION 449.
Dates: 1881, 1890.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1887.
Description: Summary of Sub-district II, of District Six (1881) and the register of Rife School in Stonewall District (1890).
WAYNE COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA.
ACCESSION 1977/02.0175.
Dates: 1860.
Collection Type/Materials and size: School Commissioner. Reports, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1977.
Description: Two accounts for the payment of tuition of indigent children, with Miles Jackson and Leander Bloss, teachers, and Walter Queen and Anthony Plymale, commissioners.

WEBB, Tessa Sweazy.
ACCESSION 1976/09.0140.
Dates: 1936 August 27.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (typescript), 1 leaf.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1976.
Description: Letter from Columbus, Ohio, newspaper columnist to Charles Stater of Huntington, West Virginia, commenting on her columns and on poetry published in the newspaper.

WEBB FAMILY BIBLE RECORDS.
ACCESSION 1984/07.0397.
Dates: 1824-1953.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 4 pp.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1984.
Description: Bible record containing genealogical information on Webb, Eaton, Kinder, Lasley, Summers, Jopling and Mattox families of Mason and Putnam Counties, West Virginia; Boyd County, Kentucky; and Gallia County, Ohio.

WEBB FAMILY.
ACCESSION 505 (PROCESSED: MS 92, Vol. 4.
Dates: 1780-1945.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 11 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Helen Webb, 1989.
Description: Contains George Webb family deeds from North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia and transcription of Swann family Bible; families from Wyoming and Cabell Counties, West Virginia.

WEICHMANN, Norman C., 1921-1970.
ACCESSION 1980/06.0305.
Dates: 1944-1946.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received, 1980.
Description: Chemical worker from Lawrence County, Ohio. Papers include newspaper clippings about Roseville, Ohio, servicemen in the Second World War and correspondence, including V-mail.

WEILL, Herman.
ACCESSION 1980/09.0311.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 2 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dagmar Weill, 1980.
Description: Graduate dean and history professor, Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia.
Manuscript form of European Diplomatic History, 1815-1914, with holograph additions and corrections;
photo reproductions of primary sources.

WELLIVER, Mary Lee.
ACCESSION 1979/08.0271 (PROCESSED: MS 71)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 73 leaves. Original located in the
Wise Library, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia.
Description: 'Pearl S. Buck's manuscripts: the harvest of half a century. A catalog of book manuscripts
belonging to the Pearl S. Buck Birthplace Foundation Collection, Hillsboro, West Virginia.'

WELLMAN, Clyde A., 1890-1959(?).
ACCESSION 472 (PROCESSED: MS 109).
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 items.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, newspaperman. Papers include original typescripts for articles
for the Herald-Dispatch concerning early history of Cabell County and Huntington, West Virginia.

WELLMAN, John Edward.
ACCESSION 2005/03.0742
Collection Type/Materials and size: Aerial Photographs, 267 images (Digital images created, 2005.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Wellman; Loaned for copying, 2005.
Description: A photograph album containing photographs taken by Wellman, combat photographer with
the 571st Bomb squadron, 390th Bombing group, 8th Air Force, 1943-1945. Photographs show B-17s
and fighter planes in formation, bombing runs, aerial views of bombs and ground attacks, and anti-
aircraft fire. Digital images were created by Lisle Brown and Jack Dickinson, 21 Feb. - 7 March 2005.

WESSON, S. D., 1839-1909.
ACCESSION 1973/11.0062.
Dates: 1862-1864.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Diary (photo reproduction of typescript).
Description: Sergeant, Co. K, Eighth Illinois Cavalry; describes campaigns in Virginia: Richmond,

WEST VIRGINIA.
ACCESSION 706.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 2 vols.
Description: Narration for the four-part documentary "West Virginia," produced by WNP-TV (Morgantown) public television; accompanied by classroom teacher's guide prepared by Osterman Associates.

WEST VIRGINIA ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE.
ACCESSION 714.
Dates: 1898-1899.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Ledger, 1 vol.
Method of Acquisition and date: Received ca. 1999.

WEST VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION AND DANCE.
ACCESSION 1977/02.0177.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 1933-, 5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Deposited 1977, 1981.
Description: Administrative papers, subject files, financial papers, publications and affiliation files of teachers' professional interest organization.

WEST VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
ACCESSION 1974/07.0069.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 23 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Helen Beury, 1974.
Description: Office files of executive director Elizabeth V. Hallanan, including minutes of board of directors, correspondence, and financial records. Organization lobbied for an independent governing board for higher education institutions.

WEST VIRGINIA BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE.
ACCESSION 648.
Dates: 1996.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescripts, 1996. 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Carrie Eldridge, 1996.
Description: Papers presented at the 9th annual conference in Huntington, West Virginia
Contents: Searching for Sampson Saunders' manumitted slaves, by Carrie Eldridge; Northward bound to freedom; escape routes from Cabell Co., (W.) Va. into Ohio, by Mike Eldridge.

WEST VIRGINIA CHAPTER DAUGHTERS OF FOUNDERS AND PATRIOTS OF AMERICA.
ACCESSION 698.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Records, 0.5 linear ft.
Description: Hereditary society of women descendants of colonial and Revolutionary War ancestors
through the paternal line. Collection consists primarily of scrapbooks and correspondence.

**WEST VIRGINIA CHAPTER, SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS**

ACCESSION 2011/05.0785

Dates:

Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cu. ft.

Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Dr. Nerrisa Young, Marshall University faculty member, 2010.

Description: Materials related to the formation and operation of the West Virginia Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists. Includes rosters, meeting and conference information and promotional materials.

**WEST VIRGINIA CONFERENCE, LATTER DAY SAINTS.**

ACCESSION 1981/05.0334.

Dates: 1881-1900.

Collection Type/Materials and size: Records (photo reproductions).

Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Evy Lou Linville, 1981.

Description: Minutes of the conference, 1886-1890; baptisms, 1881-1891; 'Names of Saints and Friends of the South West Virginia Conference,' 1900.

**WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CULTURE AND HISTORY. Historic Preservation Unit.**

ACCESSION 1984/06.0395.


Collection Type/Materials and size: Forms (photo reproductions), 1 linear ft.

Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by Sandra Dyke, 1984. Survey of downtown Huntington, West Virginia, identifying architecturally significant structures in a 48-block area; includes photographs, floor plans and maps.

**WEST VIRGINIA FARMERS’ ALLIANCE AND INDUSTRIAL UNION.**

ACCESSION 1978/03.0223.

Dates: 1890

Collection Type/Materials and size: Charter, 1 item.

Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1978.

Description: Charter for union number 120, listing charter members J. H. Maddy, W. L. Lindsay, J. F. Leftwich, W. T. Maddy, and D. W. Leftwich.

**WEST VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR COORDINATING COMMITTEE.**

ACCESSION 1979/09.0270.


Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.

Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Betsy McCreight, 1979.

Description: Correspondence, news releases, expense vouchers, and other materials relating to state and national International Women's Year conferences.

**WEST VIRGINIA MILITIA. 16th Regiment, Co. A.**
ACCESSION 1982/06.0359.
Dates: 1867.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Muster roll (photo reproduction), 2 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jan Haddox, 1982.
Description: List of officers and men of a Mason County, West Virginia, unit.

WEST VIRGINIA STATE SOCIETY CHILDREN OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
ACCESSION 569.
RESTRICTED ACCESS: OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY; SEE MANUSCRIPTS LIBRARIAN.
Dates: 1867.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic feet.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jan Haddox, 1982.
Description: Correspondence, treasurers' reports, membership lists, committee reports, and local society materials of state patriotic and educational lineage society.

WEST VIRGINIA STATE SOCIETY, NATIONAL SOCIETY OF THE DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
ACCESSION 450.
RESTRICTED ACCESS: OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY; SEE MANUSCRIPTS LIBRARIAN.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 cubic feet.
Description: Computer sheets and working papers of the state Registrar, noting changes in membership in the chapters; also, two drawers of ancestor cards, a card file of Revolutionary War soldiers, records of disbanded chapters, and selected committee papers.

WEST VIRGINIA WOMEN'S YELLOW PAGES, 1973-1978.
ACCESSION 427.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscripts, 2 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Barbara Matz, 1985.
Description: Working papers and draft copies of book edited by Mary Lee Daugherty of Charleston, West Virginia. Includes correspondence, research notes, and samples from the Boston Women's Yellow Pages, which served as a prototype.

WESTMORELAND CHAPTER, NSDAR.
ACCESSION 503.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Cora P. Teel, 1989.
Description: Original draft and working papers of "Wayne County, West Virginia, cemeteries, vol. 1."

ACCESSION 500.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Paul and Nancy Whear, 1988.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia librarian; violinist. Papers consist of research notes, grant application papers, reports and support material for 'History-Making Women of Huntington, West Virginia, 1871-1971,' a project funded by the Humanities Foundation of West Virginia. Also papers pertaining to the Carter G. Woodson Memorial Committee of Huntington.

WHISMAN, Rick, collector.
ACCESSION 528.
Dates: ca. 1862-1935.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic foot
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Rick Whisman, 1991.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, resident. Collection includes a Civil War letter by Charles Sayre; legal papers from the law offices of Brown & Brown in Boyd County, KY, and oversized photographs and printed material.

WHITE, John M.
ACCESSION 1975/08.0106 (PROCESSED; MS 135)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript, 8 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. White, 1975.
Description: 'The James River and Kanawha Turnpike, Old and New,' a research paper written for Historical Geography 501 at Marshall University.

WHITE, L. Marie.
ACCESSION 1976/06.0135.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1976.
Description: Assistant Registrar and assistant to the director of alumni affairs at Marshall University. Papers consist of lists of graduates of Marshall College, newspaper clippings, and her notes, drafts and manuscript for her booklet, 'Metamorphose of Old Main,' and an unpublished history of the Albert Gallatin Jenkins Laboratory School at Marshall College.

WHITE, Laura Rogers, 1852-19--
ACCESSION 524.
Dates: ca. 1880.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction), 2 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Josephine Fidler, 1990.
Description: Ashland, KY, architect. Document is a holograph biographical sketch of Miss White, who was a founding member of the Huntington Branch, AAUW.
WHITTAKER-GLANVILLE FAMILY.
ACCESSION 418 (PROCESSED; MS 96)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Dorothy Whittaker Atkins, 1985.
Description: Papers consist primarily of genealogical materials pertaining to Glanville and related families of Ohio, Missouri, and Pennsylvania. A significant part of the collection are the diaries of Annie Heacock, a teacher at the Penn School for freed slaves in Beaufort, South Carolina, 1864-1869. Other diaries include the Civil War diary of John Whittaker, a surgeon in the 81st Ohio Volunteer Infantry.

WIGHT, Lyman.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0070
Dates: 1849-1856.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letterbook, 1 reel of microfilm.
Description: Copies of correspondence discussing Indian affairs and the establishment of the Mormon Church in Texas.

WILEY, Virginia Papers.
ACCESSION 1973/01.0014.
Dates: 1896-1901.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 linear ft.
Method of Acquisition and date:
Description: Mason County, West Virginia, schoolgirl. Papers consist primarily of letters received while she was a student at the Virginia Female Seminary, Staunton, Virginia, and at Mont de Chantal Academy, Wheeling, West Virginia. Included are items addressed to her father, Rankin Wiley, lawyer and former legislator in Point Pleasant, West Virginia.

WILLETT, Marjorie, collector.
ACCESSION 680.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 13 items.
Description: Miscellaneous items acquired at estate sales, including O. J. Rife pocket ledger and letter from Margaret Brill (1934) to Clara Bush Shanklin.

WILLISON, Mary, 1824-1907.
ACCESSION 1978/11.0243.
Dates: undated.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Holograph manuscript (photo reproduction), 7 leaves.
Description: Poem entitled, 'The Old White,' about White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia.
WILSON FAMILY.  
**ACCESSION 1974/01.0161.**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 17 items.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.  
Description: Cabell County, West Virginia, family. Collection contains correspondence; receipts, including a statement from Barboursville College; and photographs, mostly unidentified.

WILSON, James.  
**ACCESSION 690.**  
Dates: 1842, 1854.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction, col.), 2 items.  
Description: Bill of sale for two slaves and receipt for “one black girl Celia” and other items.

WISCONSIN HISTORICAL SOCIETY Library (Draper Manuscript collection).  
**ACCESSION 1972/01.0072**  
Dates: 1755-1815.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: 133 reels of microfilm.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1972.  
Description: Published guide available in the library. Papers relate chiefly to the area between the Mississippi and Hudson Rivers, especially the frontier region, and consist of Lyman C. Draper's notes and collected papers. Published guide in department.

WISE, Henry A.  
**ACCESSION 1978/02.0217, 1982/04.0352.**  
Dates: 1855; 1861.  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letters (photo reproductions and typescript transcriptions), 65 items.  
Description: Governor of Virginia, 1855-1859; Confederate Army general, 1861-1865. The 1855 letters are addressed to E. W. McComas, and discuss Wise's political plans and the political climate in Virginia and the nation. The 1861 letters were transcribed by Terry Lowry from originals located in the National Archives Confederate Records, group 109, and relate to the Kanawha Valley campaign.

WOLFE, Carl G.  
**ACCESSION 548.**  
Collection Type/Materials and size: Manuscript (photo reproduction of computer-generated typescript.) 15, [10] leaves.  
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Wolfe.  
Description: Former Marshall University graduate student; “A church and its preachers...,” a typescript history of the United Methodist Church of Ceredo, West Virginia, 1866-1987.
WOMEN'S CLUB. HUNTINGTON, W.VA. Young People's Concert.
ACCESSION 575.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 linear foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Harriett Tucker, 1993.
Description: Programs, newspaper clippings, photographs and scrapbook pages concerning a series of concerts sponsored by local civic group.

WOOD COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA DEED BOOK 4.
ACCESSION 676 (PROCESSED; MS 92, Vol. 6)
Dates: 1786-1815.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript. 109 leaves.
Description: Typescript of original courthouse records dating from 1786 until 1815.

ACCESSION 489.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 3 cubic ft.
Description: Marshall University, Huntington, West Virginia, English professor, scholar, author. Papers consist of correspondence and manuscripts of articles, papers read at conferences, and teaching papers.

WOODRUFF, E. Wesley.
ACCESSION 1979/10.0285.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Letter (typescript), 1 item.
Method of Acquisition and date: Transferred, 1979.
Description: Clergyman. Letter to Rev. Charles Stater of Huntington, West Virginia, comments on Woodruff's book, Christ the 'Alpha and Omega.'

WOODSON, R. Clinton.
ACCESSION 630.
Dates: 1942.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 2 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Ancella Bickley, 1996.
Description: Nephew of Carter G. Woodson; collection consists of a plaque from Camp Lee, Va., and one snapshot.

WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION OF WEST VIRGINIA (Historic Marker Project).
ACCESSION 412 (PROCESSED; MS 92)
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), Carbon copy (ca. 1936) located in
Description: Volume 1: Wayne County, West Virginia, births (‘A’ - ‘B’ only), wills and inventories, 1842-1900; volume 2: Wood County, West Virginia wills and inventories, 1800-1899.

WPBY-TV, Huntington, West Virginia.
ACCESSION 1981/06.0335.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Typescript (photo reproduction), 245 leaves.
Method of Acquisition and date: Loaned for copying by WPBY-TV, 1981.
Description: Transcript of a videotaped program, 'The Comstock Load,' a series of interviews with Jim Comstock, editor and publisher of the West Virginia Hillbilly.

WSAZ-TV (Television station), Huntington, West Virginia.
ACCESSION 1976/07.0138
Dates: 1952 -
Collection Type/Materials and size: Film; videotape, ca. 1050 reels of film; ca. 500 videocassettes; ca. 75 cubic ft. other. Sound. Black and white; color. 16 mm. 1/2 inch.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of George Andrick, 1976; 1979; 1987 -
Description: News film and tape of local National Broadcasting Company affiliate evening news broadcast; includes scripts and an index. Index available. Contact department for more information.

WYATT, Robert.
ACCESSION 2003-0718.
Dates: 1715-1990.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Collection, 1 cubic foot.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Robert Wyatt.
Description: Photo reproductions of letters from Louis Rosette of the 3rd Regt., Ill. artillery (Vaughn's battery) to family in Delaware, Ohio. Includes letters from Brother Frank Rosette of the 11th Penna. cavalry, later of Columbus, Ohio.

YEAGER, Charles.
ACCESSION 1978/06.0234; 455.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (in part, photo reproductions), videotapes, photographs, mementos and memorabilia; 25 cubic feet.
Description: Photo reproductions of newspaper clippings and photographs of General Charles Yeager's career as an Air Force test pilot, many from his mother's scrapbook. Memorabilia and photo reproductions of selected papers are on display in the General Chuck Yeager Room, Morrow Library, 2nd floor. General Yeager's personal papers are CLOSED for his lifetime.
YOHO, Denver C., collector.
ACCESSION 1984/03.0392.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers (photo reproduction), 3 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Yoho, 1984.
Description: Note placed by Calvin Spurlock of Putnam County, West Virginia, in his log cabin during a 1906 remodeling was found in 1980 by William F. Hancock and reprinted in the Vandalia Historical Society newsletter.

ACCESSION 2004-0730.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers. 28 lin. ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Denver Yoho Estate.
Description: Soil conservation agent; genealogist. Papers consist of genealogical research, correspondence, and other related items. Ca. 28 linear ft. of notebooks; 4.5 cu. ft. of correspondence and other papers.

YOST, Lenna Lowe.
ACCESSION 1983/04.0375.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 22 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Jonathan Lowe, 1983.
Description: Civic leader, native of Marion County, West Virginia. Includes correspondence between Mrs. Yost and Morris Shawkey, president of Marshall College, 1923-1935.

ACCESSION 1978/01.0211.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 0.5 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mr. Zban, 1978.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia, schoolteacher. Collection consists of typescript (photo reproduction) of manuscript of Five Fundamentals of Ballhandling in Football; clippings, illustrations, and correspondence from the A. S. Barnes Publishing Company.

ZIEBOLD, William.
ACCESSION 1974/12.0103.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 18 items.
Method of Acquisition and date: Acquired, 1974.
Description: Charleston, West Virginia, engineer. Papers include examinations from the Ohio State University, a field book, and correspondence regarding a gas field in Canada.

ZIMMERMAN, Forrest E.
ACCESSION 430.
Collection Type/Materials and size: Papers, 1 cubic ft.
Method of Acquisition and date: Gift of Mrs. Sue Cook, 1986.
Description: Huntington, West Virginia businessman. Collection relates to Second World War service in the 21st Medical Evacuation hospital in New Guinea and the Philippines: letters, scrapbook, and photograph album.